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PREFACE
Early attenq0ts to apply television sensors to astronomical measure-
ment programs yielded marginal results. However, the potential gain in
sensitivity and efficiency with these photoelectric sensors was a strong
incentive for continued effort and support. Emphasis was increased by
the advent of space probes and orbiting observatories where few acceptable
alternatives to television exist.
This symposium was organized to bring together the small but active
group of workers in the field at this time when progress is rapidly
being made and interest is mounting.
The papers presented were selected to cover most of the techniques
and applications under serious consideration today. The first day of
the program was devoted to television type sensors and systems used as
photometers. The second day was addressed to _he processing of raw video
data, in particular, computer processing to achieve rectification and
enhancement.
In addition to the papers recorded in these Proceedings, two addi-
tional speakers added greatly to the value of the symposium. Professor
Martin Schwarzchild,s address, "Astronomers vs New Technology," on Wed-
nesday evening was an inspiration to those of us working to apply new
technology from an astronomer for whom there has never been a feeling
of "versus." Professor John Tukey, upon whose work modern data process-
ing is greatly dependent, gave a summation of the second day's program.
As the reader will note, television type sensors combined with
digital computer data processing promise to become powerful tools for
a wide range of scientific applications.
John W. Lowrance
Chairman, Organizing Committee
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FOREWORD
It has been widely recognized by the scientific community
that television-type sensors could provide significant advantages
for astronomical measurements both in space and on the ground.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has supported
research and development on both image tubes for astronomy and
digital computer processing of astronomical data over the past
several years. During this time substantial advances have been
made, in which Princeton University has been a leader. Thus,
we welcomed the opportunity to cosponsor, with the American
Astronomical Society, this symposium on Astronomical Uses of
Television Type Image Sensors as an important event in the con-
tinued progress in these techniques for improved astronomical
measurements.
Jesse L. Mitchell, Director
Physics and Astronomy Programs
Office of Space Science and Applications
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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EXPERIENCE FROM MARINER TV EXPERIMENTS
G. Edward Danielson, Jr.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
ABSTRACT
Television(TV) cameras equipped with vidicons which were operated in
a "slow-scan" mode were the principal experiments on the Mariner 1964 and
1 969 missions to Mars. This paper describes the key characteristics of the
data relevant to obtaining photometric and geometric scientific information
about the surface of Mars. Extensive pre-launch calibrations of these
cameras were carried out to determine such properties as light-transfer
functions, erasure or residual characteristics of the vidicons, thermal and
temporal effects, and spectral response of each complete system. These
calibration data characterized each picture element of the flight vidicons.
The known properties which limit both photometric and geometric measure-
ments in the data are discussed.
IN TRODU CTION
The TV cameras were those experiments on Mariners 1964 and
1 969 which successfully acquired and transmitted pictures of the Martian
surface to Earth.*** The pictures from Mariner 4 (I964) gave scientists
their first high-resolution glimpse of Mars and revealed a surface densely
populated with impact craters similar to the surface of the Moon. In 1 969,
NASA sent two spacecraft on fly-by trajectories to Mars. Mariner 6 sent
back 76 full-resolution pictures (two and a half complete playbacks of the
analog tape recorder) and Mariner 7 was re-programmed in-flight to send
back 126 full-resolution pictures (4 tape loads). In addition, over 1 777 low-
resolution photometric pictures were obtained via the real-time telemetry.
*This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract
No. NAS 7-1 00, sponsored bythe NationalAeronautics and Space Administration.
......Television Experiment Representative, Mariner Mars 1 969 Project.
...... The Principal Investigator for both of these experiments was
Dr. Robert B. Leighton of the California Institute of Technology.
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These data recorded five full rotations of the planet at a resolution better
than that obtained by the best Earth-based photography. These data were
taken at phase angles which ranged from 25 ° to 80 ° and through color filters
which will provide information concerning the photometric function and its
spectral dependence. The geometrically rectified pictures make it possible
to measure the radius of Mars and establish an accurate cartographic control
net using surface markings in both the near and far encounter pictures.
These data are rich in scientific information but depend on careful com-
puter restoration and decalibration(I).
INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTIONS
Both Mariner 1964 and Mariner 1969 TV experiments utilized General
Electrodynamics Corporationvidicons which were operated in a "slow-scan"
mode. The Mariner 1964 system used an electrostatic deflection and focus
system, while the Mariner 1969 system employed an electromagnetic system.
Detailed descriptions of these systems are given in references (Z), (3) and (4).
Both systems were designed to maximize the scientific data return within the
data storage and bandwidth limitations of the mission. The Mariner 4 camera
consisted of an f/8 Cassegrain reflecting telescope with a focal length of
305 mm and a i. 05 ° field of view. The format on the vidicon faceplate was
a 5.5-mmx 5.5-ram square area. The Mariner 6 and 7 TV experiments
employed two vidicon cameras. The wide-angle camera had an f/5.6 multi-
element refractor lens with a 50-mm focal length whose shutter assembly
incorporated broad-band optical filters sequenced in the order: red, green,
blue, green. The narrow-angle camera utilized an f/Z.5, 500-ram-focal-
length, modified Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. The active formats of the
vidicons had an area 9.6 x iZ. 5 mm. The functional descriptions of these
systems are compared in Table I.
VIDICON PROPERTIES
A vidicon tube was selected as the camera sensing device because of
the ruggedness, light weight, small size and ability to handle a 50-to-I range
of illumination with fixed operating voltages. The vidicon photoconductive
target material is an amphorous selenium compound developed by the manu-
facturer, General Electrodynamics Corporation, which provided adequate
storage properties for the "slow-scan" mode of operations.
One of the outstanding properties of these vidicons is the reproducibility
on a point-by-point basis. The target noise which is analogous to photographic
grain is considerably less than that of photographic emulsion in addition to
being the same from picture to picture. In Figure 1 this reproducibility is
demonstrated quite vividly where the data numbers (dnvalues) were averaged
over a Z x Z picture element square and plotted against the element number
for lines 60 and 61 for all uniformly illuminated frames of similar gain
state (5). These data show a striking consistency in point-to-point variation.
Mariner TV Experiments
Table l.--Comparison of the Function Descriptions of
Mariner 1964 and Mariner 1969
Characteristic
Focal length, mm . . .
Field of view, deg . . .
Mariner 1969
camera A
Mariner 1969
camera B
Active scan lines ....
Active pixels/line . . .
Best surface scale,
m/TV line ......
Shutter speed, msec..
Q uant iz ati on / pixe 1,
bits ..........
Frame time, sec ....
System weight, lb ....
System power, W ....
52
II x 14
704
945
IIi0
9O
508
l.lxl.4
704
945
115
6
8
42.24
48
32
8
4Z. Z4
48
3Z
Mariner 1964
305
Ixl
200
200
770
200
24
iZ
8
8O
70
60
5O
DN 40
30
20
1G
0
- 7oo[
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Figure 1. -Plot of 2x 2 averages of data numbers for lines 60 and 61 of Mariner 1964
uniformly illuminated calibration pictures. The averaging minimized the efforts
of periodic noise. At the top is plotted the corresponding average of picture 23
after calibration.
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Figure 2 i l lustrates  this reproducibility on a f rame-by-frame comparison of 
the same exposures f r o m  t e s t  t o  t e s t  for Mariner  1969. 
produced by clipping the most significant bits  of the binary data. 
The contours were 
The vidicons were calibrated and tes ted extensively pr ior  to  installation 
into the camera  heads and calibrated again a s  par t  of the various integrated 
subsystem calibrations.  
ing t e s t s  pr ior  to  selection for use in  the flight systems.  
sitivity, spec t ra l  response,  l ight-transfer function, shading, residual o r  
e r a su re ,  dark cur ren t  and modulation t ransfer  propert ies  a r e  measured. 
The tubes were subjected to well-established screen-  
The vidicon's sen- 
CALIBRATION 7163 FRAME CALIBRATION 7183 FRAME 
CALIBRATION 7163 FRAME CALIBRATION 7983 FRAME 
Figure 2. -Identical flat field calibration frames from t y o  separate tests illustrating 
the reproducibility from test to test. The data are displayed with the two most 
significant bits suppressed to illustrate the gradual shading. The contoured data 
were also sampled once every 28 elements for this display. 
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Typical values for each of these properties are listed in Figure 3. These
vidicons are tested for susceptibility to aging and temperature effects in the
subsystem calibration tests.
PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREI_ENTS WITH VIDICONS
The calibration and environmental test programs were designed to
duplicate the full range of conditions inherent in launch, transit and en-
counter and, in addition, define the performance characteristics of the TV
system in the Mars encounter environment. These calibrations were able
to characterize the sensitivity of the vidicon surface to a fineness limited by
the sampling of the data in spatial resolution. In the Mariner 4, 6 and 7 TV
experiments, it had been found that the binary encoding limit of the data in
intensity could have been extended. The information in the least significant
bit of the six-bit binary encoding(0-63) of the Mariner 4 data was not limited
by the thermal noise of the preamplifier circuit or the vidicon random noise.
The Mariner 1 969 TV system employed an eight-bit binary encoding (0-255)
in which the least significant bit was also not limited by the vidicon random
PEAKSENSITIVITY (SLOWSCAN)
DARK CURRENT
DYNAMIC RANGE
RANGEOF SPECTRAL
SENSITIVITY
MTF FOR HIGH CON_AST
SINE WAVE
SHADING
RESIDUAL lONEERASECYCLE)
5-8 nal_ watt
.1 na
50-1
NEARUV. VISIBLE TO -670 nm
(POOR RED RESPONSE)
10% RESPONSEAT 40 O.LP.Imin
lO TO 35% ACROSS FRAME
3-16_
RELATIVEOUTPUT
100
80
40
20
I i I i I 1
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY CHARACTERISTICS
MARINER *69 FLIGHT VIDIICOIi
G.E.C. TYPE 1342-010
SERIAL NO. 1189541 -
-- _ OUTPUT OF VIDICON HELD CONSTANT FOR
_. VARYING LIGHT INPUT
BEAM CURRENT 100 _,AMPERES
_. TARGET VOLTAGE +13,25 VOrr_S
_. A DARK CURRENT 1.45 x 10 "J'u AMPERES
_ OUTPUT LEVEL 0.707 Vsa t = ].34 MV
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100% OUTPUT 0.510/+VOLTS
EXIT SLIT WIOTH 0.50 MMI {6.4 NIM/MM)
FILTER 2.0"/, TRANSMISSION
• _ IMCONEL _].91
IlOTE: _RVE IS NOT CORRECTED FOR VARIATION
EIR FILTER TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS. _
I I I I i_ I
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WAVELENGTHINANOMETERSI
Figure 3. -Typical values obtained from the General Electrodynamic Corp. vidicons
which were used in the Mariner 1969 TV system when it was in a slow-scan mode.
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noise 
cameras  were unfortunately very  susceptible to coherent o r  periodic noises,  
The techniques used to remove this noise a r e  covered in reference (1); s ee  
a l so  Figure 4. 
the design of the Mariner 1971 TV cameras .  
bit binary encoding of the data (512 shades of gray)  a t  the expense of a 570 
loss  in both resolution and coverage. 
1971 prototype sys tem revealed the random noise to be statist ically a smal l  
fraction of the next to the leas t  significant bit  (6). 
or the thermal  noise of the preamplifier.  The Mariner  1969 television 
Here the experience of Mar iners  1964 and 1969 has influenced 
This sys tem wil l  be using nine- 
Pre l iminary  tes t s  on the Mariner  Mars  
The photometric decalibration process  involves relating each data num- 
be r  in the pictures with the known pre-flight propert ies  f r o m  the various t e s t s  
mentioned above. 
re ferences  ( 3 ) ,  (7) and (8). 
effects of the vidicon. 
decrease  the probability of flight tubes exhibiting ex t reme changes in  any of 
its charac te r i s t ics  in the vidicon screening process .  Testing facil i t ies and 
schedule constraints have l imited the determination of these aging effects. 
has  a l so  been found that one cannot re la te  this  complex property f rom one sys-  
t em to the other due to the inconsistency among the vidicons. 
the spa re  Mariner 1969 TV subsystem was found to have a 16% change in  
sensitivity between tes ts .  
condition for 9 months in  the interval  between these tes ts .  In contrast ,  the 
Mariner 6 flight sys tems sensitivity showed no change over a 6-month 
(with repeated careful checks) during the pre-launch calibration and sys tem 
tests .  
A detailed description of this decalibration is  found in 
The key unknown in  this process  is the aging 
Certain accelerated aging t e s t s  a r e  performed to 
It 
As an  example, 
This sys t em had been in a dormant, "on-the-shelf ' '  
period 
7F70 RAW (CONTRAST ENHANCED) 7F70 NOISE REMOVED 
Figure 4. -Noise removal. The presence of periodic noise is somewhat evident as 
stripes in the upper left-hand corner running diagonally from left to right. 
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6N7 
Figure 5.- Photograph illustrating the saturation of the upper left-hand corner of the 
seventh picture of Mariner 6 near encounter caused by the shading effects of the 
deflection coils. 
Another interesting phenomenon which has  been found to be a function 
of temperature ,  aging and incident light level i s  the shading or variation in  
sensitivity ac ross  the vidicon photoconductive surface.  
shading present  in  the Mariner 1969 TV systems was due to the deflection 
and focusing coils. 
of all  the f rarnes ,as  seen in  Figure 5, 
The majority of this 
This was very  pronounced in the upper left-hand corner  
One of the most  troublesome properties has  been e ra su re  or  residual 
image. This can be character ized by exposing the vidicon and subjecting the 
system to  a normal  read and e ra su re  cycle, then capping the optics f o r  the 
next picture and determining what percentage of the original scene is present 
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in the subsequent read cycle. Figure 6 illustrates the persistence properties
of this residual as a function of the number of erase cycles. A dramatic
example of this effect in the Mariner 7 "A" camera near-encounter pictures
is shown in Figure 7. One can readily see the limb in all four frames. A
test target (Figure 8) was designed by Dr. Leighton, of the California
Institute of Technology, which was incorporated into the subsystem calibra-
tion to characterize this residual. This test target correlated the percentage
of residual to the original scene gray level (or data number). It was found
that this residual could be defined for the majority of types of residuals, but
that certain cases such as the bright limb of a planet contrasted against
black space were peculiar and required hand manipulation of the residual
map for complete removal. The Mariner 1971 Orbiter TV design has incor-
porated eleven erasure cycles in addition to switching the target voltage during
these erasure cycles to reduce this residual problem. Preliminary data show
their residuals to be substantially lower than the 5 to 16 % range for the
Mariner 1969 vidicons (6).
RESIDUAL SIGNAL
(PERCENT OF
INITIAL SIGNAL)
100 I
8O
60
40
20
0
'TARGE, AOVLTA'GE°,0.,0'
AMBIENT TEMP. DATA
ERASE DIFF. = ÷OV
ERASEDIFF. = II2Vv
2 3 4 5
NUMBER OF FRAMES AFTER EXPOSURE
Figure 6.-Test data from a vidicon which is a worst-case example of percentage of
of residual as a function of frames after exposure. The improved erasure char-
acteristics were obtained by changing the target voltage during the erasure cycle.
GEOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS WITH VIDICONS
The accuracy of the measurement of the planet's diameter, orientation
of its spin axis, and the location of various surface features and impact
craters all depend on the geometric properties of both the vidicon's electron
optics and the camera's optics. To determine the contributions due to the
camera optics and those due to the vidicon, a reseau pattern was placed on
the photoconductive faceplate of the vidicon. This geometric pattern was
measured to obtain a scale factor accurate to one part in 104 for each vidicon
prior to installation into the camera head. A calibration test target with a
measured orthogonal grid pattern was used to characterize the geometric
corrections needed to accurately reconstruct the flight pictures. The test
target calibrated the optics' geometric contributions from object space to
a r i n e r  TV E x p e r i m e n t s  9 
image space. The reseau  pattern determined the distortions in  the vidicon 
electron optics. 
dimensional polynomial interpolation technique) for locating the l imb in  the 
Mariner  1969 far-encounter pictures indicate that one can consistently locate 
the l imb profile to 0.2 of a picture element, 
a reseau  pattern which is consistent f r o m  picture to picture, again to 0.2 of 
a pixel (picture element).  
been detected in  these data. 
been determined to date. 
complement of far-encounter photos to be cataloged for variations in limb 
profile and location of the morning terminator  to an  accuracy of 0.2 * O e  1 
of a picture element(9). 
data reduction a s  "Mars phrenology, ' I  
Recent measurements  by Dr.  Leighton (who used a two- 
The flight pictures have revealed 
A random component of 2 to 3 pixels'  e r r o r  has 
These measurements  will allow the complete 
The origin of this random phenomenon has  not 
Dr.  Leighton has  coined this particular type of 
I I 
7N21 
I 
7N 23 
7N25 7N27 
Figure 7.  -Persistence properties of the vidicon. The limb in picture TN21 is clearly 
evident in subsequent frames 7N23, 7N25, and 7N27. 
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5385 LEIGHTON TEST TARGET 
5387 ROTATED LEIGHTON TARGET 
Figure 8. -Interlaced gray scale which comprised the Leighton test target. Picture 
5385 is proceeded by 5387 in which the erasure characteristics as a function of 
previous and present gray levels are characterized. 
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C ON C L USION
The Mariner TV experiments demonstrated the unique photometric
properties of the vidicon which potentially allow relative photometry within
a picture frame to be accurately measured. (NOTE: absolute measurement
of better than 5% will require the development of very precise in-flight cali-
bration sources and techniques. ) This relative photometry is ultimately
limited by the preamplifier noise and the quantization noise if it is properly
designed. The Mariner Mars Orbiter 1 971 TV experiment has incorporated
a deliberate design to utilize these measurement properties of the vidicon
by encoding the nine binary bits and to decrease the susceptibility of the
electronics to coherent noise on the spacecraft. Utilization of the pre-flight
geometric calibrations on the Mariner Mars 1 969 flight data has demonstrated
the capability of geometrically locating limb profiles, crater edges, and other
surface features to a small fraction of a picture element. These results
demonstrate the quantity of scientific information in these data. An obvious,
but previously unmentioned, fact is the dependence of these experiments on
high-speed digital image processing to handle the very large quantities of
data and perform the many tasks of calibrations, rectification, decalibration,
noise removal, and other cosmetically pleasing manipulations to the TV
pictures.
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SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACCURACY OF A SPACE-BORNE
A STR ONOMICA L TELEVISION PHOTOMETER_
Yasushi Nozawa and Robert J. Davis
Smithsonian A strophysical Observatory
Cambridge, Ma ssachusetts
INTRODUC TION
The Celescope experiment consists of a set of four ultraviolet broad-band
television photometers in the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Z (OAO 2).
Intended for mapping the sky in the ultraviolet, the experiment had as its
design goal the measurement of stellar brightness to an accuracy of + 10% over
a range from 0 to I0 mag. Position was to be measured to an accuracy of
1 arcmin over a field of view Z_ square.
The objective of this paper is to describe a basic source of system inaccu-
racy in the Celescope experiment and to provide useful information for future
work of a similar nature, in addition to stimulating research effort in this field.
Ideally, we should have liked to specify that the television system have an
output accurately proportional to the logarithm of the input intensity over the
entire dynamic range, with a response accurately uniform throughout the field
of view. In practice, it was necessary to relax these specifications, requiring
only that the output be repeatable to an accuracy corresponding to +I0_ when
referred to the input intensity and that the amplitude of the output signal be
uniform to within a factor of 2 for moderate input intensity. We intended to
satisfy the remainder of our system requirements by an accurate mathematical
modeling of the operation of the system, supported by thorough calibration and
computer programing.
As illustrated later, our initial processing of Celescope orbital data indi-
cated that we were attaining a total system accuracy of approximately 40_.
We believe that the primary sources of error are inaccuracies in the tabulated
results of our calibration procedures, inadequacies in our computer modeling
of Celescope system operation, and inadequacies in our mathematical model of
changes of sensitivity occurring under orbital operating conditions. Many of
our difficulties in analyzing orbital data would have been eliminated if we had
insisted on the same degree of quality control and documentation for software
as was required for hardware.
This research has been supported by Contract NAS 5-1535 from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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TOTAL-SYSTEM CONCEPT AND SYSTEM-MODIFICATION CYCLES
Under the total-system concept, a television photometer consists of both
hardware (experiment package) and software (data-processing system). Both
these subsystems contribute equally to the final (total) syster_ performance. As
shown in Figure l, a data-processing system in a television photometer is
basically a reconstruction of hardware characteristics in mathematical form.
As indicated later, the hardware characteristics depend also on the character-
istics of the software. That is, they are inseparable partners in the television-
photometer total system and cannot be developed independently. The system
must be designed as a total system, including both software and hardware. In
practical terms, the development of software should be emphasized as much as
that of hardware. Also, proper communication between both development
activities is essential for obtaining the best results. As seen in Figure l, the
quality of the data-processing system is as good as the knowledge of the hard-
ware characteristics.
uvF 
FROM
ENVI RONMENT
TELEVISION SENSOR
(HARDWARE)
SYSTEM
DIGITIZED
TELEVI SION ]
FRAMES _1
ENVIRONMENTAL
PARAMETERS _
POINTING
DATA
DATA-PROCESSING
(SOFTWARE)
SYSTEM
MAGNITUDE
AND
POSITION
OF STARS
Figure 1.-- Fundamental components in Celescope system.
When a television photometer is designed, especially one for space appli-
cation, parallel development of hardware and software is inevitable. This
means that basic designs of hardware and software are fixed in the very early
stages of system development, when details of the hardware are not well known.
This further implies that improvement of the data-processing system must con-
tinue during the entire life of the hardware or beyond, whenever any inadequacy
of the mathematical model is revealed. Let us examine the actual situation in
the syster_1 development.
Figure 2 shows the modification loop for a tentatively completed system.
In the past, the major effort during prelaunch system testing has been concen-
trated on correcting hardware deficiency. Hardware tests that produce special
data for software testing were seldom performed. Usually, these were limited
to interface check or debugging (coding error correction). Therefore, the
completed total system at the time of launch contained an unrecognized defi-
ciency-that is, large discrepancies between the actual hardware characteris-
tics and those in its mathematical model in the data-processing system. This
deficiency resulted from a lack of understanding of the total-system concept.
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Figure 2.-- System-modification cycles in Celescope development.
If there is no chance to correct this deficiency at ground, then what chance
is there in orbit? Let us examine our experience again. When the satellite
was launched, we experienced unexpected environmental effects on the experi-
ment. Naturally, efforts were concentrated on solving these hardware prob-
lems. We had no time to pay attention to possible discrepancies between
hardware characteristics and the mathematical model. Once these initial
problems were solved, we proceeded with our observing program, which in-
cluded a minimum number of operations aimed at maintaining and improving
our knowledge of system calibration. After many months had passed and many
data had been processed, it became obvious that there were discrepancies
between the actual hardware characteristics and our mathematical model.
Since then, much effort has been spent in resolving them. Naturally, they are
much more difficult to resolve now than they would have been earlier.
DESCRIPTION OF CELESCOPE EXPERIMENT
Since details of the Celescope experiment have been reported elsewhere
(1 to 3), we shall describe them only briefly here. The experiment consists of
ultraviolet-sensitive broad-band stellar television photometers, four of which
flew in the OAO 2. The television sensors are ultraviolet-sensitive SEC-type
(Secondary-Electron Conduction) vidicons, called Uvicons, which were specially
developed by Westinghouse (4). As a television system, Celescope is a still-
picture transmission system of variable exposure duration (controllable integra-
tion time). That is, exposure and readout are sequentially but independently
performed by ground commands. To maintain image-position accuracy, digit-
ized scanning (256 × 2.56) is used. The speed of scanning, 10.5 sec per frame,
is mainly determined by the spacecraft transmission channel. This speed cor-
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responds to 160 _sec per television element. To overcome the reduced output
amplitude due to this long beam dwell time, EMR, the prime contractor of the
Celescope experiment, developed a special scanning technique called super-
scan (5). This is a sample scan technique in which the readout beam scans a
television element rapidly during a signal-generating period. For the rest of
the time--that is, beam idle time between consecutive signal-generating
periods --the readout beam is deflected away from the television element by
offset deflection voltages. Thus, the readout beam produces signals only during
signal-generating periods. Then the output video signal becomes amplitude-
modulated pulse trains. The amplitude of each pulse is digitized (up to 127
levels) by an onboard processor and transmitted in pulse-code modulation (PCM)
format to the ground via a spacecraft transmitter. For photometric application,
we use a special signal-processing method to increase the dynamic range and
the accuracy of the instruments. When the ultraviolet flux from a star enters a
telescope of the Celescope experiment, a point image is formed on the photo-
cathode of the Uvicon tube. The photocathode produces a photocurrent that can
be expressed as
k 2/.
i = ×! S(k) _(k) dk
-1
where i is the photocurrent produced by the input flux qbfrom a star, S(K) is the
spectral sensitivity of the optics (telescope, optical filter, and photocathode),
_(k) is the ultraviolet spectral flux density from a star, and kl,k 2 are the cut-
off wavelengths of the optics.
Once we determine the photocurrent, the ultraviolet intensity I is calculated
as
i E
k 2
k! S(k) dk
U. tex
where U is the optical sensitivity of the optics, rex is the exposure time or the
integration duration, and E = i. rex is the total number of photoelectrons pro-
duced by _b(k). In Celescope, where the integration mode is used, E (not i) is
the quantity to be derived from the television signal and 1 becomes as shown on
the right-hand side of the above equation. The most difficult part of the problem
is the determination of E from the television output. When E is small, the num-
ber of pulses in the video output is small (5 to 10) and the maximum peak ampli-
tude of the pulse train depends on E. If we use the maximum peak amplitude
of the video pulse train as the television output signal, then the dynamic
range of input becomes 100 or less. The lower limit of this dynamic range is
set by preamplifier noise, in-tube noise, and external interference. The upper
limit is restricted by signal-amplitude saturation. If E is increased beyond the
amplitude-saturation range, then the number of pulses in the video output
increases. That is, an increase of input photons causes a spread of image size.
Then we can adopt the sum of all peak amplitudes in a pulse train (called Sigma),
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which was produced by a star, as an output television signal. By using this
method, we can extend the dynamic range to 10 4 or 10 5 .
SYSTEM ACCURACY IN TIlE PRELIMINARY PROCESSED DATA
During 16 rrlonths of its useful orbital life, the Celescope experiment pro-
duced approximately 8700 frames of stellar teievision pictures for ultraviolet
photometric measurement. We based our first careful study of system accuracy
on a small number of frames {48, to be exact), selected from available data,
which had been produced by the preliminary data-processing system. Since this
data-processing system was developed principally during the prelaunch period,
it is not expected to produce the best results, but it will give us some idea of
system accuracy and may suggest where the system should be modified to im-
prove it. The selected data cover January 4 to i0, 1969, which corresponds
to one of the earliest operational periods after the break-in of the experiment
for orbital operation. These 48 pictures contain more than 450 different
stars, of which about Z00 were observed more than once. Since we do not
have enough reliable ultraviolet measurements to compare the absolute inten-
sity of measurement, our system-accuracy study is based on a consistency
check, or repeatability of observed data. As a measure of system accuracy, the
mean magnitude discrepancy is used. When a star is observed twice by the
same ultraviolet passband {which is determined by the image-tube and filter
combination), the magnitude discrepancy (dm) is defined as
Im I - m2[
dm =
2
Then we can take an overall average for multiple events. Table 1 summarizes
the results, along with other related statistical quantities of magnitude discrep-
ancy. As can be seen from this table, the magnitude discrepancy is much
greater than the demonstrated ultimate accuracy of the instrument {see the next
section for details). Then what causes this large magnitude discrepancy becomes
the main question. Preliminary results indicate that we can achieve an average
magnitude discrepancy of 0.2 mag or better for the bulk of our observational
material. This paper may be considered the first installment of the complete
answer to the system-accuracy problem.
ULTIMATE ACCURACY OF THE CELESCOPE EXPERIMENT
The Celescope experiment, like any other instrument, has its ultimate
accuracy, or the maximum achievable accuracy of measurement. That ultimate
accuracy can be determined by testing the repeatability of measurements.
During the Vacuum Optical Bench {VOB) test, the following ideal condition for
the repeatability was created: a constant temperature of 7_°± 5°F, a vacuum of
better than 10-5 tort, and a fixed orientation and computer control of operational
sequence with a timing accuracy of better than 1 msec. During about a month of
the test period, many measurements were repeated for the on-board calibrator
lamps, which have a monochromatic constant-level light output. The results
are shown in Table 2. The probable error in the Sigma is less than 3%, which
corresponds to a magnitude error of 0.04 for Camera 1 and 0.08 for Camera 3.
The fluctuation of Sigma may be caused by 1) output-flux fluctuation of the
calibrator lamp and/or 2) Uvicon sensitivity fluctuation. To identify the source
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Table l. -- Discrepancy of Measured Magnitude
Between Repeated Observations
Category
Image
tube
Camera 1
Camera 1
Camera 3
Camera 3
Camera 4
Camera 4
Camera 1
Came ra 3
Camera 4
Magnitude discrepancy
Optical filter
Filter 1
Filter 2
Filter 1
Filter 2
Filter 3
Filter 4
FI/F2 data
combined
F1/F2 data
combined
F3/F4 data
combined
Number of
double
observations
36
70
58
66
39
2O
106
124
59
Mean
0.298
•404
.403
• 520
• 324
•623
• 368
.465
.425
Median
0.Z62
•345
.315
•427
• 155
•637
•282
• 350
.295
Probable
error
0. 152
•246
.259
• 343
•249
•266
.221
• 310
•Z72
All data 289 0. 425 0. 327 0. 275
Table 2.- Fluctuation of Calibrator Output Measured
by Celescope During Ground Test
Image
tube
Camera 1
Camera 3
Number of
observations
82
72
Average (av)
1357.0
3211.8
Sigma
Probable
error (p.e.)
29.9
85.6
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of fluctuation, the intensities of artificial stars were measured. These inten-
sities were known to be constant to the same order of calibrator output and
Uvicon sensitivity. First the magnitudes of the artificial stars were determined
directly from the earlier Uvicon calibration. Then the measured magnitudes of
artificial stars were modified by using calibrator-output measurements from
the same television picture. The first method is directly related to the hypoth-
esis that all fluctuations are caused by the calibrator lamp; the second, that
all fluctuations are caused by Uvicon sensitivity. Table 3, showing a sample
result of such measurements, indicates that the major source of the fluctuation
is Uvicon sensitivity. The fluctuation of Uvicon sensitivity is correctable by
the second method. Therefore, the ultimate prelaunch accuracy of the
Celescope experiment was ,-_3% or better.
Table 3. -- Identification of Source of Output Fluctuation by Minimizing
Magnitude Difference for Double Observations
Magnetic calculating method
(assumption for source of
output fluctuation)
Calibrator output
Uvicon sensitivity
Calculated magnitude for an artificial star
Measurement 1
9.207
9. 138
Measurement 2
9. 095
9.133
Diffe fence
0.112
•005
Measurement of real stars in the orbital environment will be less accurate
than the above ultimate accuracy. The amount of inaccuracy depends on pre-
launch system calibration, on usage of the calibration data, and on changes
occurring after launch. Roughly speaking, any deviation of system accuracy
from its ultimate accuracy is caused by inadequate calibration of the system
and/or an inadequate mathematical model, which uses the calibration data.
Postlaunch changes must be included by recalibration in orbit and appropriate
mathematical modeling. Since the ultimate goal of Celescope accuracy is
0. 1 rnag (the goaI for the near future is 0. Z mag), present hardware seems
adequate. Therefore , we can say that the Iess-than-uItirnate accuracy of the
Celescope experiment is caused by the improper mathematical model in the
data-processing system. In turn, the mathematical model may be based on an
insufficient number of calibration data. It is possible that some unidentified
parameters that influence system accuracy were omitted from the calibration
process. We do not believe that to be the case, but part of our effort is still
spent in attempting to identify any such additional parameters.
EFFECTS OF THE NUMBER OF CALIBRATION POINTS
As shown in the previous section, the major source of error is probably in
the mathematical model used in the data-processing system. Then, what is the
most likely cause of error in the mathematicaI model? In the present state of
the art, the characteristics of the television photometer are determined
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empirically. That is, a number of calibration points are chosen, and character-
istics for the noncalibrated points are estimated by interpolation. More calibra-
tion points produce a better mathematical model, and more sophisticated
interpolation methods produce less error. But, for practical considerations--
namely, schedule and finances-- the fewer are the calibration points, the better.
Consequently, some compromise is required. Some finite number of calibration
points is chosen. This implies that we have some kind of mathematical model in
mind (even though we claim to have no bias concerning the type of model). We
may call this an intuitive model. Since the quality of the resulting mathematical
model depends on the number of calibration points, the mathematical model is
not very different from the intuitive model.
For an example, we will present the calibration of target gain. When we
calibrate target gain (the ratio between the number of photoelectrons and Sigma)
as function of target position, 26-hole reticles are used (in some cases there
are 14 holes). That cneans that at most six (usually five) positions along a line
across the target plane are calibrated. An example is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3.-- Target sensisitivity variation across raster.
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Increasing the number of positions was a great difficulty at the time of calibra-
tion, and we thought this number was sufficient since the maximum deviation of
sensitivity was a factor of Z. (The acceptance specification for the tube was
+50%. ) What we forgot was that the nonuniformity measure during the tube
acceptance test was not Sigma but peak amplitude, which may vary up to a factor
of 100. At present, this problem is solved by improving the interpolation
method. Again, if we had realized early enough that the mathematical model is
also part of the system, we could have improved system accuracy much more
easily (for instance, by recalibration or by special tests).
EXAMPLES OF IMPROPERLY ASSUMED CONDITIONS
Other causes of the inaccurate mathematical model are invalid assumptions
for calibration. As part of our "intuitive model," we assumed certain operating
conditions for types of input, environment, etc. If these assumptions are not
valid, then the calibrated data are not accurate. Recalibration was required if
it was possible. When we performed the calibration, we assumed implicitly the
input to be a point source (a quasi-point source), and fixed position, no back-
ground light, and a steady-state input. In actual orbital o_peration, some of these
assumptions are invalid. For instance, geocorona (lZl6 A) emission produced
a very high background in the shorter wavelength region (Figure 4). Therefore,
the magnitude of a star appearing in this region could not be determined accu-
rately, nor could the intensity of the Lyman-alpha. This category of error can-
not be predicted during prelaunch. Therefore, recalibration in orbit and
supplementary ground tests are required.
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NORMAL ENVIRONMENT 
(Contact R127) 
WITH MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE 
( Contact R 128) 
Figure 5. -Effect of magnetic disturbance. Both pictures contain an identical set of 
three stars and a calibrator image at  the center of the pictures. 
Similarly, fo r  calibration purposes,  the assumed environment, especially 
the magnetic field, was considered to be in a steady state.  
days of orbital  operation, the dynamic magnetic field produced by the Magnetic 
Unloading System (MUS) caused dras t ic  effects in the output image. 
shows an example. The resulting image is deformed and its Sigma has a much 
higher value than it should. This problem was avoided by stopping operation of 
MUS during expose and readout periods. 
important fac tor  for  a l l  electrostatic SEC tubes. Since the satell i te t ravels  
around the ear th  and changes orientation, the magnetic field around the tube 
slowly changes. 
Table 4 indicates a good example. 
calibration lamp is fixed on the Uvicon faceplate, any change in the calibration 
image is due to external  electronic shift caused by the magnetic field o r  by a 
change of sweep voltage. Since the target  has a la rge  positional gradient for  its 
sensitivity, the difference between the apparent image position in  the r a s t e r  and 
the t rue image position on the target  may cause a large e r r o r .  
mathematical  model should include a correct ion factor  fo r  this apparent position 
change. The t rue  target  position should be measured  in the s a m e  way as during 
calibration (that is, some bias for  magnetic field should be included). 
is negligible. But as shown in F igure  6, the sys t em deteriorated very  rapidly, 
mainly f r o m  overtesting and overstorage a t  the ground. 
of deterioration a r e  readout-beam reduction (due to loss of cathode emission),  
target-gain reduction, photocathode -sensitivity change, and deterioration of 
optical components. 
testing is not likely. 
design and a deterioration monitor. 
During the first 3 
Figure  5 
The ea r th ' s  magnetic field is a very  
This causes apparent shifts of position in the output r a s t e r .  
Since the position of the optical image of the 
Therefore,  the 
The original calibration also assumed that t ime degradation of the sys tem 
The physical causes  
Since even the present  calibration is not sufficient, reduced 
Therefore,  a future sys t em should incorporate a long-life 
In Celescope, the deterioration model has 
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been developed by using orbital data and has been incorporated into the prelim-
inary data-processing system (6). The results of this model are very encour-
aging, as shown in Table 5. Currently, further improvement of the model is
being attempted•
Table 4. --Shift of Calibrator Image Position in the Raster
[Raster consists of 256 x 756 points• Position is measured by horizontal
and vertical element numbers (H, V); H, V = 1 to 256.]
Image tube
Camera 1
Camera 3
Horizontal
Average
position
134
135
Maximum shift
from average
position
24
21
Vertical
Average
po sition
156
145
Maximum shift
from average
position
15
21
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Table 5.-- System-Accuracy Improvement by Deterioration Correction
Measured magnitude at contact
Imag e
tube
Camera 1
Camera 1
Camera I
Camera 3
Camera 3
Optical
filter
Filter 1
F ilter 2
Filter g
Filter 1
Filter Z
Observed
star
A
B
C
D
E
$415 Q428 MI ;01
i0. iZ .... 13.89
9.39 .... 9.Z7
..... 8.Z7 ii. 97
..... 7.49 7.38
..... 7.59 .....
..... 6.94 .....
..... 10.ZZ 13.38
..... 9.95 i0.22
9.96 .........
9.77 ...........
M1574
13.08
7.68
IZ.Z5
6.90
13.63
9.48
Deterioration
correction
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
C ONC L USIONS
I. The largest error is the result of an inaccurate mathematical model of
the hardware characteristics.
2. The causes of the inaccurate mathematical model are the insufficient
number of calibration points and inaccurate assumptions concerning operating
conditions.
3. The impact of these problems can be lessened by increasing the number
of calibration points or by investigating and perfecting a theoretical model of
hardware characteristics so that calibration means simple determination of
numerical coefficients.
4. As part of the system test, the software-accuracy tests should be held
while the system is still on the ground. That is, the system test should check
the total system, not simply the hardware.
5. Since all possibility of inaccurate assumptions for operating conditions
cannot be eliminated, whenever such a case occurs proper recalibration should
be performed by remeasuring standard stars.
6. Monitoring of system time degradation should be incorporated as part
of the system.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON DEI_LOPMENT OF THE SEC VIDICON FOR ASTRON(_Y
P. M. Zucchino
and
J. L. Lowrance
Princeton University Observatory
Princeton, New Jersey
For the past several years Princeton has been pursuing the develop-
ment and application of television tubes for astronon_. The primary objec-
tive is to develop a sensor for space astronomy applications, especially
those of diffraction limited imagery and high-resolution spectroscopy.
Ground based applications have been included in the development pro-
gram, both to exploit the intrinsic capabilities of integrating television
tubes for certain ground based observational work and to gain application
experience with television for actual astronomy observational tasks.
The primary sensor characteristics that are relevant to the basic
choice of a sensor are:
(a) A capability for exposure periods of the order of i0 hours
(b) A modulation transfer function (MrF) of at least 0.5 at l0
cycles/mm over an image format of at least 250,000 image
elements, that is, a 25 mm square
(c) Stable photometric and geometric transfer functions
(d) Good quantum efficiency with a quantum noise limited signal
to noise ratio over most of the dynamic range
Background information on the subject is given in references I to 8.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Sensor Selection
The long exposure requirement limits the choice of television type
_ensors to those with very high resistivity storage targets, so that the
image accumulating during the longest exposure does not degrade significantly
prior to the end of exposure and subsequent readout of the stored image.
This eliminates all photo-conductive type sensors unless a system for
accumulating detected photon events outside the tube in an external memory
is feasible for the particular application.
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There are just two general types of TV tubes with the required integra-
ting and storage capability. They are the SEC vidicon and the image isocon
or image orthicon. (The image isocon has basic integrating and storage
capabilities the same as those of the image orthicon.)
We have evaluated the SEC-vidicon and the image isocon for the
general astronomy application and have selected the SEC-vidicon because
of its higher effective quantum efficiency and better first scan modula-
tion transfer function.
The obscuration or interception of photoelectrons by the target mesh
effectively lowers the quantum efficiency of the image isocon by approxi-
mately 40 percent relative to the SEC-vidicon which does not have a mesh
between the photocathode and its storage target.
Resolution
The attainable modulation transfer function of storage tubes in
general is determined by the thickness of the electrostatic storage element.
In image sensors where an electrostatic image is formedj the reading electron
beam senses the potential distribution rather than charge distribution on
the storage target. Re potential distribution is a degraded image of the
charge distribution.( J)
If t I is the target thickness and t2.is the target to mesh spacing,
the theoretical sine wave response of an mmage isocon target, as determined
solely from its geometry, is given by the equation
-2 77" K t2
- n'Ktl (I -e )
_(K) = e
2 7TK t2
where K is the number of half cycles of spatial frequency per unit length.
The target thickness is 0.2 mil in the image isocon. A graph of the
sine wave response versus the target to mesh spacing is shown in Figure I.
Spacings closer than I mil appear to be impractical to manufacture. At the
I mil spacing the theoretical response is only 22_ at 10 cycles per mm.
This compares with 60_ response for the latest SEC-vidicon. The Isocon that
was evaluated had a target-to-mesh spacing of 1.4 mil. The measured response
was 12_ and the theoretical response from Figure I is 16_.
Similar analysis of a vidicon or SEC target yields the equation
J(K) = 1 -e -27/' K t2
2 TfK t 2
The thickness of the SEC target is not directly measurable, bowered the
effective thickness can be calculated from the measured apparent capacitance.
The effective capacitance is a function of the total number of electrons
stored on the target and the corresponding voltage modulation. In the latest
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tube,
picture element
V _ 2.5 volts corresponds to 44,000 electrons per 33 x 33 micron
c_
C 4.4 x 104 x 1 6 x 10-19
= " = 0.28 x I0-14 farad
and t2 =
2.5
8.85 x I0-12 x (33 x 10-6) 2
o.28 x Io-14
3.56 microns
From Figure 1 one finds that the MTF at I0 cycles/mm is 81%. This is
consistent with the measured value of 604. The difference is attributable
to the resolving power of the scanning electron beam and the uncertainty
in the thickness of the target.
From both the analytical and experimental data one concludes that the
thin vidicon or SEC type target provides a significant gain in first scan
resolution over the mesh-target arrangement used in image orthicons and
Image Isocons.
It should be noted that continuous scan of the same image in an Image
Isocon or Orthicon results in improved resolution due to a charge equilibrium
that builds up in the stea_state. Howeve_ the "first scan _' condition
analyzed above is the mode of operation that is relevant in most applications
for stellar astronomy.
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Figure 1.-Modulation transfer functions.
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Photometric Transfer Function
The transfer function shown in Figure 2 illustrates the basic photo-
metric characteristics of the SEC tube.
The 33 x 33 micron element size is used because the 50 micron square
image element goal would be better served with some oversampling in both
axes, assuming that data storage and transmission limits are not very
restrictive in the application. A raster of 750 scans lines with 750
samples per line on the 25mm square target yields the 33 micron image
element size.
Photoelectrons per image element is the input variable, so that photo-
cathode quantum efficiency is not involved at this point.
The threshold performance is determined by the preamplifier noise which
dominates approximately the first 5_ of the useful exposure range. After
an exposure of 63 photoelectrons per element is reached the shot noise of
the inl_ut photoelectrons exceeds the preamplifier noise.
The transfer function is nearly linear with a slight reduction in gain
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Figure 2.-SEC photoelectric transfer function.
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as the full target conditions are approached. "Full target;'
the point where further exposure would best be recorded on an
additional frame, is in the range of 1000 to 2000 photoelectrons per
element.
The measured noise is less than the calculated quantum noise
but it is not corrected for MTF. Correction for MTF is estimated
to not quite double the noise at this element size, indicating that
the performance closely approaches the quantum noise limit.
Since the threshold performance depends directly on the pre-
amplifier and the preamplifier characteristics in turn dicate the
readout rate, some comment on the preamplifier employed is in order.
Preamplifier
The SECvidicon noise consists of the preamplifier noise and
the quantum noise in the image. The preamplifier noise expressed in
photoelectrons is
N
a
(0) (_F)
where G is the SEC target gain. The preamp noise, N , consists of
the shot noise in the channel current of the field e_fect transistor,
the thermal (Johnson) noise in the resistors of the input network,
and excess noise associated with gate leakage of the input transistor.
Figure 3 schematically illustrates the preamplifier employed at
Princeton with the 8EC tube. Its function is to measure the charge
due to stored electrons on each image element. The first stage is a
selected low noise junction field effect transistor (FET). Since the
input FET is intrinsically a voltage sensitive device the ratio of
the signal charge to total shunt capacitance is a key parameter.
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Figure 3.-Preamplifier employed with SEC tube.
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I
The channel current shot noise referred to the input of the pre-
amplifier is calculated as follows:
c
Nc - am At
=c__ (2Af)gm
where C is the total shunt capacitance to ground at the preamplifier
input, gm is the trans-conductance of the FET, N is the number of
channel electrons per element dwell time, _ t is the readout dwell
time per element, and 2k f is the corresponding readout bandwidth.
This may be expressed in terms of the FET channel current:
c qe _ t _ qe
The thermal noise current of a resistor is
electrons/
half cycle
where
in :_ 4 kTR _f
k = 1.372 x 10-23 joules/°K
and T : temperature , °K
A half cycle of bandwidth is equal to
number of electrons per half cycle is
I seconds. The
2 kf
,
kT _ f kT
f)2 R f R
qe qe
The total preamp noise in electrons per half cycle or dwell time is:
Na =_- kT + 21_f I_ 1f R (qe) 2 qe
2
From this one notes that the input resistance should be as high as
practical, the input capacitance of the FET and the input network
should be as low as possible, the gm should be high, the channel
current should be low, and there is an optimum frequency for mini-
mum total noise.
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For the latest SEC vidicon and preamplifier:
G = 40
f = 25 k_z
C = 50 x 10-12oFarads
gm : 13.4 x _0 -° amperes/volt
= 7 x 10_ J amperesI
R = 2 x 10u ohms
T : e60°_
k = 1.362 x 10-23 Joules/°K
qe = 1.6 x 10"19 coulombs/electron
Solution of the preceding equation for these values yields N = 242
electrons/half cycle.
This compares favorably with the measured preamp noise of
300 electrons per half cycle. The additional measured noise is
attributed to the gate leakage current of the FET in the pre-
amplifier. Since the channel shot noise performance depends
directly on the total shunt capacitance at the preamplifier input,
the reduction in shunt capacitance that accompanied the removal
of the suppressor mesh from the SEC tube fully offset the
decrease in target gain of the coated target, leaving the net
threshold performance unchanged.
Negative feedback via Cfb (Figure 3) is employed to stabilize
the performance against device parameter drifts, but the design is
such that Cfb is kept small in relation to Ctota I so as not to
degrade the channel shot noise performance.
The bias and feedback resistors are of high value ( r_-_108 ohms)
to minimize their thermal noise contribution. Upper limits on
resistor values are determined by the FET leakage current (especially
if operation in a radiation environment is planned) and by the need
to avoid low frequency shifts in the SEC target bias potential.
Cooling of the preamplifier down to -I0°C improves the noise
performance by reducing the thermal component of the FET leakage
current. Further cooling does not help, presttmablybecause surface
leakage becomes the dominant FET leakage noise contributor. To
date, insulated gate type field effect transistors have proven to be
excessively noisy for application to preamplifiers of this type,
so we have been unable to take advantage of their extremely low
gate leakages.
The dependence of preamplifier performance upon readout rate
or element dwell time is shown in Figure 4. The FET channel shot
noise rises with the one half power of frequency or inversely as
the one half power of dwell time, while the other noise contributions
behave in a reciprocal manner. This leads to an optimum readout rate
with an upper video frequency of 25 kHz corresponding to a dwell time
of 2Omicroseconds per image element. The minimum noise point is not
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a sharp minimumbecause of the one half _ower dependence of the
contributions. The minimum can be shifted somewhat higher in frequency
by selecting PET's with good shot noise characteristics_ while sacri-
ficing leakage or "excess" noise characteristics; and conversely can
be shifted downward in frequency by using opposite device selection
criteria. The important point of Figure 5 is that standard broadcast
type readout rates are entirely too fast for optimum threshold per-
formance.
Image Isocon Signal to Noise Ratio
The image isocon has several sources of noise, most of which are
proportional to the square root of the signal. The quantum noise in the
charge pattern on the tarcet expressed in photoelectrons is:
N _ ( GT-1 )
where N is the number of photoelectrons emitted by the photocathode, NT
is the target mesh transmission, G T is the secondary emission gain at '
target mesh transmission and(G T _ is the increase in noise due to the
I- )
Poisson statistics associated with the secondary emission gain process.
The beam noise, again expressed in photoelectrons, is:
io5
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Figure 4.-SEC preamplifier performance against frequency.
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GB is the gain of the beam in scattered electrons per target electron and
GGB_I increase in noise associated with the gain
is the Poisson statistics
of the beam, GB. This expression may be simplified to:
 T%MF(%-I) (MTF) 
The beam switching noise is: (1)
2
qn
2kTC
S
and in photoelectrons
=]2kTC s
For large values of "N" the beam switching noise can be neglected and the
signal to noise ratio is
+
]
NTGTMF (Gp -7 ) (I_F) 2
An additional source of noise is the dark current. The dark current
results from scattering from the field mesh, scattering in the dark portion
of the image which is accentuated by target l_ulsing, and nominal adjustment
of the separating aperture to keep from "clipping" off the lowest end of
the dynamic range.
One notes that the isocon signal to noise ratio is independent of the
scan rate and res__Itant video bandwidth. Equally importan_ it is propor-
tional to the square root of the signal when the dark current is ignored.
This "independence" of the readout rate may be of value in some applications
such as solar astronomy where the data rate may be quite high.
Figure 5 shows the various noise components and the signal to noise
ratio for an isocon with the following parameters:
Target Mesh Transmission
Field Mesh Transmission
Target Gain
MT = 0.5
GT = 4
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Beam Gain
Modulation Transfer Function
1 mil spacing (MTF)
GB = 2
MTF = 0.2 at 19 c/mm (Figure I)
CS 0.875 x 10-15 farad/element
V = 1.6 volts
These values yield a signal to noise ratio at 10 cycles/ram of 0.2_.
Q = CVThe peak signal is
o.875 x Io-15 x 1.6
MTGTN = 1.6 x I0-19 = 87 50
N - 8750 = 4375
(o.5) (4)
peak S/N : 0.2_ : 13. 3The
105
104
=o
_, io 3
io z
IO
I I I
I MIL TARGET-MESH SPACING
-I
_.J
(no
>
B
=_,
x
4>
•<]
I I0 I0 2 103 104
PHOTOELECTRONS PER 50 x 50 F ELEMENT
Figure 5.-Isocon transfer function.
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The SEC vidicon would have a comparable S/N of
4375
= g7
However, the SEC vidicon saturates at about ½ this signal so the peak signal
to noise ratio in ½ the exposure time would be 45 and computer summation of
the two exposures would yield approximately65.
Figure of Merit for Image Sensors
A perfect detector has a signal to noise ratio equal to the square root
of the number of photons per image element
Peak Signal =_No. of photons
RMS Noise
In an actual detector the signal to noise is a function of several factors:
preamplifier noise, quantum efficiency, and modulation transfer function
(MTF) of the detector
Peak Signal
RMS Noise
= SiGnal
_(Noisel )2 + (Noise2_ 2
\MTF i
where Noise 2 is any noise that is not filtered by the aperture response of
the sensor such as preamplifier noise and beam noise.
A figure of merit for any sensor would be the ratio of the ideal
signal to noise to the actual signal to noise ratio. This figure of merit
will be a function of spatial frequency and magnitude of the incident
photon signal. For a noiseless detector responsive to a fraction of the
incident photons
Figure of Merit =\IQe1--
where Qe
No. Photons
No. Photons
is the quantum efficiency defined as
No. measurable events
No. photons
The figures of merit for 103-0 photographic film, the SEC vidicon, and the
image isocon are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. -Figures of merit for sensors.
A variation on this figure of merit would be its integral up to a
given spatial frequency. This would then relate the figure of merit to
the number of picture elements per unit area.
SEC Selection
The SEC vidicon tube being developed for the astronomy application is
the WTg-5h19-B _ which is about the size of a 3-inch image o thicon. The
tube employs magnetic focusing for both the reading and image sections.
Since there are several more compact types of SEC tubes available, an
explanation of why the 5419-B was originally selected for the astronomy
application, and is still considered to be the optimum among the available
types, is in order.
The major consideration is the size of the SEC storage target. For
example, the diffraction limited imagery application requires that the
sensor be used with a sufficiently long focal ratio so that the image tube's
MTF does not significantly degrade the overall MTF. This is illustrated
in Figure 7. By choosing the focal ratio so that the telescope MTF is zero
at the spatial frequency where the sensor MTF has dropped to 0.5, the over-
all MTF is not seriously degraded by the sensor. For the SEC tube this
occurs at about I0 cycles per mm spatial frequency at the target. The
larger the target, the more half cycles or image elements can be included
in the field of a given exposure. The 25mm square targets of the 5419-B
provide a field of 500 x 500 image elements at the 10 cycles per mm limit.
[_is is comparable in field coverage at equal MTF to a photographic film
×q_e Princeton version of this tube is the WM31718_
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(e.g.,t03 ag) only 12mm square. For many observations such as image field
is adequate. Yt would require additional exposures to record objects or
fields larger than 25 arc sec with a one meter diffraction limited telescope.
For ground based observations where the seeing is rarely better than one arc
second, the field coverage is about 8 arc minutes, also based on the matching
criterion of Figure 2 . Since the 25mm square target of the 5419-B is
the largest available, that tube is strongly favored on field coverage
considerations.
Another parameter related to target size is photoelectron storage
napacity, on a per element basis. A 50micron square image element in the
5419-B target (corresponding to operating with spatial frequencies up to
]0 cycles per mm) has a storage capacity of about 2500 photoelectrons,
which corresponds to a photometric accuracy of two percent rms. Even
assuming that smaller image elements might become feasible in the future
by way of MTF or resolution improvement, the storage capacity would go
down directly with the area of the smaller resolution elements and the
photometric accuracy on a per element basis would decrease directly with
the increase in limiting spatial frequency.
The point here is that the per element photometric accuracy attainable
in a single exposure depends on the storage capacity of the target on a per
element basis even if the effects of the MTF are ignored. Good photometry
demands large target storage elements, o L alternatively, addition of
successive "full target" exposures o_tside the camera tube.
I.o
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Figure 7.-Telescope and sensor MTF.
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Certain aberrations in television tube performance can be neglected
or readily calibrated out if the image element size is of the order of
50 microns. An example is "beam pulling", which is a displacement of
the low velocity scanning beam by the potential gradient associated with
the localized charge of the image.
Attempting to use the TV tubes at element sizes of 15 to 20 microns
simply because the tubes have some response at the correspondingly high
spatial frequencies leads to a cascading of problems such as low per
element photoelectron storage, low MTF values, and aberrations such as
beam pulling.
The conclusion is that pushing the TV tube resolution rapidly de-
grades its system effectiveness in the astronomical application, where
most effective use of the light gathered by the telescope is the major
consideration.
A secondary consideration in the selection of the 5419-B tube type
is that its magnetically focused image section insures no significant
degradation of MTF in the image section and also provides a flat input
window which facilitates the system optical design and simplifies the
attainment of a uv transmitting window.
Removal of Suppressor Mesh
A major advance in the SEC development program for the astronomy
application was the removal of the suppressor mesh from the tube design.
For many non-astronomy applications the suppressor mesh has been a necessary
device to prevent destruction of the SEC target by "crossover", a destruc-
tive situation usually caused by overexposure of the tmbe leading to
secondary emission charging of the scanned surface of the target to a
potential sufficient to rupture the fragile insulating membrane. This is
usually avoided by having the low potential suppressor mesh near the scanned
surface of the target to limit the maximnm potential the target surface can
attain during a "crossover" situation.
The sequential operation of the tube in the astronomy application
permits operating without the suppressor mesh. An advance in SEC target
technology involving a coating of the scanned side of the target further
insures safe operation.
The sequential operation employed is safe because the scanning beam
is off when the photocathode is operating. There are no scanning electrons
to generate secondaries at the scanned surface even if a portion is being
overexposed by photoelectrons. The mesh behind the target, which in the
case of a tube without a suppressor mesh is the field mesh, is kept at a
low or zero potential during exposure, so that secondaries generated by
primary photoelectrons cannot cause charging of the exit surface.
SEC target gains are lower by a factor of two with the coated target
because the portion of the SEC target gain attributable to secondaries
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being collected by the mesh after their generation by a photoelectron is
absent. That portion is known as the TSE component for transmission
secondary emission. Only the basic SEC secondary electron conduction
component of target gain remains. The SEC component depends on the initial
electric field through the target supplied by the external target bias.
Three significant benefits are realized by removing the suppressor
mesh from the 5419-B tube.
First, the threshold noise performm_ce is helped considerably by the
reduction in the shunt capacitance of the target to ground. This more
than compensates for the loss of TSE gain inherent in meshless operation.
Second, the MTF of the tube is increased by 50 percent at 10 cycles
per mm. We typically obtain 60 percent modulation at 10 square wave cycles
per _n without the suppressor mesh, as opposed to 40 percent with the
suppressor mesh.
Third, the problem of microphonic noise signals, which can be severe
with slow scan readout operation, is intrinsically improved by removal of
the suppressor. Further improvement resulted from a mechanical redesign
of the target structure which was made feasible by the deletion of the
suppressor mesh. The redesign also made the target more resistant to
vibration damage.
Sequential O_eration
For the astronomy application, where exposure time of the order of
minutes and hours are common, the SEC tube is operated in a manner quite
different from that employed in broadcast television operation.
In normal TV operation the image section of the SEC tube is continuously
writing an image into the SEC storage target while the reading electron gun
is continuously reading out the image that has been integrated in the brief
frame or field interval since the beam last scanned its present location.
In the sequential operating modes used in the astronomy applicatibn
the SEC tube is cycled through four modes. They are: PREPARE, EXPOSURE,
STORE, and READOUT.
In the PREPARE mode the SEC storage target is normalized to make it
suitable for exposure.
During the EXPOSURE mode the photocathode and image section are ON,
integrating the incoming image into the SEC storage target.
After an exposure the tube can be put into the STORE mode where the
photocathode and image section are OFF and the reading electron gun is
also OFF. The integrated image stored in the SEC target will not degrade
perceptibly after as many as 50 or more hours of storage.
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During the IiEADOUT mode the stored image i s  scanned out by the  reading 
sect ion 's  electron gun. During READOUT the  photocathode and image section 
of the  tube are OFF. Since the image section i s  O F F  during the  sequentiai 
mode type of readout, it i s  safe t o  have a high f i e l d  mesh potent ia l  during 
FEADQTJT. (It i s  also necessary t o  have had the  mesh voltage low during the 
EXPOSE mode fo r  complete safety during the subsequent READOUT especially i f  
an uncoated SEC ta rge t  i s  used.) 
so obtained contributes great ly  to the  high ITPF and low bean pulling 
character is t ics  of the suppressor meshless tubes. 
The high reading beam decelerating f i e l d  
The PFEPARE mode consists of f irst  flooding the photocathode with 
diffuse illumination while operating the reading beam with low f i e l d  mesh 
voltage. This i s  followed by operating the reading g u n  - only, f i rs t  with 
low mesh voltage and, second, with the high readout mode mesh potent ia l  
applied while adjusting the target  bias  upward t o  the  desired leve l  fo r  
the  EXPOSE MODE. 
An active PREPARF: cycle of t ha t  s o r t  i s  required t o  obl i te ra te  image 
charge patterns within the SEC ta rge t  layer which are not neutralized by 
the readout beam which can only normalize the surface potent ia l  of the 
ta rge t .  McMullan and Tower have previously r e  orted i n  d e t a i l  on the 
internal  charge retention of the  SEC ta rge t .  ( 8  P 
Figure 8 i l l u s t r a t e s  the requirement f o r  an active erase phase i n  the 
PREPARF, cycle. The lower portion of the f igure  i s  a normal readout of a 
t e s t  pattern image. In our slow scan operation there i s  no residual image 
even on the second scan, tha t  is, the reading beam completely recharges 
the target  surface i n  one frame, the readout frame. However, i f  the target  
i s  then exposed t o  f l a t  white illumination, a severe negative image of the 
previous pattern appears as shown i n  the  middle portion of Figure 8. 
Figure 8. -Erase illustration. 
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The upper portion of the figure sho_s the image obtained from flat
illumination after a PREPARE cycle has followed the test pattern image.
Nothing of the test pattern can be seen in this case. (The shading and
white marks in the upper portion of Figure 8 are photocathode and target
irregularities of the developmental tube used for this test.)
Another requirement of sequential tube opersiion is that of "target
pulsing". This is a procedure in which the target bias is raised approxi-
mately 0.5 volts above that used for the final PEEPAEE step and for
EXPOSURE mode. If this were not done, the scanning electron beam would
fail to land properly on those areas of the target that have received
little or no exposure. The "target pulsing" bias insures that the scanning
beam will land even in those portions of the target where the exposure was
zero. Although "target pulsing" ensures that threshold level signals will
not be compressed or lost in the readout process, it does give the video
signal a rather uneven black or "zero exposure" level.
Signal Processing and Data Reduction
Figure 9 shows the type of video signals obtained from the SEC tube
during sequential operation. The figure consists of oscilloscope traces
of single lines of video signal scanned through the middle of the target
area.
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The bottom trace of Figure 9 is the video signal with the scanning
beam turned off. It is the electronic zero level and consists only of pre-
amplifier noise.
The middle trace of Figure 9 is the signal obtained while reading out
a zero exposure. This is the uneven zero level associated with the target
pulsing needed to insure proper beam landing.
The upper trace of Figure 9 is the video obtained while reading
out a uniform "full target" exposure. The increased noise due to the
shot noise in the light flux of the exposure can be seen. The uneven-
ness that appears as left to right shading is caused primarily byphoto-
cathode non-uniformity in the developmental tube used for these tests.
The video signal traces of Figure 9 serve to illustrate some of the
basic data processing requirements for photometric application of the
SEC tube to astronomy. The first data reduction step (after the video
signal of an observational image has been digitized) is to subtract the
uneven zero signal level from each data point. The zero signal level is
quite stable and reproducible once the tube has been initially adjusted,
so it is only necessary to have available as input data the signal ob-
tained from one zero exposure test frame for a given observational run.
The second data reduction step is to normalize the observed data
points by adjusting for the point by point sensitivity variations of the
tube. The sensitivity data are obtained by subtracting the reference zero
exposure data from a calibration exposure test frame made by exposing the
tube to uniform illumination. This too need only be done on a periodic
basis, perhaps a monthly calibration test exposure if the tube were employed
as a sensor in most ground based observational programs.
After the input data have been zero corrected and normalized to
cancel spatial sensitivity variations they are a close approximation to
the output signal of a hypothetical, two-dimensional, integrating
photomultiplier.
Further data reduction, depending on the application, can include
correction for the MTF of the sensor or the optics and stacking of
successive exposures of the same object to gain higher photometric
accuracy.
Figure 10 is a block diagram of the processing of TV images currently
undertaken at Princeton. The analog video signals from the readout of the
TV tube are first recorded on an fm analog tape recorder. This step is
included for two practical considerations in the Princeton work. One is
that the subsequent digitizing hardware, partly because of economic
considerations, cannot digitize the TV signals in real time. The analog
tape recorder provides a convenient time base stretch of 16 to one,
permitting the camera readout to remain at a rate that is consistent
with optimum preamplifier performance and is also compatible with real
time operator observation of the TV output image.
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Figure 10.-TV image processing.
The second consideration is that only the analog recordings must be
made during the actual observing session. The recorded images can be
later (usually the following day) digitized for computer analysis.
The slowed down analog data is digitized, formatted and recorded onto
standard 9 track 800 BPI computer input tapes. After processing in the
computer, the image data may be displayed by a standard output device of
the computer, such as "Calcomp" for spectral plots, or the computer out-
put can be in the form of another digital tape containing the processed
digital image. The same hardware that wrote the original digitized image
tape can be used to read the computer output tape and to drive a film .
scanning device for generation of high fidelity output images for visual
inspection.
Figure 11 is a photograph of the film scanning device employed.
The output film is placed on the rotating drum. A gas discharge lamp
is advanced axially along the drum by a leadscrew arrangement exposing
a helical track of 500 to 1000 lines per inch. The lamp is modulated by
means of a digital to analog converter with the video signal from the
digital tape. The digital data are clocked into the converter by means
of a shaft encoder mechanically coupled to the rotating film drum.
The film scanner apparatus provides output images of sufficient
quality so that there is essentially no degradation of the image by the
output device. Although the film scanner is slow compared to a CRT
display (the scanner takes about 15 minutes to scan a complete TV frame)
its speed is of no consequence for this application, but the extremely
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high resolution (of the  order of 400 TV l i nes  a t  high contrast)  and 
wide dynamic range are important i n  providing undegraded replicas of 
the computer processed TV image. 
The f i lm scanner i s  a modified color separation negative scanner 
used i n  the graphic a r t s  industry. 
video permits the  use of a core memory i n  the  d ig i t a l  tape reading 
hardware as an element t o  adjust the s ize  and aspect r a t i o  of the f i lm 
scanner output image by adjustment of the clocking pulse used t o  strobe 
the d i g i t a l  image data in to  the d i g i t a l  t o  analog converter. 
combination of the d i g i t a l  tape apparatus with the film scanner has 
proven t o  be an excellent image output system. 
The d i g i t a l  form of the output 
The 
Figure 11. -Film scanner. 
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Long Exposure and Background Results 
A capabi l i ty  f o r  exposure periods of the order of ten  hours i s  one 
of the primary sensor character is t ics  required f o r  the  astronomy applica- 
t ion .  
change pat tern fo r  much longer than 10 hours without degradation, the  
l imitat ion on integration period for  the SEC tube i s  background ef fec ts  
i n  the image section. The l imiting image section background i s  not 
thermionic emission from the photocathode, provided the photocathode 
i s  cooled below 10°C. 
low noise photomultiplier tubes i s  lower by an order of magnitude than 
t h a t  required f o r  10 hour exposures without excessive background. Rather, 
the source of background i n  the  SEC tube appears t o  be f i e l d  emission 
associated with the  high photocathode potent ia l  (-8kv) and related 
secondary effects .  Accordingly, the tube development e f for t  has included 
design and fabrication changes of the image section i n  order t o  get 
"quietertr tubes. 
ca l ly  superior t o  S-20 var ie t ies  since no Cesium i s  employed i n  the 
image section. 
components tha t  have been exposed t o  Cesium while making 5-20 photo- 
cathodes aggravates the background problem. 
Since the SEC t a rge t  has suff ic ient  r e s i s t i v i t y t o  store an image 
The dark emission of comparable photocathodes i n  
It appears t ha t  b i -a lka l i  photocathodes are in t r in s i -  
The lowering of the work function of image section 
Figure 12 shows the background image formed a f t e r  an 11.3 hour 
dark integration t e s t  a t  -10°C. Except f o r  the  hot spot i n  the upper 
l e f t  region of the image format, the background signal i s  approximately 
20 percent of fu l l sca le  (200 photoelectrons per 33 micron square image 
element) over the balance of the image format. 
f i l l e d  t o  50 percent of f'ull scale, i s  correlated with an exceptionally 
sensit ive region on the photocathode of the tube tes ted.  
t e s t  tube i s  an engineering developmental "second class" type, it i s  
reasonable to expect several be t te r  tubes t o  be obtained by selection 
from a production run of perhaps 20 tubes as opposed t o  the single tube 
assembly e f for t s  used i n  the developmental work. 
The hot spot, which 
Since the  
Figure 12. - Background from 11.3 hour dark integration, 
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The exposure of the photocathode t o  the illumination used during the 
PREPARE cycle does not degrade the  long integration performance. This i s  
attr ibuted t o  the fac t  that  even 10 hour integration does not require the 
extremely low photocathode background obtainable i n  some photomultiplier 
tubes which require protecting the photocathode from high illumination 
levels  t o  achieve t h e i r  extremely low background levels .  
Figure 13 shows the image and video signals obtained with a 4.8 hour 
exposure of a mercury gas discharge source through an 8A/m spectrograph 
used t o  do s t e l l a r  spectroscopy with the SEC tube. The exposure was 
extended t o  4.8 hours by means of a dense f i l t e r  i n  the l i gh t  path. 
i s  the longest exposure (as  opposed t o  dark exposures for  background 
t e s t s )  tha t  we have made with the SEC tube. There i s  no sign of any 
reciprocity f a i lu re  or other low intensi ty  effects  a t  t h i s  exposure 
duration. None were expected with the SEC sensor but the t e s t  served 
t o  confirm the expectation. The l ines  of mercury shown i n  Figure 13 
are those a t  3650.15a and 3654.838 and the  pair  a t  3662.%28/3663.278. 
The l igh t  continuum band of the image portion of Figure I3 i s  observa- 
to ry  dome l igh t  a lso coming through the entrance s l i t  of the spectro- 
graph. The in t r in s i ca l ly  low background of the SEC tube a t  4.8 hour 
exposure i s  evident i n  the dark unexposed portion of the image below 
the image of the spectrograph s l i t .  This t e s t  was run a t  an ambient 
temperature of 1 5 ° C .  
This 
Figure 13. -4.8 hour exposure on mercury lines. 
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Addition of Frames 
A method of extending the dynamic range of the SEC, e i ther  to ob- 
t a i n  greater  photometric accuracy or to be able to detect f a i n t  objects 
against a r e l a t ive ly  bright background, i s  t o  add on a point by point 
basis  two or more successive "ful l  target"  readouts of  the same 
object.  
reduction methods discussed ea r l i e r .  
Tkis can readi ly  be done with the  digi t iz ing and computer data 
Figure 14 shows video signals from a single full t a rge t  exposure 
(single frame) and signals obtained by averaging four and nine successive 
exposures on the same t e s t  pat tern,  The noise i n  the  white or f u l l y  
exposed portions of the  image i s  reduced as 5he number of frames averaged 
increases. The reduction fo r  four frames average'd is, as expected f o r  
shot noise, about two to one. 
not the expected three t o  one but appears to be more nearly 2.5 t o  1. 
This i s  a t t r ibuted to f i n e  scale XEC t a rge t  i r r egu la r i t i e s  commonly known 
as ta rge t  grain.  
s ignal  f o r  single T"rames, but as the noise due to photoelectron shot noise 
i s  averaged down by stacking of successive frames the  coherent t a rge t  
grain noise becomes apparent. 
The reduction fo r  nine frames averaged i s  
The grain i s  normally masked by the shot noise of the  
Figure 14, -Averaged video frame signals 
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The noise i n  the  black portions of the  t races  of Figure 14 consists 
en t i r e ly  of preamplifier noise which i s  much l e s s  than the photoelectron 
shot noise and averages down as the square root of the number of frames 
as expected. 
Application t o  S te l l a r  Spectroscopy 
The SEC tube has been used with an 8A/m spectrograph on the  36" 
re f lec tor  a t  Princeton University Observatory by Dr. Benjamin Taylor to 
observe H and K absorption and emission spectral  de t a i l s  of cool stars. 
Figure 15 shows the TV image of the spectrum of e BooA centered 
about 3950pl. The lower portion of Figure 15 i s  the same spectrum as 
the upper TV image but it has been enlarged 2 to 1 i n  dispersion and 
5.1 normal to the  dispersion by the  d ig i t a l ly  controlled film scanner 
to be t t e r  i l l u s t r a t e  the de ta i l s .  
Figure 15. -TV spectra of CBoo 8. 
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Figure 16 is a Calcomp output from the computer after the spectral
data of Figure 15 have been processed. The processing included zero
subtraction, calibration for tube sensitivity variations, and averaging
of the twenty television scan lines on which the spectrum appeared.
The emission features in the center of the absorption bands can be
clearly seen. (The wavelength scale is increasing to the right.)
Target Aging
There has been some concern about the life characteristics of the
SEC target. Experience has indicated that the target gain does change
somewhat, especially during the early hours (first 100) of the tube use.
Figure 17 is a TV image of a portion of the solar spectrum taken
with the spectrograph-TV combination discussed previously. The dark
streak of reduced target gain is the result of about 50 exposures with
a total duration of 30 hours for stellar spectroscopy. The target gain
reduction was of the order of 5 to 10 percent. The tube has since re-
gained nearly all of the original loss in a few months. It appears that
the problem of target aging can be circumvented by periodic calibration
of the SEC tubes, which is readily done with the digital data handling
methods. Further target development is also expected to alleviate the
problem.
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Figure 16. - Calcomp of data reduced TV spectrum.
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Figure 17. -TV solar spectrum. 
Other Applications 
Figure 18 i s  a TV image of the binary Gamma Leo which has a separa- 
t i on  of 4.4 seconds of arc.  
was magnified to f/200 for  t h i s  TV photo. 
alignment of the secondary mirror i s  readily apparent. 
use the SEC/TV camera as a r ea l  time display a t  f/200 as a telescope 
alignment too l .  
The image of the Princeton 36-inch ref lector  
Comatic dis tor t ion due t o  m i s -  
It i s  planned t o  
Future plans include the d i g i t a l  processing and enhancement of close 
binary s t a r  images taken a t  long focal  ra t ios  with the TV camera as a 
means of measuring the  actual separations. 
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8. 
Figure 18. -Gamma Leo Binary at f/200. 
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SEC VIDICONS AS DETECTORS IN DIGITIZED PHOTOMETRIC
IMAGE-FORMING SYSTEMS FOR ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS
FROM THE GROUND AND SATELLITES*
G. E. Brueckner
E. O. Hulburt Center for Space Research
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.
B. J. Tucker
Electro-Mechanical Research Corporation
Princeton, New Jersey
ABSTRACT
Two image-forming photometric systems using SEC vidicons are
being constructed: (1) A digitized SEC vidicon system designed to
map and measure the intensity of the outer solar corona from an
OSO spacecraft, and (2) A digitized SEC vidicon system designed
to measure absorption line polarization in the visible spectrum of
the sun and to map solar magnetic fields. The advantages of the
SEC vidicon over other detectors for these applications are discussed,
including integration and storage of low-light level pictures in
system (1) and high accuracy differential measurements in system
(2). The limitations of SEC vidicons and the various noise sources
are discussed and the first laboratory test results are shown.
*Supported by NASA funds.
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ORBITING CORONAGRAPH 
Brief Description of the Coronal Scene t o  be Observed by the  
Instrument - The k i r s t  instrument w e  want t o  describe i s  a 
white l i g h t  coronagraph t o  be flown on NASA's Orbiting Solar  
Observatory OSO-H. Koomen and Tousey have flown externa l  
occulted photographic coronagraphs on sounding rockets.  The 
s t r a y - l i  h t  i n  t h i s  instrument could be reduced t o  be smaller 
than l O - f o  of the  sun's d i sc  in t ens i ty .  
reaches from 3 t o  10 s o l a r  r a d i i .  A l m o s t  each f l i g h t  showed 
the range sca l e  corona with s t r a i g h t  coronal streamers 
having a small cont ras t  from 3% t o  10% t o  the e lec t ron  scat-  
ter ing coronal background (Figure 1) . Although geometric 
re la t ionships  between the  streamers and ac t ive  centers  on the 
sun could be establ ished,  we a r e  f a r  from understanding the  
development and motion of the  streamers. A l l  p ic tures  show 
s t r a igh t  streamers; no curvature could ever be seen. I t  
seems s t range t h a t  t h e  streamers show a r i g i d  r o t a t i o n  with 
the  sun. In  order t o  determine r o t a t i o n a l  e f f e c t s  of the 
streamers, two rockets within a t i m e  i n t e r v a l  of 24 hours 
have been flown on 16 A p r i l  and 17 Apr i l  1969. The surpr i s -  
ing and disappointing r e s u l t  was 
within t h i s  t i m e  period dominate the  r o t a t i o n a l  changes. It  
period, but  a l so  with higher time reso lu t ion ,  i n  order t o  
separate development e f f e c t s  from r o t a t i o n a l  e f f e c t s .  Photo- 
e l e c t r i c  s a t e l l i t e  observations a re  necessary because each 
rocket f l i g h t  covers only 5 minutes. 
The f i e l d  of v i e w  
t h a t  development e f f e c t s  
4 "  f i h ~ & n ~ ~ m  t L m t  _-n - - - A m  n l - m n - - - t < - - m  ---nu 1-m-A- t S - m  
V Y Y L V U U  LLIUL WIIC-  LLC-C-UD WUOC-LVQLIWLIO W V L L  a L W L L ~ C - I  CI~UCI 
N N 
E- W 
S S 
16 APRIL I969 17 APRIL 1969 . 
1620 UT 1645 UT 
SOLAR CORONA RECORDED SUCCESSIVE DAYS. 
Figure 1. -The solar corona photographed from a sounding rocket on successive days. 
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Brief Description of the O_tical Arrangement - The imaging
system of the coronagraph is an external occulted Lyot
coronagraph (Figure 2). Two occulting discs (i) in front of
the objective lens (2) provide a complete shadowing of (2)
by direct sunlight in order to reduce stray-light produced
by (2). The objective lens (2) images the coronal scene in
the first image plane (3), where another occulting disc (4)
stops all residual stray-light from the solar disc, imaged by
(2) in this image plane. A field lens (5) images the objec-
tive lens into the plane (6), where an aperture stop (7)
occults all diffracted stray-light produced at the edges of
the objective lens. A relay lens (8) images the coronal
scene on the photographic film plane (or the image tube). In
the case of the orbiting coronagraph, the central portion of
the image obscured by the occulting discs (i) will contain
an attenuated image of the solar disc fed in by an auxiliary
optical path (9) for calibration and alignment purposes. A
polarizer (orbiting coronagraph only) was placed in direct
contact with the fiber optics faceplate of the SEC tube.
This polarizer consists of subsequent annular zones, where
the direction of E vector is annular and radial to determine
the polarization of the coronal scene at the boundaries of
these zones.
Detection System Requirements - In the case of the orbiting
coronagraph, the photographic film has to be replaced by a
photoelectric detector. The following conditions have to
be fulfilled by this system:
a. It has to be able to detect low light level signals.
The intensity of the solar corona in the film plane Of fhe
coronagraph is 8 x 10-5 foot candle.
b. The minimum resolution has been determined to be
256 x 256 picture elements in order to place at least two
readings on a narrow streamer.
c. The read out signal of each picture element should
have a signal to noise level not less than 70:1 in order to
record the weak contrast of the streamers.
| 2
0
SEC Tube
Figure 2.-External occulted Lyot coronagraph.
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d. The photometric system has to be adapted to the very
slow recording rate of the OSO tape recorder, which allows
for this experiment to store only 25 8-bit words per second.
To store the entire picture of 65536 words takes 43 minutes.
A point by point scanning system like a mechanical scanner
and a photomultiplier or an electronic scanner with a
photomultiplier does not fulfill these conditions. In
order to achieve a signal to noise ratio of at least 70:1,
each picture element needs an integration time of 0.4 sec-
ond because of the low intensity of 1.3 x 104 photoelectrons
per picture element per second. But the telemetry requires
a storage rate of 25 p.e. per second. We have shown above
that each available space in the telemetry has to be used in
order to store at least one image per solar orbit. One
would have to integrate using I0 photomultipliers simulta-
neously in order to match the low intensity to the given
sample time of the recorder. The mechanical optical diffi-
culties do not allow this solution.
The SEC vidicon overcomes all those problems because it can
be used not only as an integration device for all picture
elements simultaneously but also as a long time storage
device for the electronic charge distribution on the target,
provided we find a solution to read out the target very
slowly over a period of 43 minutes without destroying the
remaining charge distribution on the target. We have solved
this problem by operating the SEC vidicon during the read
out phase in a "beam pulsed mode". The read out beam is
switched on by a positive voltage on grid No. I only for 2
microseconds to replace the charge of one picture element on
the target without destroying the charge distribution of the
remaining picture elements.
SEC Vidicon Systems Consideration - Three major constraints
apply in the design of the solar coronagraph. These are:
physical size, the unit must fit within the confines of the
4 x 4 x 20" sail experiment outline; power, a severe con-
straint since the OSO spacecraft has a limited power
generation system; data rate, a severe limitation since the
OSO telemeter allocation can accommodate only 200 bits per
second.
Spacial resolution required is 256 elements per line and
256 lines per raster, causing a raster containing some
65,000 picture elements. Because the scene detail of
interest is very low contrast streamers, it is essential
that the ratio of signal to noise in signal ratio be as
high as possible and, therefore, that exposure to the scene
always be kept at a maximum. In order to make the effective
quantitization noise level negligible, the video data are
encoded to 8 bits (one part in 256), but only 7-bits are
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transmitted due to other considerations. It is desirable to
observe the progress of the streamer across the scene with
a time resolution not to exceed 5 minutes per raster.
Data generation rate is 1/5 raster per minute times 1/60
minutes per second equals 1/600 rasters per second. Since
each raster contains some 65,000 words (elements), the word
rate must be (1/600) (65,000)._.I00 words per second, and if
each word is 8 bits, the data rate is 800 bits per second
which equals the total OSO data capacity.
The problem then becomes how to retain the useful informa-
tion for an 800-bit-per-second source while transmitting
this information through a 200-bit-per-second link. The
solution is the use of some sort of data compression with
effective ratio of 4 to I.
A great problem with data compressors is that data rate of
generation is not constant but occurs in spurts necessita-
ting buffering. Standard data buffering is prohibitive for
use on the OSO spacecraft for reasons of size, weight, and
power. The image tube itself, however, may act as a take-up
buffer for the data system.
The SEC vidicon is uniquely qualified for this role because
of the information storage and retrieval characteristics of
the SEC target. Access to the information stored on a tar-
get element may be made in less than a microsecond but may
be stored without degradation for many hours. This sort of
operation is very similar to a core memory, but instead of
storing one binary bit, it stores a number equal to the SNR
with I_ confidence. No other known camera tube can meet the
requirements of quick access, long-term storage, and dynamic
range.
The White Light Coronagraph Data Handling System is as de-
picted by block diagram (Figure 3).
The spacecraft power comes up either on cocmnand or as avail-
able; the power system, in turn, initiates a master clock
which, after being started, gains synchronizing control of
the power system itself. This enables power distribution to
be made to the remainder of the system.
When the master clock is started, a programmer is enabled for
operation as required from the spacecraft. The spacecraft
applies two kinds of signals to the progranTner, these being
the programming commands which are normally stored in the
spacecraft and are not changed except by ground command and
the spacecraft data handling system status signals.
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Figure 3. -Orbiting solar coronagraph, electronic system block diagram.
Upon receipt of a data system ready signal from the space-
craft, the programmer initiates a series of commands. The
first of these causes an image stored on the camera tube
(actually one element) to be encoded. When this intensity
point is encoded, the signal enters decision-making circuits
where the newly encoded signal is compared with the last
intensity signal sent. A decision is made as to whether the
newly encoded signal is redundant; then a negative decision
pulse is sent to a negative decision counter and also a pulse
is sent back to the programmer with the meaning to index to a
new position (spacial address) since this position and value
need not be transmitted. The programmer initiates a new
address to the camera tube via the sweep circuits. This
encoding and decision-making process continues until either:
(a) 127 negative decisions have been encountered; (b) new
data are detected; or (C) the television frame is completed.
If a total of 127 negative decisions (adjacent redundant
elements) have been recorded in the negative decision counter,
the previously stored information data are resent and the
negative decision counter reset. If new data had been
encountered at any new element other than the element
transmitted, then two things would occur; a pulse train rep-
resenting the number of adjacent negative decisions
encountered before the new data would be sent to the space-
craft and, following this, a pulse train representing the
word "stored" would be transmitted and the value of the newly
encoded data would be stored. If the television frame had
come to an end. a unique synchronizing pulse train would have
been sent to t_e spacecraft and the data system circuits
would have been reset to zero.
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In order to avoid negative compression ratios (effective
compressions less than one) adjacent non-redundant informa-
tion is transmitted without addressing data. _q_is feature
causes the requirement for a flag bit to be added to each
transmitted word to identify whether the newly transmitted
work is run-length data (number of negative data decisions)
or intensity data.
With this type system, several popular compression schemes
can be accommodated. The white light coronagraph system has
incorporated a floating variable aperture zero-order predic-
tor. The aperture is selectable by ground command and
encoding resolution is 8 bits in this power system. Com-
pression ratios of over five have been experienced with
dynamic ranges transmitted of about 30 db.
Total power required is derived from the spacecraft and
amounts to about 7 watts taken from the raw power bus.
System weight is about 12 pounds and volume required is 320
cubic inches, contained in a shape 4 inches by 4 inches by
20 inches.
Construction is by the mother board system, whereby small
printed circuit boards containing the integrated circuit
flat packs are mounted on a larger PC board. Electronic
density is about I0 flat packs per cubic inch, which is less
than that which is possible with large scale integration,
but much more than standard high density card mounting.
Reliability is achieved through extensive use of redundancy,
by the use of highest quality components available, by
extensive quality control and other control programs, and
by extensive testing.
REAL TIME SOLAR MAGNETOGRAPH
Magnetic Field in the Solar Atmosphere and Zeeman Splitting
of Fraunhofer Lines - The second instrument which is now
under construction at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
and at Electro-Mechanical Research Inc. (EMR) is a digitized
solar magnetograph. The Westinghouse SEC vidicon No.
WX30654 is used as a receiver. This instrument is not a
flight instrument.
Mapping magnetic fields of the sun's atmosphere requires
measurement of small intensity differences caused by the
polarization of Zeeman splitted absorption lines in the
solar spectrum. Because the thermal broadening of the lines
exceeds the Zeeman splitting for fields below 1,000 gauss,
those fields can be made visible only by isolating the left
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and right hand circular polarized _ components in case of
the longitudinal Zeeman effect, or one can make visible
transverse magnetic fields by measuring the linear polariza-
tion of the _ and 7/"components. In any case, the measure-
ment of small intensity differences requires low signal to
noise ratios. The band-pass locations are shown in Figure 4 and the
magnitudes of the effects to be measured are shown in Figure 5. We
have calculated the calibration curves for longitudinal and transverse
Zeeman effect by assuming a band-pass width of 0.13A. In order to
detect longitudinal fields of 10 gauss, or transverse fields of 100
gauss, our signal to noise ratio has to be better than 2 x 10 -3.
In order to map the magnetic fields in regions of the sun,
conventional magnetographs raster those regions point by
point. The tremendous information loss makes those instru-
ments very slow. Figure 6 compares the speed of different
types of magnetographs.
Spectroheliograph type magnetographs make use of the two
dimensional image they can get through the narrow slit, but
the ratio of slit length to slit height is very high. The
use of photographic techniques in connection with those
instruments produces nice pictures of magnetic field
distributions, but in order to obtain quantitative results
one has to go through a tedious reduction process. The
calibration curves shown in Figure 5 are not linear. There-
fore, it is necessary to transform the measured polarization
values point by point into magnetic field strength values.
LONGITUDINAL Z. E. TRANSVERSE Z.E.
BANDPASS BANDPASS
Fe I 5250A BANDPASS 50rn
Pv -- 0.05xHH 0<_ Hti<_ 500
PQ = 7,5 x10 -SxH: z 0<_ H± < I000
Figure 4.-Bandpass location for measurement of longitudinal and transverse Zeeman
effect.
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Figure 5. - Circular and linear polarization of the 5250A absorption line in the solar
spectrum as function of magnetic field strength. The inclination of the field to the
line of sight is the parameter (band width, 0.13A).
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Figure 6. -Speed of different types of magnetographs; longitudinal field; area, 120 x
120 arc sec 2; spatial resolution, 1 x 1 arc sec 2; telescope aperture, 30 cm; 5250.2
A (g=3, band width, 1/6A). a, Babcock type; b, Leighton, Michard spectrohelio-
graph type (photographic); c,two-dimensional photoelectric (SEC) vidicon tube,
noise limited; d, two-dimensional photoelectric (photon noise limited).
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Brief Description of the Imaging Solar Magnetograph - This
background lead§ to the design of our magnetograph, which
uses a birefringent filter to obtain a two dimensional image
of an area on the sun with a narrow band-pass of I/8A. We
have to optimize the optical arrangement zn such a way that
the signal to noise ratio introduced by the receiving image
tube is not compromised by the number of picture elements,
as will be shown later. But at the same time a very high
spatial resolution is required. The instrument we have
built has a field of view of 5 x 5 arc minutes with spatial
resolution of 2.5 x 2.5 arc seconds and an optional field
of view of 2 x 2 arc minutes with a spatial resolution of
i x i arc second. Using the large SEC vidicon No. WX30654
because of its larger target storage capacity compared with
the tube used in the OSO coronagraph, we hope to obtain a
signal to noise ratio of 150 to I for each single image
element. The advantage of this type of instrument is the
simultaneous integration of all picture elements. The
limiting factor, however, is still the signal to noise r_io
introduced by the tube's target storage capacity, because
the intensity of the scene at the faceplate of the SEC
vidicon is still higher than the number of equivalent photo-
electrons which can be stored on the target.
Figure 7 shows the optical arrangement. A 30 cm Cassegrain
telescope provides a 3 cm diameter solar image. The small
field of view of 5 x 5 arc minutes is collimated through
the polarization analyzer and the birefringent filter
(band-pas_ 0.13_). A relay lens system images the monochro-
matic solar scene onto the faceplate of the SEC vidicon.
Calibration of the instrument will be done by introducing
artificial polarization.
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Figure 7.-Real time solar magnetograph, optics schematic.
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SEC Vidicon System Consideration - Electrical operating pa-
rameters for the computerized TV are very similar to those of
the coronagraph; however, since the unit is confined to earth
operation, constraints such as volume, weight, and power are
not important. Of prime importance is signal to noise ratio,
and all other parameters must be compromised in favor of
signal to noise ratio. In order to achieve this, the 40 mm
SEC vidicon has been selected, principally in order to achieve
higher target elemental electron storage capacity.
Scanning density is about 45 TV lines per cm, and it would be
expected that an elemental signal to noise in signal ratio of
greater than 150 could be achieved.
The electronic system is depicted by the block diagrams of
Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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Figure 8. -Real time solar magnetograph tower unit, electronic block diagram.
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Figure 9. -Real time solar magnetograph receiver/formatter unit, electronic block
diagram.
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Again, as in the coronagraph, the camera tube is a part of the
data system rather than an independent variable. A particular
part of the scene is addressed by the programmer via sweep
circuits. At the appropriate time, the SEC target is interro-
gated, and the stored information read, digitized, and held in
a register. At the completion of this function, the programmer
calls up from memory past history of the address in question,
adds the new information and places the new number back at its
assigned location in the core memory. This process repeats
until the entire data frame is read into the core memory, at
which time several options are available. Some of these
options are: (i) the data field may re-cycle with the sensor
input either on or off, (2) a sensor polarizing data field
may be executed, (3) this portion of the data system may stop
awaiting some external event, such as changing of the KDP
voltage, indexing the birefringent filter, data dump, etc.
Two KDP crystals in front of the birefringent filter act as a
polarization analyzer. Discrete voltage level combinations
applied to those crystals result in different phase shifts of
the analyzer combination, which are -_4, 0 , +_/4 and +_/2.
The target of the SEC vidicon is exposed to light of one of the
specific phase shifts of the analyzer, which is controlled by
the programmer. After readout, digitization and dump into one
half of the memory, the programmer switches the analyzer into
another phase shift. The target is then exposed to this
opposite polarized scene which is digitized and dumped into
the other half of the core memory. Subsequent images of the
same analyzer phase shift can be added in the memory to enhance
the signal to noise ratio.
The contents of the memory can be displayed as an analog image
in rapid sequence on an oscilloscope screen and reloaded into
the memory. This allows a quick visual evaluation of the image
quality, which is determined by the seeing characteristics of
the atmosphere during target exposure. Unwanted images can be
disposed immediately and replaced by new exposures.
At convenient intervals, housekeeping data such as filter set-
tings, local time, etc. must be added to the data stream so
that identification can be made. This is accomplished by a
conventional digital multiplexer.
A Receiver/Formatter unit is located at the computer central
located some I0,000 feet away from the observatory tower.
Since the signals from the tower have been serialized for
transmission through a coaxial cable, a means must be provided
for recovering the original reference. This is accomplished
by use of a bit synchronizer. A de-cormnutator is used to
group convenient numbers of bits for parallel presentation to
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the Formatter. The Formatter performs the function of control-
ling the 8KX32 memory where a complete data frame may be
placed while awaiting time on the computer. This step is
necessary because the computer is time shared via the
multiplexer, and entry cannot be guaranteed at any specific
time.
THEORETICAL AND TEST RESULTS
Noise Sources in a SEC Vidicon Electronic System - Errors which
are normally present, or potentially present in a differential
television digital photometer utilizing an SEC vidicon are as
illustrated by Figure I0.
First transfer stage in the series is the photo-cathode
quantum conversion efficiency, QE. In the model used, photon
noise, Nnp, is depicted as being added along with a noiseless
photon stream. Certainly, the goal of any photometer is to
measure with sufficient accuracy to the point where the statis-
tics of the photons themselves determine the measurement
accuracy. However, such is often not the case.
The transfer stage marked At, the SEC vidicon target, depicts
one input to the target as being photoelectrons from the
photo-cathode. Since the quantum efficiency is on the order
of 10% for visible energy, photoelectron statistics will
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Figure 10. -Error sources of a SEC vidicon photometric system.
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normally determine the ultimate in noise performance. The
model again depicts the noiseless photoelectron stream
accompanied by a noise source shown feeding into At labeled
Nnpe.
Avpa represents the video pre-amplifier which is often the
nolse dominant factor for low signal levels. Into the video
pre-amplifier, it can be seen that a number of noise electrons
are added corresponding to the beam noise, Nnb. Another group
is added as the video pre-amplifier equivalent noise, Nnv_a,
and a rather large number of error sources are grouped under
the title Nnt, target noise.
Video pre-amplifier noise, Nnvpa, is caused principally by
the shot noise in the first amplifying element. The state of
the art is such today that this noise component amounts to
the order of i000 electrons/sample as the uncertainty.
The electron scanning beam noise, Nnb, has two components,
shot and spacial. Shot noise is normally not a significant
factor for SEC vidicon systems because of the relatively high
target gain; however, scanning beam spacial noise due to
noise in the deflection system must be guarded against.
A large group of error or noise sources is illustrated as
Ntn. These sources can be roughly grouped as coherent and
non-coherent noise.
Coherent elements consist of blemishes which are defects
within the target, history which is either burned in or un-
erased reproductions of images which have previously been
present, Moir_ patterns due principally to the field and
suppressor meshes, shading which can cover a multitude of
errors including photo-cathode and target nonuniformities to
beam landing errors, and gamm_ while not strictly a noise,
nevertheless causes an upper limit on exposure.
Non-coherent sources of error include dynode noise which is
added because of the amplifying process, grain which often
increases with use, thereby setting the useful lifetime, and
ion and gas noise. Ions and gas can cause several faults
ranging from photo-cathode poisoning to charge flooding to
irreversible target damage. Photo-cathode voltage level also
causes noise, both in apparent target gain and in target
amplifier statistics. These noise components for the most
part are determined in manufacturing; however, some degree of
control can be effected in all.
Additional noise components are added in the video processing
system indicated by Nnq and Nnsh. Nnq, the quantization
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noise, can be made any arbitrary level by sufficient quanti-
zation levels in favor of speed or some other parameter. Nnsh
is the sample and hold noise which has the same constraints as
Nnq.
Other noise signals are not considered here, since the purpose
of this paper is to consider only the photometer. One
observation is made, however, with regard to digitized vs
analog systems and that is that digitized signals can be
transmitted to any arbitrary degree of accuracy, whereas analog
transmission is severely limited.
Equivalent Photoelectron Target Storage Capacity - Target gain
increases with polarization voltage in a manner similar to the
curve of Figure II. This curve was obtained experimentally
from a type WX30691, but the curve is typical of all Westing-
house SEC vidicons evaluated. Numerically, the gain varies as
the 1.6 power of target voltage.
From this curve, it would seem that all one has to do in order
to get to the point of photoelectron counting is to increase
target voltage. However, increased target gain is not without
penalty. At higher target voltages, nonuniformities become
much more pronounced, blemishes become objectionable, secon-
dary redistribution occurs, and the target becomes sticky.
This stickiness is usually caused by the onset of conduction
band gain and occurs in the region of 20 volts across the
target. One advantage besides higher gain is obtained from
higher target voltage operation - beam landing errors become
less significant, especially at low signal levels.
The maximum number of electrons which can be stored while
maintaining unity gamma is normally 3.9 x 109 per cm 2 referred
to the face-piece, and at a target voltage of I0.
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Figure 11. -Relative target gain as a function of target voltage.
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It can be shown that target capacity is about 50 pf/cm 2 re-
ferred to the facerpiece at zero target volts and increases
to about I00 pf/cm Z at 30 volts. Combining the effects of
target capacitance sensitivity to voltage and target gain
sensitivity to voltage, and assuming reasonable values of
absolute target gain, i.e.. 60 at 10V, an expression for
storage capacity for photoelectrons can be derived:
Npema x = (1.9) (i08) Vt-0"6 + (6.7) (106 ) V 0"4 (I)
This equation is plotted as Figure 12. Significance of this
parameter is that the photoelectron statistics along with
video pre-amplifier noise determine total noise performance.
Signal to Noise Ratio of SEC Vidicons - The signal to noise
ratio (SNR) can be defined as the ratio of the difference
between two means (signal) to the total uncertainty in the
signal. It can be shown that the standard deviation of mean
difference is simply the square root of the sums of variances,
i.e.
I
cr =_Orl 2 + 0"22 +...
Very often in SEC vidicon camera systems only two noise
sources dominate all others. These sources are the shot
noise in the photoelectron stream, Nnpe, and video pre-ampli-
fier equivalent noise, Nnvpa. When only these two sources
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Figure 12. -Photoelectron storage as function of target voltage.
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are considered and both are referred to the video
pre-amplifier input, the total electron noise is
= + "-n-(Nvpa_ 2Nn
Total usable signal referred to this same location is
Npe
N s = A t
therefore, the maximum signal to noise ratio can be expressed
as At Np e
E
SNRma x = j (2)2
J NpeAt _ + (Nnvpa)2
where E is the total number of elements represented by the
total number of photoelectrons, Npe. Of course, if more
convenient, Npe can be replaced b_ NpQE where Np is the total
number of photons contained in E elements.
It is pointed out that SNR in Eqn. (2) is also the dynamic
range when Npe is at maximum. Maximum signal to noise ratio
will occur at an input level just at saturation, i.e., Npe
6.2 x 107 photoelectrons/cm2.
A difference in signal intensity between two areas can be
expressed as
Npe 1 - Npe 2
E E
If the modulation m is defined as the difference in intensi-
ties divided by the sum, then
m _-
Npe Npe Npe
1 - ------ 2 _
E E E
NP e I + NP e 2 2Np e
E E E
When Npe is the mean density, the total signal S is expressed
E
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by
2Npe
S = m _
E
(3)
and the total noise
sion
Nn for the approximation under discus-
J( J Npe ) I J Npe 212 + 2Nn = At E 1 2 + At _ (Nnvpa)
or if Npel_ Npe 2 and averages taken
Nn =_9-(AtJ Npe)2 + (Nnvpa)2
then the signal to noise ratio at the video pre-amplifier input
m 2 NP----_-eA tE
SNR = (4)
J2(AtJN--PEe )2 + (Nnvpa)2
Often it is advantageous to replace the quantity E, total num-
ber of resolution elements per cm 2 by a one dimensional
q_antity f, corresponding to elements per centimeter. Then E =
f_ and
m 2 Npe A t
SNR =
f2J iAtl Npe 12 2
2 -_--] + (Nnvpa)
or rearranging and combining with the effects of target gain
sensitivity to voltage:
2 m Npe
SNR = (5)
f_ 2 N + f2 (NnvPa , )2
pe \I. 5 vtl" g
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For high signal values equation (5) for much of the range in f
reduces to
m 2 Npe = _2 NpeSNRh 
_fmN
pe
(6)
The comment has been made tha_ for a fixed scene, the value of
m varies f-2 for values of m .5.
Therefore
and for low signals
3 m Npe Vt 1"6
SNR_ (7)
f2 Nnvp a
and as above
SNR_O_ Npe Vtl'6
f4 Nnvp a
One interesting and not so obvious result of equation (5) is
that the SNRmax goes through a peak generally in the area of
ten volts. The position of this peak is a function of scan-
ning resolution and video pre-amplifier noise performance.
System noise in signal has been measured both by reduction
of Polaroid pictures and by a statistics-taking machine.
Figure 13 is a plot of one of these series of measurements.
In this case the ratio of elemental signal to noise in signal
reached a value of 80 at the upper extremity of the unity
gamma region of the transfer function. The noise in signal
value remained constant within 20% when the noise value was
calculated along a TV horizontal line, gong a TV vertical line, or
on a single TV element over a series of TV frames.
A fixed spacial noise pattern is encountered at about 50
cycles per centimeter. This noise is a strong function of
focussing and alignin_ fields and is therefore considered to
be some sort of Moire fringe pattern off the suppressor mesh.
Equation (5) has been plotted in Figure 14 for maximum signal
to noise ratio as a function of scanning resolution. The
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general validity of this curve has been proved to scanning
densities of 80 TV lines per cm, and no reason has been found
to doubt its extension to even lower densities.
The curve has been plotted based on manufacturers typical
'data for standard 30 frame per second analog systems. The
data points listed are based on digital television systems
with asynchronous scan or incremental sweep with pulse beam
operation.
In summary, the SEC vidicons have been found to be superior
to any other sensor type in the role of a component within a
data system. They are predictable, have good statistics, can
store data indefinitely which can be accessed in less than
one microsecond, have good signal to noise ratios, and have a
large range of unity gamma. They are somewhat fragile both
from the mechanical and overload viewpoints, have generally
adequate but not spectacular life. Better aperture response
is a definite requirement, and greater target storage capacity
would be beneficial.
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AN IMAGE PHOTON COUNTING SYSTEM FOR OPTICAL ASTRONOMY
A. Boksenberg
Physics Department, University College London
The fundamental limitation in detecting radiation at very low levels is, of
course, due to the quantum nature of the radiation itself. The information con-
tained in an optical image can be expressed as the spatial and temporal variation
in number of photons. The problem of detecting and recording such an image is
then essentially one of counting the number of photons in each image element.
In the use of a photoelectronic image detector it is obviously desirable that
the information present in the liberated photoelectrons is not degraded in the
further processing that enables them to be recorded. More specifically, the prop-
erties required of an ideal astronomical detector are:
I. Every photon be recorded with equal weight and in a noise-free fashion.
2. All spatial information contained in the image be retained.
3. The information storage capacity be infinite.
No device having these properties actually exists and none probably ever will. How-
ever, currently available image intensifiers are indeed capable of registering
single photoelectron events. For spectrum detection, for example, if photographic
film is used as the recording medium, the overlapping of recorded scintillations
can be avoided by moving the film perpendicular to the dispersion direction, so
obtaining as large a storage capacity as desired. An automatic optical "spot
counter" would replace the microdensitometer for readout and potentially has the
advantage of discriminating against film fog and large noise scintillations.
Photon event counting by television recording rather than photography is a
logical extension of the technique and, apart from ease of data handling, allows
the spectrum to be continuously monitored while integrating. Thus, a system com-
prising an image intensifier optically coupled with a continuously scanning tele-
vision camera would act as a multi-channel photon counter having comparable proper-
ties to a vast bank of photomultipliers. Image integration could be done conveni-
ently by digital scaling in a computer.
Several advantages are to be gained from this image photon recording tech-
nique over conventional methods of recording:
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I. Spatial resolution - In the conventional use of an intensifier, the
image is integrated on film fundamentally as a pattern of overlapping,
variously sized scintillations. Since only the presence of a scintillation
is true information, resolution can be markedly improved simply by record-
ing only the central position of each scintillation, irrespective of size.
2. Storage capacity - As a consequence of the use of a computer, storage
capacity, for practical purposes, is unlimited.
3. Background noise - Bright noise scintillations, which are given a dis-
proportionally high weight in conventional recording, can now be rejected
by discriminating against scintillations occurring above a defined threshold
in brightness. Amplifier noise can be similarly rejected by the use of a
low threshold discriminator.
Evidently, this system promises to approach the desired ideal. Since it is
essentially photon noise limited, image quality is independent of image scale. In
the instance of spectrometry, this allows the use of fixed dispersion optics and
the definition of spectral resolution in the computer according to signal-to-noise
requirements.
The elements of such a system, currently in development at University College
London in collaboration with the Rutherford High Energy Laboratory, are shown in
Figure I. The cascade intensifier is the natural choice for this application since,
of the available types, it is well known to have the most favorable scintillation
brightness distribution for event counting, this distribution being sharply peaked.
A three-stage integral tube, developed by McGee at Imperial College, London, and
now to be manufactured by E.M.I. Electronics Limited, is operated at a gain giving
about 107 photons per photoelectron scintillation. The limiting resolution of this
intensifier is typically 55 ip/mm. The Plumbicon is a suitable camera tube for
registering the scintillations and is simple and compact; here it can be thought
of as a buffer store acting between the intensifier and the computer. A blue sen-
sitive Plumbicon is used to provide a match to the P11 phosphor of the intensifier.
The coupling lens has been designed by Wynne at Imperial College, London, and is
optimized for the P11 phosphor and the camera tube response. It will deliver about
105 photons from the intensifier within a 20-micron diameter spot on the camera
tube. The respective fields are 35 mm and 21 mm in diameter. The bias illumina-
tion is needed to improve beam-acceptance for weak scintillations by building up
the target potential to about I volt between readouts. The video signals are fed
to a special signal processor and anticoincidence buffer store. It is proposed
that this perform the following tasks:
(a) reject all scintillations having an integrated brightness (as detected
in one frame) above and below certain threshold levels defined by the bright-
ness distributions measured for signal and noise events
(b) locate the position of the apparent cenie_ of each photon scintillation
(c) correct for the effect of beam pulling
(d) encode the position of the true center of each photon scintillation
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(e) store the positions of all photon events occurring in a given frame
(f) compare these positions with those recorded in the next frame and count
coincidences once only
(g) pass all unique events to the computer store
The signal processor, operating in hardware terms, is needed because of the rate
limitation that would be imposed if all processing were done by programming the
computer (a D.E.C. PDP-8). The anticoincidence function is included to avoid
counting, in a subsequent frame, scintillations which have appeared within a mil-
lisecond or so of the reading beam reaching them and are still decaying after the
beam has moved on.
Figure 2 indicates the proposed scanning format and expected signals for a
simple case considered initially: I000 channels in a linear spectrum array in-
tended for coarse spectral resolution (about 5 _) over the optical region for the
faintest sources accessible to the 150-inchAnglo-Australian Telescope. The decay
time (to 10 percent) of the intensifier and camera tube combination is expected to
be in the region of 5 milliseconds and the frame scan time willbe typically 10
milliseconds. Special scan coils having low inductance and self-capacitance are
being provided by E.M.I. Electronics Limited to allow digital scanning at the neces-
sary rate. The maximum rate of randomly addressing and accumulating counts in the
PDP-8 core memory, initiallyprocessed and labelled in the interface unit, is
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Figure 1. - Elements of an image photon counting system for optical astronomy.
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6.7 × 105 sec -I and does not present a limitation in the application under consid-
eration. The core memory will be purged as necessary, through disk onto tape, to
give any required storage capacity per channel. As an added facility, the avail-
able number of memory locations allows time-resolved spectra to be acquired with
a resolution of 10 milliseconds or so.
Subsequent applications of the system will be:
(a) the recording of a two dimensionally arrayed echelle spectrum for high
resolution studies
(b) multistar field photometry
SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF CAMERA FRAMING SEQUENCE
AND SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Figure 2. - Proposed scanning format and expected signals for reading a one-dimen-_
sional spectrum.
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Several tests were made with various devices before beginning the present de- 
Figures 3 (a), (b) > and (e) show photographically recorded photon scin- velopment 
tillations obtained with a Pour-stage cascade intensifier (courtesy of E,M. I. Elec- 
tronics Limited) for increasing exposures taken to the point of film saturation. 
The scintillations are about 40 microns in diameter. Figure 4 shows photon and 
bright ion noise scintillations registered with a l o w  gain fiber-optic coupled cas- 
cade intensifier and a standard isocon camera (courtesy of English Electric Valve 
Company Limited) and Figure 5 shuws only photon scintillations registered with a 
high gain intensifier and a standard vidicon camera (courtesy of E.M. I. Electronics 
Limited). No processing of the type described above was carried out in these ex- 
amples. 
In conclusion, it should be stated that the discussion given here is not in- 
tended to imply that the image photon counting technique is critically dependent 
on the actual use of the main components identified for the current development. 
To a degree, these components were selected on the basis of availability and cost 
and would not be necessarily chosen if such considerations did not apply. 
ample, a more compact system than the one described could be assembled with a 
fiber optically coupled intensifier and camera tube. Rather, this paper presents 
an approach that shifts the emphasis from the detailed photometric performance of 
the photoelectronic devices themselves to the real-time data processing of the fun- 
damental signals deliverea ultimately by the primary photocathode in the system 
with the aim of correcking for the inherent deficiencies of the devices used. 
For ex- 
(a) Early exposure. 
Figure 3 - -Progressive photographic exposures of photon scintillations obtained with 
an E, M. I. four-stage cascade intensifier - 
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(b) Intermediate exposure. 
( c )  Late exposure. 
Figure 3. -Concluded. 
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Figure 4. - Photon and ion -noise scintillations obtained with a low-gain EEV fiber- 
optic coupled intensifier lens coupled to an EEV isocon. 
Figure 5. - Photon scintillations obtained with an E, Me I, four-stage 
coupled to an E. M. I, vidicon. 
intensifier lens 
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SINGLE PHOTOELECTRON RECORDING BY AN INLAGE
INTENSIFIER TV CAMERA SYSTEM*
S. B. Mende
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory
Palo Alto, California
In the detection of images multichannel systems are fundamentally
more efficient than are single channel systems such as photoelectric
photometers. However, most multichannel systems have serious
deficiencies associated with their storage component element where the
information is accumulated during the exposure. For example,
photographic plates, TV tube targets, have fundamental limitations as
regards to dynamic range-retaining capability and linearity, whereas
the electronic methods of recording signals from photomultipliers have
such advantages that in many applications the use of scanning photometers
is preferred to the multichannel methods.
With recent advances in image intensifiers and television cameras,
it became possible to construct a multichannel system which is capable
of recording the photoelectron events electronically. At the Lockheed
Palo Alto Research Laboratories for the spectrophotometric investiga-
tion of atmospheric emission phenomena a very sensitive television
camera was constructed by combining a plumbicon camera with a very
high gain four-stage image intensifier. The image intensifier gain could
be made sufficiently high that the resulting Image Intensifier Plumbicon
Camera (IIPC) could be operated to record electronically the position of
occurrence of individual photoelectron quanta.
*This paper was not presented to the Symposium because of the
author's absence from the country.
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If each photoelectron could be recognized from the electrical signals
and recorded in a digital fashion, then we would have a very efficient
image detector combined with a near perfect store with almost infinite
capacity. In the simplest case, the combination of the IIPC and a
magnetic video recorder provides a very large store in the form of
magnetic tape storage. More sophisticated systems would eventually
convert the video into digital information and use digital-computer-type
storage techniques.
The fundamental restriction to this scheme of photoelectron record-
ing is the inability to handle very large rates of photons; however, in the
detection of faint images there are a number of applications where this
is not an important limitation, as, for example, in high-resolution
spectroscopy or in the detection of nuclear scintillation events where the
counting rate is usually well within the range of the system.
The purpose of the present discussion is to give a critical review
of the performance of the system in view of the photoelectron counting
application.
There are a number of image intensifier TV camera combinations
described in the literature, as, for example, the one by Scourfield and
Parsons (ref. i). A system using a plumbicon camera for image
intensifier coupling is described by Taylor et al. (ref. 2). None of these,
however, discusses the single photoelectron recording efficiency of such
a system.
DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM
The IIPC is shown schematically in Figure i. The primary optics
collects the image and focuses it on the photocathode of the four-stage
EMI image intensifier (type EMI 9694) (ref. 3). The image tube is
focused by a magnetic field generated by the axial solenoid. The focusing
field is variable continuously from 200 to 450 g; this permits the focusing
of the image intensifier at any applied electrostatic field. Mounted
transverse coils are located on the outside of the focusing coil saddle
(not shown in Fig. i) which serve the purpose of centering the image in
the image tube.
The television camera (Cohu Electronics 3207 series plumbicon
camera) is coupled via two lenses face to face with one conjugate at
infinity for each. The 85-ram Nikkor SC F/I.5 lens forms a virtual
image which is then imaged on the plumbicon target by a 50-mm F/O. 95
Schneider TV-Xenon. The combination_ therefore, produces the
required linear demagnification of i. 7 and produces a fairly high light
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collection efficiency at a moderate cost. This demagnification defines
the useful area on the image intensifier as 27 by X0.5 mm (34-ram
diagonal image).
The lens coupling permits the effective magnetic shielding of the
TV camera from the image intensifier field. This is accomplished
essentially by the magnetic material of the TV camera deflection yoke
in combination with the field compensating coil. The magnetic material
forms an open-ended cylinder around the plumbicon providing effective
isolation for the entire length of the tube with the exception of the open
end near to the lens. The compensating coil is merely used to null the
field in the proximity of this open end. This compensating coil is
connected in series with the focusing field of the intensifier magnet with
a suitable adjusting shunt. The arrangement allows the exact compensa-
tion of the magnetic field for all focus currents and, therefore, the
adjustment of the intensifier focusing field to any value without affecting
the TV camera focus.
The TV camera is operated at the standard 525 interlaced scanning
rate and the video is recorded on a helical-scan Ampex VR7500 video
recorder on 1-inch-wide magnetic tape. The system was designed
using the latest commercially available techniques as of 1968 and,
whenever possible, with economy in mind. The inconvenience caused by
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Figure 1.- The Lockheed image intensifier plumbicon camera (IIPC).
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the use of the magnetically focused image tube is justified because
magnetic image tubes give superior performance in regard to field
uniformity, low distortion, and resolution (Z5 line pairs per millimeter
after four stages of image amplification). The electromagnetic solenoid
focusing permitted the operation of the tube at a wide range of operating
voltages from 15 kV (daylight operation) to 38 kV (photoelectron counting).
The use of the plumbicon tube rather than the vidicon can be justi-
fied on a number of grounds such as superior spectral match in the blue
of the PII phosphor, negligible dark current, fast response (less than
15 percent for the third frame), larger field and, therefore, more
efficient optical coupling, and a gamma close to unity (ref. 4).
GENERAL PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM
A high-contrast test pattern was imaged on the photocathode and the
light level was adjusted until the saturation level was reached on the tape
recorder. Recordings of the image were made at various operating volt-
ages from Z0 to 38 kV at Z-kV increments. The result was replayed and
a series of photographs were taken of the TV monitor (Fig. 2). A line
from the top third of the picture was displayed on a line-selector
oscilloscope and it is shown in Figure 3.
The series of pictures in Figure Z shows how the image tube gain
is related to the picture quality because the storage capacity of the TV
tube is filled up by smaller and smaller currents of light quanta per
frame. Note that the picture at the higher image tube gain was produced
by a much fainter light source. Each camera exposure was 1/50 sec
long. Similar photographs have been published for image intensifier
film camera systems (ref. 5). The photographs in Figure X were taken
with the aid of the TV camera, videorecorder, and TV monitor system
in addition to that of the image intensifier. Although the distinction is
arMtrary, it can be said that between Z0 and 30 kV the IIPC system
operates as a conventional television system of very high sensitivity
and at 30 kV and higher the system operates in the photoelectron count-
ing mode. We shall focus our attention chiefly on the latter method of
operation.
The same conclusion can be drawn from Figure 3. At Z0 kV the
image is represented by a continuous video wave. It can be observed
that even at these low voltages the amplifier noise _noise in the dark
areas) is very much less than the quantum fluctuations in the image
(noise in the white areas). As the voltage increases, the fluctuations in
the white areas grow, and at about 26 kV one can distinguish peaks
caused by the incidence of bright scintillations due to discrete events
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Figure 2. -Resolution test pattern viewed by the IIPC. Photographs of the TV monitor 
while replaying video recordings. T V  camera is run at 525 lines, 2:l interlace, 
and 60 fields per second. Photographic camera exposed for 1/25th second. 
(a) Image tube blue light photon gain of l o4 -  
of 7x104. (c) Ima e tube blue light photon gain of 2x105. (d) Image tube blue light 
(b) Image tube blue light photon gain 
photon gain of 7x10 B .
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(e) Image tube blue light photon gain of 1. 5x106. 
Figure 2. - Concluded. 
while the continuous image decreases ,  
The modulation t ransfer  function (MTF) of the system is shown in 
F igure  4. 
observers  and, under optimum condition, it was about 550 TV lines. 
Although the resolution is not outstanding, it should be noted that a 100 
by 100 system is equivalent to 1 O4 channels of conventional photoelectron 
counters . 
The limiting resolution was measured  visually by independent 
5 The blue light photon gain of the image intensifier tube was 10 a t  
27 kV and l o 6  a t  36 kV. 
dark  emission count of l e s s  than 200 electrons s e c - l  cm-2e 
count was l e s s  than 3 set"' fo r  the e n t i r e  photocathode. 
up a s  very bright scintillations in Figure 2. 
The image intensifier had a very  low background 
The ion 
The ions show 
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Figure 3. -Line selector oscillo cope photographs of test pattern shown in Figure 2, 
k f (a) Image tube gain of 5 x 10 3 x 1040 (d) Image tube gain of 7 x 104s 
tube gain of 2 x lose (g) Image tube gain of 4 x l o5"  
(i) Image tube gain of 1 , O  x 10Ge (j) Image tube gain of 1 . 5  x lo6* 
(b) Image tube gain of lo4* (e) Image ube gain of 
(h) Image tube gain of 7 x 1 0  lo e (f) ImaF 
(e) Image tube gain of 
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Figure 4.-Modulation transfer function of IIPC system operating image tube gain
of 104. Visual resolution limit is in excess of 500 TV lines.
STATISTICAL PER FORM_A NCE
In the proposed application, the recognition of single photoelectron
events is desired. The simplest way in which such a system could operate
would be by use of an amplitude discriminator which rejects unwanted
small noise signals and allows only the counting of the larger photo-
electron signal events. It is, therefore, essential to investigate the
pulse height distribution produced by the image intensifier and
plumbicon camera systems.
Some previous experimental work on image intensifier pulse output
distribution was done on EMI cascade image intensifiers. Reynolds
(ref. 6) used a tube with P16 phosphor and obtained a fairly good pulse
height distribution with distinct peak. The results of Randall (ref. 7),
who used a tube with Pll phosphor, suggest that the output pulse
distribution is not peaked and the most frequently occurring pulses are
of the smallest amplitude. In our Pll tube, however, visual examination
of the output phosphor with a microscope tended to suggest that the
single electron pulses were of rather similar size and a peaked distribu-
tion was expected. The image tube pulse height analysis experiment
setup is shown in Figure 5.
A calibrated (traceable to NBS standards) radioactive C14 with
phospher source was used in combination with a green 5577A of ZZA
equivalent bandwidth. The total input was estimated as 3.5 x l05 photons
-- -1
cm sec on the photocathode. This pulse rate was several hundred
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times higher than tube background. The output of the image tube was
focused by the relay lenses into a microscope objective. This microscope
was used as a spot analyzer with an aperture and a pbotomultiplier in the
position of the eyepiece. This aperture, combined with the magnifica-
tion of the optics, defined the active area on the output phosphor. There
was a beam splitter in the microscope and an auxiliary eyepiece permitting
visual control of the focusing of the aperture on the output phosphor of
the tube.
In order to explain the electronics setup, one has to consider the
fact that the pulses from scintillation of the P1 1 output phosphors are
relatively slow since they are in the millisecond range and, therefore,
are too slow to be analyzed with conventional pulse height analyzers.
During a scintillation event, the count rate in the photomultiplier rises
to a peak and then returns slowly to background level. It is the "pulse
height distribution" of this maximum counting rate which represents the
image tube distribution.
To simplify the situation and to permit the use of automatic electronic
pulse height analyzers, the following system (Fig. 5) was adopted. The
photomultipiier current was amplified by an amplifier whose RC time
constant limited the higher frequencies and thereby smoothed out the
photomultiplier current acting as a ratemeter. Whenever a scintilla-
tion fell on the active area, a slow pulse x_as produced whose rise
Lime was also limited by the same RC Lime constant.
/- MICROSCOPE
CALIBRATED / OBJECTIVER DIOAC IVE
LIGHT COUPLING / _-APERTURE
,INTENSIFIER ,OPTICS /_ / ,-,\
SOURCE FILTER LENS
Bo,,..,.,.o
C.
IPHA
s'c"o  o]
Figure 5. -Emperimental setup for image tube pulse height distribution measuring.
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An amplitude discriminator was used to facilitate the recognition
of the start of a scintillation and an adjustable delay timer was used to
select the time of occurrence of the peak of the phosphor scintillation.
This had to be set up for the peak and the setting depended on the
previously mentioned RC time constant. A linear gate was used to gate
out the peak portion of the scintillation pulse. The gate pulse duration
was less than 1 u sec.
The setting up was quite critical and the RC time constant had to
be selected for optimum performance. High time constant gave scin-
tillation pulse pileup whereas low time constant did not give sufficient
discrimination against background noise which was partly by dynode
pulses and partly by the low-level uniform time-independent glow of the
output phosphor. This latter contribution was also quantized by the
photomultiplier and it could also show up as noise fluctuations. To
confirm that only real scintillations were counted, each setting up was
checked by defocusing the microscope, and it was observed that the
counting stopped, showing that only well focused events which fell on
the aperture gave rise to counts. The counting was repeated several
times with the light source covered and uncovered at various intensifier
voltages. Typical pulse height spectra are presented in Figure 6.
It can be seen from Figure 6 that the peak of the pulse spectrum is
well resolved at higher voltages. The second smaller peak in the pulse
spectrum was caused by dynode pulses and fluctuations and noise in the
photomultiplier electronics. The output of the pulse height analyzer
was read out numerically each time, and the total number of pulses was
compute d.
By taking a reasonable lower limit for the real phosphor scintil-
lations as the minimum between the two peaks, one can arrive at a
counting rate. This was 50 pulses sec -1 for the area of the aperture.
After co_version for the m_gnifications, etc., the output pulse rate was
2.2 x 10- + 0.4 pulses cm- sec -1. Hence, the overall image tube
efficiency at 5577A is
2.2 x 104
= 6.2 + 1.5 percent
3.5 x 105
The photocathode efficiency at green 5577A was measured independ-
ently and it was found to be 9 + 1 percent. This was an EMI low dark
current type S-20 cathode (re_. 3). The measurement shows that the
image-tube part of the system is about 70% efficient.
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Figure 6 e -Pulse height distribution from four-stage image intensifier with Pll 
phosphors. From left to right, image intensifier voltage is 32 kV, 35 kV, and 
37 kV. Gain is approximately lo6 at 37 kV. 
ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE THE STATISTICAL PERFORMANCE 
O F  THE COMPLETE SYSTEM 
After i t  w a s  established that the image intensifier produces a reason-  
able pulse height distribution, the pulse height distribution of the complete 
intensifier plumbicon sys tem was examined. 
Figure 7. 
line and the video signal during this interval was pulse-height analyzed. 
This interval was selected in every third f r ame  to avoid counting the same 
pulse twice. 
The setup is shown in 
A short  5-usec-duration interval w a s  selected f r o m  a scan 
The resu l t  of the experiment w a s  ra ther  discouraging (Fig. 8). Even 
a t  38 kV there  w a s  no distinct peak of the pulse distribution. 
ing discussions seve ra l  possible reasons  w i l l  be given why the inclusion 
of the plumbicon TV c a m e r a  produces this apparent inefficiency. 
In the follow- 
In o rde r  to check the absolute pulse height recording efficiency, a 
photographic tes t  w a s  car r ied  out. A known amount of illumination was  
allowed to fall on the IIPC first photocathode f r o m  the calibrated radio- 
active source through a known transmission,  
lated to be 4 , 8  x l o 3  photons of blue (4278A) light within the a r e a  of the 
illuminated spot. 
The illumination w a s  calcu- 
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Figure 7. -Experimental setup to attempt determination of statistical performance 
of complete system. 
Figure 8. -Apparent pulse height distribution from single electron pulses with IIPC 
system as set up in Figure 7, Image tube run at maximum gain. 
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Photographs were taken of the TV monitor for 1/4-sec duration and
the pulses were counted within the illuminated area. After the background
was subtracted, the pulse rate v_as found to be 640 pulses sec -1. As
measured independently the photocathode efficiency was 22% in the blue.
Hence, the efficiency of the image intensifier TV camera recording
system, exclusive of the photocathode, was found to be 60%. This was
regarded as being in fairly satisfactory agreement with the image tube
efficiency and, therefore, it contradicted the pulse height distribution as
measured in the previous test.
EFFECT OF SCINTILLATION SPOT SIZE ON
PULSE HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
Because of the resolution limitations in the image tube, coupling
optics, and plurnbicon target layer, the scanning beam in the plumbicon
tube sees a fairly broad diffuse spot representing a scintillation. Such
an intensity profile is shown in Figure 9(a). The scanning line is
represented bywidthw. The scintillation, with center x distance
away from the center of the scan line, is represented by°the spread
function T(Xl). The signal generated at the instance of scanning S(x o)
is represented bythe shaded overlapping area. The magnitude of
the signal S(Xo) is dependent on the position x o of the center of the
scintillation as
w/Z
S(x o) =J (x l- Xo) dx 1
-w/Z
97
or
S(xo ) =;T(E ° - x)A(x)dE
W W
where A(x) = 1 if--2" x
and elsewhere
A(x) = 0
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The function S(x o) is represented in Figure 9(b). If all the input pulses
were the same in magnitude and the output pulses were pulse-height
analyzed, the channel denoted by ds would be activated only if the center
of the scintillation falls in the distance domain denoted by (Xo). Since
the location of the scintillations is random, all values ofx o are equally
probable. The frequency of pulses occurring in channel s is propor-
tional to x o. Figure 9(c) shows x o plotted as a histogram. This is
the pulse height distribution caused by such a system for input scintilla-
tions of equal brightness.
In order to obtain the pulse height distribution of our system, the
function T(x) has to be found from the modulation transfer function of
the system by Fourier transformation, In our case the modulation
transfer was approximated by an analytical function of the form
- x 2/z 2
e
because it gives a simple Fourier transform of the form
__2 a 2 x2
e
T(xl) x_
S(xo) = _+_
V¢
2
T( xi - x O) dx I
a
II
b 8xo c 8s
Figure 9.-Effect of scintillation spot size, spatial extent on the pulse height distribu-
tion. (a) Light distribution T(Xl) and the width of the television line. (10) Signal
produced from equal-magnitude scintillations as a function of distance Xo of their
centers from the TV line. (c) Resulting pulse height distribution for equal-
brightness pulses occurring at random locations.
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The function
_+am
T(x') A(x - x') dx'
was computed from numerical tables,
shown in Figure 10(a) as P2(n).
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Figure 10. -Pulse height distributions. (a) Distribution derived from modulation
transfer of e -x2/a2 type. (b) Simplified image tube pulse height distribution.
(c) Combined resultant pulse height distribution from (a) and (b).
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In order to simplify the calculations, the image tube pulse height
distribution is represented by a simple histogram p_(n) (Fig. 10(b)).
The convolution of the two histograms was computed by using the
formula
oo
P3(n) =_ Pl (nl) P2 _I
nl=O
The resultant histogram is shown in Figure 10(c). If the two distribu-
tions used had more resolution, a smoother resultant distribution would
have been expected. As an illustration, a broken curve is drawn in
Figure I0 to show that the resultant distribution for large pulse height
resolution is expected to be a monotonously decreasing distribution with
no distinct peak at any point. This agrees fairly well with the observed
distribution of Figure 8.
The above description was given to show the importance of modulation
transfer of the system and its effect on the pulse height distribution. In
a pulse counting system it would be necessary to minimize this difficulty
and two methods are suggested. The first one is simply the improvement
of the system modulation transfer characteristics which can be accom-
plished by mismatching the resolution characteristics of the system with
the number of scan lines; i.e., each scan line has to be much wider
than the system aperture spread function T(x_). Since this is
obtained by the Fourier transformation of thelmodulation transfer,
one can express this same condition in terms of the modulation
transfer function itself. The MTF, therefore, has to be close to
unity everywhere within the equivalent bandwidths as expressed in
scan lines per picture height. This can be achieved in the present
system by using a different scanning format in which the line number
is reduced from the present standard 525 to a lower value.
Since the modulation transfer is limited mainly by the coupling
optics and image tube combination, the proposed modification would
improve the situation. Naturally, the improvement would be achieved
at the expense of resolution. In systems where the resolution is
limited by the scanning tube because of the finite width of the scanning
beam, it is necessary to supplement the reduction of lines by chang-
ing the profile of the scanning beam itself. This can be done by add-
ing a very fast a.c. waveform to the vertical scan, thereby stretching
the beam profile out in the vertical direction perpendicular to the
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scan lines. In this way, the area which is covered by the scanning
beam is widened to the desired line width without changing the beam
focus. For rather different purposes, this type of scanning method
was discussed previously byNozawa (ref. 8) and Mende (ref. 9).
The second possibility involves digital techniques and calls for
the recognition of the two pulses in adjacent lines due to one photo-
electron. By use of digital computers which can handle a whole frame,
corrections could be made for spillover from one adjacent TV line
into the other.
LIMITATIONS DUE TO HIGH VELOCITY BEAM
ELECTRONS IN THE PLUMBICON
It was noticed in connection with other low-velocity scanned TV
tubes when they were operated in a single frame mode that,if a single
exposure was taken in the first frame, only the brightest portions
were scanned by the scanning electron beam (refs. 9 to 11). This
phenomenon was explained (ref. 10) to be due to the high-velocity
electrons in the beam which charge the target negative in the quiescent
state during the absence of any light image. Hence, the image in the
first frame has to overcome this negative potential and charge the
target positive by a substantial amount before any signal generation
takes place. Vidicons with their strong dark current should not
exhibit this property; however, other tubes, including image orthicon,
SEC vidicon, and the plumbicon with their lower dark current, show
the same phenomenon quite strongly. It does not affect the operation
of these tubes when dealing with Lime stationary images, and the tubes
are scanned repeatedly.
In our applications the photoelectron scintillations are all tran-
sient images lasting for a single frame only and, therefore, show
the above effect. There is a very adverse effect on the system be-
cause the magnitude of the pulses in the video depends on the period
while the spot was in complete darkness prior to the arrival of the
scintillation. It also means that at a higher image brightness when
there are a larger n umber of scintillations the scintillations are also
larger because of the charge built up by the general stray light,
phosphor persistence, etc. on the tube target prior to the arrival of
the scintillation. This effect is fairly evident in Figure 3.
A method to minimize this adverse effect was outlined by Mende
(ref. 9) and termed '%ias illumination. " We followed this technique
and placed a faint small light bulb between the two coupling lenses.
This flooded the plumbicon target with a uniform faint glow. The
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brightness was adjusted so that it was insufficient to cause a detect-
able signal current by itseH. The scintillations which were now super-
imposed on this faint glow appeared much brighter and more uniform
and independent of their frequency of occurrence. For satisfactory
operation of the system, the bias illumination technique is essential
and most tests concerning pulse counting were conducted using this
te chnique°
THE LAG OR DECAY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
IMAGE INTENSIFIER PLUMBICON CAMERA SYSTEM
Since the various decay characteristics have a very important
effect on the apparent pulsc resolution of the system, a brief discus-
sion is given of those characteristics.
The phosphors of the image tube are all of the Pll type. The
decay time of an image tube scintillation is, therefore, the combina-
tion of the phosphors in the four stages of the image tube, and it is of
the order of several milliseconds. The TV system has a scan rate
which is equivalent to 60 fields per second; i.e., the duration of a
field is 16 msec. The plumbicon camera's photoconductive and
capacitive lags are exceptionally good, and less than 10% signal was
measured for the third field (second frame). Hence, the plumbicon
and the Pll phosphor tube are good matches in regard to signal decay
properties.
At low voltages where the statistical noise of the signal is rela-
tively small, the lag characteristics of the complete IIPC were
measured. It was found that the whole system had a residual signal
of less than 20% for the third field. Therefore, as defined for a
conventionalTV camera, the IIPC has very good time resolving
c apabilitie s.
Unfortunately, the decay from the last few percent (5%) level
to zero is considerably slower. If a steady bright image is allowed
to remain on the tube for some time and then is quickly removed,
the decay for the last few percent takes several seconds, and even
then a very faint image (too faint to measure its amplitude) will
persist on the monitor for minutes. This very persistent temporary
"burn in" is a property of the image tube phosphors and so far no
remedy has been found. Fortunately, the burnt in image produces
very little video signal and one may be able to discriminate against
it electronically. From a reexamination of Figure 2 it can be seen
that the scintillations in the white areas occur on a continuous pedestal
whereas in the black area the signal returns to the true zero line.
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Because of this effect when viewing a stationary object, the apparent 
picture often contains more  information than is contained by the 
s ta t is t ics  of the discrete  events within the observation t ime. This 
long pers is tence can integrate the signal for many f r ames ,  thereby 
superimposing the discrete  scintillations on a faint image instead of 
a dark background. 
detection efficiency of TV systems by giving the appearance of high 
sys  t em efficiency. 
This can c rea te  a hazard in interpreting the 
Figure 11 is presented to show the decay propert ies  of individual 
The video lines shown in the figure a r e  the same lines scintillations. 
l aken  f r o m  subsequent fields. One can see  that the pulses at t imes 
take three f r ames  to decay completely, and at  other t imes one f r ame  
is sufficient. This is fair ly  well understood and this is caused to a 
l e s s e r  extent by the variation of position of the pulse with respect  to 
the TV lines,  and to a l a r g e r  extent by the timing at which the scinti l-  
lation is initiated with respect  to the t ime when the point is rescanned. 
The phosphor has a persistence of a few milliseconds and a scinti l-  
lation may pe r s i s t  into the next TV f r a m e  if the scintillation is initiated 
just: before the scanning beam touches the point. 
w i l l  produce response in the third field. 
another difficulty in obtaining good pulse height resolution. 
In this case the pulse 
This effect a lso presents  
Figure 11. -A TV line from conseoutive TV frames 4s displayed showing decay 
properties of individual scintillations 
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DISCUSSION
The properties of the image intensifier TV camera system were
discussed in some detail. The main conclusions are that this camera
system concept works fairly well as a detector of single photo-
electrons. There are, however, major obstacles in using it as a
quantitative photoelectron counting device. These problems come from
the fact that TV systems work by generating equal samples (lines and
frames) both spatially and temporally, whereas photoelectrons occur
as random events. Because of the practical deficiencies of the system,
the photoelectron events are not infinitely small in extent either
spatially or temporally (resolution and decay time, etc.) and, therefore,
when the TV system generates its samples, there is a large probability
that a single scintillation is divided and parts of it are picked up in
adjacent samples.
To overcome this fundamental difficulty one has either to minimize
the extent in space and time of the photoelectron events (improved
resolution, faster response) or to increase the size of the TV samples
(fewer scan lines, slower scanning). Alternatively, one can devise
electronic methods for the recognition of the photoelectron event and
search for spillovers into the adjacent samples• Once the signal due to
one event is located in all adjacent samples (lines or frames), a sum-
mation can be carried out and the total video due to a single photoelectron
can be found. The design description of such an electronic method is
beyond the scope of this work, but, at the time of this writing, a design
is in progress to construct a system which digitizes the video signal for
computer processing and which will permit the application of all these
corrections as part of the data handling program.
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AN APPLICATION OF THE SILICON VIDICON TO ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOMETRY
J. A. Westphal
Division of Geological Sciences
California Institute of Technology
and
T. B. McCord
Planetary Astronomy Laboratory
Department of Earth and Planetary Science
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT
A diode matrix silicon vidicon is being adapted for astronomical photometry.
Our tests have shown that, by moderate cooling, the diode dark current can be es-
sentially eliminated. Difficulties with back lighting from the read gun filament
presently limit exposure-readout times to about 10 seconds, however, mechanical
modifications of the tube will remove this difficulty. The wide spectral range,
combined with exact linearity, large dynamic range and high quantum efficiency
will make this device extremely useful for planetary and stellar photometry.
A summary of some work which the authors have been doing with the silicon
diode target vidicon will now be presented. (For a detailed description of this
device see reference i.) This device has the advantage of a wide spectral
response (from 3000 A to about 12,000 A), with high quantum efficiency and wide
dynamic range. It also has a linear response function, is very rugged, and has
long-term photometric stability.
Since the target consists of approximately 6 × 105 individual diodes which,
in principal, are independently readable, a major problem in our application is
to handle this much data. To be able to utilize the potential dynamic range of
more than 103 in these devices of necessity requires digitization and digital re-
cording of the signals. Since, within our budget capabilities, we can handle only
relatively slow data rates we have been testing these vidicons in a slow scan
readout model.
107
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Two major difficulties have been encountered in slow scan readout (_ 100 sec-
onds/frame). The first is the discharge of the target due to diode leakage. For-
tunately, this is a strong function of temperature and by cooling the tube to
< -20°C we seem to have removed this difficulty. A further difficulty is exposure
of the target from the back by light from the heater of the reading gun. This is
not a basic difficulty since mechanical changes in the gun structure can be made
to block the light. By operating the heater at reduced power levels we have, with
a cooled tube, been able to store images with no detectable degradation for more
than 10 seconds. At the present time the only obvious limit to storage time is
the back lighting from the heater. We hope to have tubes in the near future which
are much less prone to this problem.
Our interest in these tubes is based on the following properties:
I. Sensitivity from < 3000 _ to at least 12,000 _ with quantum efficiencies
greater than 50 percent over most of this range.
2. A dynamic range o£ greater than 103.
3. The output is a linear function of light fluxj i.e., gamma is one.
4. The tube is mechanically stable and very rugged also because of the de-
tails of the processing} particularly with the newer tubes, the responsivity
of the target is very stable in time.
5. The potential for long integration times (> 100 seconds) and sufficiently
long readout times to allow use o£ inexpensive compact digital recording.
6. High spatial resolution on the target (_ 15 microns) with discrete, de-
fined sampling locations.
It is clear that a device with these properties will allow two-dimensional
photometry of the moon, planets, galaxies and star fields with unprecedented ac-
curacy and speed. Recording of one-dimensional data like spectra will also be im-
prove_ particularly i£ larger targets are produced. Since the system is linear,
subtraction of large sky backgrounds is possible. This potentiality is very at-
tractive for star finding purposes during daytime infrared observations with large
telescopes.
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MICROCHANNEL INTENSIFIER VIDICON FOR FAR-I/V IMAGING
George R. Carruthers
E. O. Hulburt Center for Space Research
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20390
The vidicon camera tube and its associated camera chain
electronics have an advantage, in comparison with the image
orthicon and the SEC vidicon, of considerably greater sim-
plicity. Many vidicon cameras have been used in space mis-
sions, such as Ranger, Mariner, and Surveyor. However, the
vidicon is much less sensitive than other pickup tubes pres-
ently in use for low-light-level television, and in order to
use the vidicon for low-light-level imaging the optical
image must be intensified before input to the vidicon.
Until recently, the necessary amplification required the
use of a two- or three-stage image intensifier. However, the
availability of microchannel plates now makes possible equiva-
lent gains using only a single-stage intensifier.
Presently under development at the Naval Research
Laboratory are such single-stage intensifiers which use, in
addition to the microchannel plate, front-surface alkali-
halide photocathodes and have the collecting optics an inte-
gral part of the image tube. These latter two features have .
been previously used with electronographic recording for far-
ultraviolet stellar spectroscopy and imaging (1-3).
Figure 1 is a diagram of the NRL microchannel intensifier-
vidicon camera, components of which are discussed in more detail
below. Incoming light is imaged by the Schmidt optical system
onto an opaque alkali-halide photocathode, which is deposited
on the focal surface. Electrons emitted by the photocathode,
which is maintained at a high negative voltage, are accelerated
toward the primary mirror, which is maintained at ground po-
tential, and are simultaneously focused by an axial magnetic
field produced by the surrounding magnet. The electron image
is formed on the front face of the microchannel plate; this
image is preserved while the incident electrons are multiplied
in passing through the microchannel plate. These amplified
electrons are then re-imaged onto a phosphor screen using a
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conventional electromagnetic imaging section. Light emitted by
the phosphor is then conducted by fiber optics to the photosen-
sitive surface of a conventional vidicon camera tube.
Schmidt Optical System
The Schmidt optical system has advantages in astronomical
photography in that it provides wide field of view, with uni-
form illumination and image quality over the whole field. Some
design parameters for Schmidt systems (4) are shown in Figure 2.
For a given corrector plate diameter and mirror diameter,
the linear size of the field is independent of focal ratio.
There, these diameters should be selected so that the
angular field of view is then determined by the focal length.
It is seen that, in general, the television tube limits the
field of view which can be covered° For example, a 2"-aperture
Schmidt system is more than adequate to cover theinput of a I"
vidicon; to obtain full use of larger Schmidt systems requires
the use of larger pickup tubes. The present NRL breadboard
camera system has a corrector plate clear aperture of 2.85
inches and a primary mirror diameter of 5 inches, giving a
field of view with linear diameter of 1.25 inches (20 ° at
f/l.0; I0 ° at f/2.0). This optical system was originally de-
signed for electronographic recording on 35mm film. However,
with a I" vidicon having a maximum image diagonal of 0.75
inch, Figure 2 indicates that the corrector plate diameter
could be increased to nearly 4 inches without introducing non-
uniformities into the image illumination in the field of view
accepted by the vidicon.
The Schmidt corrector plate is made of ultraviolet-trans-
mitting material chosen according to the wavelength range to
be covered° For example, a LiF corrector plate will transmit
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Figure 1.-Diagram of microchannel intensifier-vidicon camera.
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wavelengths as short as 1050A. However, MgF 2 (short wave-
length limit l150A) may be chosen if the camera will be subject
to a large cumulative dose of particle radiation (as in the
Van Allen belts), since this material suffers far less trans-
mission loss (due to color center formation) than does LiF for
an equal radiation dose. CaF2, with a short wavelength limit
of 1230A, might be chosen if it is desired to exclude the
Lyman-a line at 1216A, which is very strongly emitted by the
geocorona.
Photocathode
At the focus of the Schmidt optical system, the image is
produced on a front-surface (opaque) alkali-halide photosurface
(as in Refs. 1-3). These photocathodes have very high quantum
yields for photoemission in the far ultraviolet, often exceeding
50% near 1000A. In addition, they are totally insensitive to
visible and near-ultraviolet radiation and can be exposed to
dry air without loss in sensitivity. Figure 3 shows overall
detection efficiencies (electrons per incident photon) for
typical Schmidt systems using various alkali-halide photo-
cathodes, various corrector plate materials, and with the
primary mirror coated with aluminum plus an overcoat of MgF 2.
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Figure 2. -Design parameters for Schmidt optical systems.
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Microchanne I Plates
The channel multiplier first described by Wiley and
Hendee (a) is basically a tube of semiconducting glass, the
inside surface of which is a good secondary emitter. When a
voltage is applied along the length of the tube, an electron
entering one end of the tube and colliding with the wall emits
secondaries which, in turn, are multiplied in successive wall
collisions as they move down the tube. Total gains of up to
10 5 are possible in suchchannel multipliers, and when a curved
channel is used (6) to eliminate ion feed-back, gains up to
109 are obtainable. Microchannel plates consist of large
numbers of very small straight channel multipliers, enabling
image information to be preserved as we]] as the electron
current to be amplified. The resolution in the output image
is determined by the size and spacing of the channels. Micro-
channel plates are now available with resolution comparable
to the finest available fiber optics. However, the very high-
resolution microchannel plates are classified, and a "need to
know" must be demonstrated in order to procure them. The
image amplification can be as high as 10 5 , limited by ion
feedback. A typical range of operation is between 10 3 and
10 4 . Figure 4 shows the gain vs. voltage for a typical micro-
channel plate in which the channels have length/diameter ratio
of 60 (7). The curve shown is for an electron input energy of
5 KV; however, we have found very little effect of input elec-
tron energy on the amplification, even when the input electrons
have less than 1KV energy. Presumably, as long as the inci-
dent electron is energetic enough to produce secondaries, the
total amplification should be essentially unaffected.
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Figure 3. -Typical values of overall detection efficiency vs. wavelength for Schmidt
systems using various photocathode and corrector-plate materials.
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In an image intensifier consisting of a photocathode,
microchannel plate, and phosphor screen (deposited on a fiber-
optic output plate, for coupling to a fiber-optic input tele-
vision tube) one also obtains a gain of about 50 in the phos-
phor screen conversion of electron energy to visible light
(assuming the electrons emerging from the microchannel plate
to be accelerated to 15-20 KV energy before striking the
phosphor screen). Therefore, a typical overall gain of about
5 x l05 is obtained. As shown in Figure 5, this raises the
typical limiting sensitivity of a vidicon to greater than
that of an image orthicon, or of a SEC vidicon preceded by
a single-stage image intensifier, and makes it nearly equiva-
lent to an intensifer image orthicon (essentially photon-
limited, i.e. capable of detecting single photoelectrons). A
SEC vidicon using the microchannel intensifier would certainly
be photon-limited.
Phosphor Screen and Vidicon
The amplified electrons emerging from the output face of
the microchannel plate are accelerated to 20 KV energy a_d
magnetically focused onto the phosphor screen, which is de-
posited on a fiber-optic plate. Magnetic rather than proximity
focusing is used in order to insure that the maximum possible
resolution is obtained (limited only by the system components
themselves). The phosphor is type P4 or Pll settled from a
slurry and is aluminized with a floated film of evaporated
aluminum. The fiber optic plate consists of fibers of 6 to 8
micron diameter and is 0.25 inch thick (in order to safely
withstand a potential difference of 20 KV across it). The
fiber-optic vidicon, presently an RCA C23112, is placed in
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Figure 4. -Gain vs. voltage for a typical microchannel plate.
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contact with the outside face of this plate. The camera head,
which is part of the Fairchild TCS-950 camera system, is not
modified except for the front pre-amplifier, which in this
case is mounted to the side of the vidicon rather than con-
centrically around and in front of it, to allow the face-
plate of the vidicon to be brought in contact with the fiber-
optic output of the intensifier.
Applications
This system can be used for astronomical observations
which otherwise would require the use of image orthicons or
isocons or intensifier SEC vidicons. Other advantages are
that the optical system is an integral part of the image in-
tensifier and that the vidicon is a commercially available
"off the shelf" visible-sensitive type. The ultraviolet-
sensitive intensifier, on the other hand, utilizes alkali-
halide photocathodes which can be prepared as required in a
vacuum evaporator, and can be exposed to dry air without loss
in sensitivity. The microchannel plate can also be exposed
to air. Therefore, the intensifier can be of open construc-
tion and demountable, allowing photocathodes, corrector plates,
etc. to be easily changed and any internal adjustments, such
as focusing of the Schmidt optics, to be easily made.
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The astronomical applications of this instrument include,
in addition to the starfield photography demonstrated by the
OAO-Celescope experiment, far-ultraviolet imaging of aurorae
and airglow. Here, to an even greater extent than in starfield
photography, a wide field of view is of great utility. Also,
a large aperture ratio (such as f/l.0) is helpful in the study
of diffuse sources.
Another application in which far-ultraviolet television
could be used to advantage would be to search for volcanic gas
emissions from the Moon, using a camera on board a spacecraft
in lunar orbit. Here, the object of the search is the far-
ultraviolet absorption of the volcanic gases (H20 , CO2, CH4,
etc.) against the background of solar ultraviolet radiation
reflected from the lunar surface. Since the majority of solar
ultraviolet radiation in the ultraviolet below 1600A is in the
Lyman-a line at 1216A, gases having high absorptivity at this
wavelength (H20, CH4) would be readily detected. Davis (8) has
estimated, from OAO-Celescope observations, a lunar reflectiv-
ity of about 0.1% near Lyman-a, which would provide adequate
background for use with the presently described system.
The I/V-absorption technique of detection has the advantage
that "point" sources of gas can be observed from great dis-
tances, whereas other detection instruments (mass spectrometers,
etc.) would have to be quite close to the source. The escaping
gas would probably be totally undetectable in visible light
unless the mass flow rate was extremely high (such that the
eruption would be revealed by suspended dust, condensation,
etc.). The camera could also be used to track spacecraft, such
as the Lunar Excursion Module, during the powered phase of
their flight, as the exhaust plume would be observed as a dark
cloud spreading out behind the spacecraft.
This work is being supported by the Naval Electronic
Systems Command.
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THE RESPONSE OF PHOSPHOR OUTPUT IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
TO SINGLE PHOTON INPUTS
JOHN McNALL
LLOYD ROBINSON
E. JOSEPH WAMPLER
Lick Observatory, Board of Studies in Astronomy and Astrophysics
University of California, Santa Cruz
ABSTRACT
The development of a multi chaunel spectrophotometer for faint opti-
cal sources has required an investigation of the single-photon response
of image intensifiers. Tests of intensifiers with fiber optics face-
plates show that it should be possible to construct a spectrophotometer
that uses the storage properties of the output phosphor to provide pulse-
counting operation in several hundred simultaneous channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent declassification of low dark-current, moderately high-
resolution image intensifiers with fiber optics faceplates will have
profound impact on astronomy. For the first time simple, rugged, and
relatively inexpensive tubes are available to the general user. These
tubes are rapidly finding application in spectrographs (Beardsley,
DeJonge, Haring, and Hansen 1969) and in direct photography (Lynds 1970).
At Lick Observatory, in addition to the more conventional uses just
described, we are attempting to construct an electronic pulse-counting
spectrophotometer using the output phosphor of the last stage of a multi-
stage intensifier as a temporary storage element in order to obtain simul-
taneous multichannel operation. An ideal phosphor storage element would
be one that, when excited by an input photoelectron, would release photons
at regularly spaced intervals, tl, for some definite period, t2. It is
clear that under these circumstances it would not be necessary to continu-
ouslymonitor the output phosphor in order to determine the flux of input
photoelectrons, since it would be only necessary to detect one output
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photon for each input photoelectron. This means that, using an image
dissector, a number of output elements could be monitored with very little
loss of information. The number of such elements that could be simultaneously
monitored is given by:
n =_G (I)
where _ is the efficiency for detecting output photons and G is the number
of output photons per input photoelectron.
Because real tubes do not have ideal phosphors it is important to
know the phosphor characteristics of actual tubes when designing a spectrom-
eter. Studies of electron multiplication in image intensifiers bare been
reported by Re,molds (1966a, b) and the time response of multistage image
intensifiers using P-20 phosphors was investigated by Flam (1969). The re-
sults of those experiments show that although transmission secondary emission
tubes show exponential output pulse-height distributions, cascaded image
intensifiers using phosphor-photocathode multiplying stages show a more
nearly Poisson output distribution. Increasing the number of stages increases
the observed decay time at the output phosphor.
I
Our measurements of the response of several 40 mm Varo image intensi-
fiers to single photoelectron inputs allow us to extend the results reported
by others. Because our data have convinced us that it is possible to con-
struct a spectrophotometer that can simultaneously count in several hundred
channels, we have decided to publish the results of these tests in the hope
that the data will be useful to others who are interested in multichannel
devices.
II. TESTING PROCEDURE
The experimental set-up is shown schematically in Figure I. One,
two, or three 40 mm Varo image tubes were placed in an expandable oil box
with a I -inch-thick quartz entrance window. The photocathode of the first
tube was operated at a high negative potential while the output phosphor
was operated at ground potential. An oil box was used to eliminate corona
at the voltages required (up to 40 KV for 3 tubes). A mask with a central
hole O.008-inch in diameter was placed in contact with the input fiber
optics plate and a mask with O.014-inch aperture was used at the output
plate to delineate the image of the input aperture and reduce the amount of
"dark" or background light that would ordinarily be detected. An ITT FW-130
photomultiplier with a 0.35-inch effective photocathode diameter was mounted
behind the output aperture with a small drop of immersion oil acting as a
light pipe between the image tube and the photomultiplier.
The input aperture was illuminated by pulsing a Monsanto MV IOA gallium
arsenide phosphide light-emitting diode with 1_sec, 50 mA pulses. With the
tube located approximately 3 feet from the diode_ only about 5% of the diode
Ivaro, Inc., Garland, Texas
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light flashes produced a response from the image intensifier. We assume that
under these conditions most of the signals that we measured were indeed pro-
duced by single photoelectron events. The output of the FW-130 was fed to a
fast amplifier/discriminator and then to a 100 MHz scaler. The gain of the
FW-130 was sufficiently high that most of the single photoelectrons released
from its photocathode could be detected. We estimate that roughly 54 of the
photons released by the output phosphor of the image tube were detected by
the photomultiplier. A small computer (PDP 8/I) was connected so that it
could trigger the light emitting diode as well as start, stop, read, and
reset the counter.
III. EXPERIME_RESULTS
Figure 2 gives a plot of counting rate as a function of time for
two- and three-stage intensifier chains. The first two tubes of the chain
were operated at voltages up to 15 KV, while in the three-tube chain the
last tube was operated at half this voltage. The curve was determined
by using a computer program that measured the background rate, then flashed
the light source and then determined the shape of the decay curve. After a
delay of a few seconds the test was repeated until adequate statistics were
built up. To measure the decay shape for times longer than 100 msec, the
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Figure 1. -Block diagram of the experimental arrangement.
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light was rapidly flashed as many as 1000 times. Tests made by varying the
flashing rate indicated that the decay rate did not change as the number of
light flashes increased. It is clear from this plot that after about 10 msec
the phosphor decay law is approximately of the form:
l(t) o_t-_ (2)
The exponent increases from approximately unity 10 msec after the light flash
to approximately 2 after a delay of several minutes. It should be recognized
that the impulse response function for this three-stage intensifier is the
convolution of the impulse response function for the last stage with the
first two stages (Flam 1969). The observed power law decay curve is not
unusual, for often sums of exponentials and inverse power laws with exponents
between about 0.2 and 3 are used to describe empirical phosphor decay curves
(Leverenz 1950).
Our empirical power law decay curves can be used to calculate the frac-
tion of total counts seen after any given interval of time. Figure 3 shows
integral decay curves for I-_ 2-, and 3-stage image intensifiers. These
curves were checked experimentally by the computer test set-up. The experi-
mental and calculated results were found to be in good agreement. It has
been our experience that the characteristics of the decay curve show little
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Figure 2.-Count rate vs time for 2- and 3-stage image intensifier systems with short
pulses of low level illumination. The boxed curve is the delay curve for 3 tubes
following a 5 minute exposure to a light source that produced about 103 primary
photoelectrons per second.
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variationwith voltage, and we have not been able to detect any changes with
temperature for temperatures between I0°C and 25°C. It should be emphasized
that our observed decay curves were obtainedwith extremely low input
illumination; in fact, we believe that they are representative of the in-
tensifier response function for a single input photoelectron.
One of the primary goals of this experiment was to determine the "pulse-
height distribution" (the distribution of the number of detected photons per
primaryphotoelectron) at very low light levels. This was done with a
computer program that measured the dark current, flashed the diode and recorded
the number of counts for a specified time interval (usually 5 msec), and then
waited for a time interval sufficiently long for the residual phosphor glow
to be insignificant (usually 50 msec) before repeating the tests. From
Figure 3 it can be seen that fully 50% of the output quanta are released
within 5 msec of the light flash and the residual glow after 50 msec is quite
low. Measurements made by counting for 200 msec after the light flash gave
a gain distribution in good agreement with the 5 msec distribution after
correcting for the lost counts.
A major source of error in these very low intensity measurements was the
correction for dark current. It is easily seen that if P#(n) is the probabil-
ity of n counts due to the light, Pb (n) is the probabil±_y of obtaining n
background counts, and Pm(n) is the measured probability then
n
Pro(n) : _ % (n-k)Pb(k)- (3)
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Figure 3. -Total accumulated count as a function of time after emission of a single
photoelectron for 1-, 2-, and 3-stage intensifiers.
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Since P (n) and P_(k) are obtained from measurement, P I (n) can in
princip1_ be dete_m_ined by an iterative process using e_uation (3).
The determination of P L (0) is particularly simple since it is given
by
P _(0) = Pm(0)/Pb(O).
However, for the higher terms it was found that the error increased very
rapidly unless Pb(k) << I for k > 0.
Although for the earlier runs the light intensity was adjusted so
that P_(0) was greater than 95% (fewer than 5% of the diode flashes
were actually detected), it was found that this restriction could be
relaxed somewhat without significantly modifying the shape of the pulse-
height distribution. In Figure 4 we have plotted the pulse-height dis-
tribution with the brightness of the diode adjusted so that 12% of the
diode flashes produced a detected response from the image tube. Assuming
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Figure 4.-Pulse-height distribution for a 3-stage image intensifier using the experi-
mental arrangement of Fig. 1. The data show the number of photons detected by a
photo-multiplier within 5 msec of the emission of a single photoelectron from the
first photocathode of the image intensifier. The broken curve indicates the distri-
bution of counts seen with no input light. The shape of the curve is similar to those
of the curves calculated by Lombard and Martin (1961) for the pulse-height distri-
bution from an electron multiplier assuming a Poisson distribution at each stage.
At least part of the tail at high amplitude is due to the presence of a small percent-
age of multiple photoelectron inputs. The position of the peak depends on the gain
of the image intensifier chain. For these data an overall voltage of 35 kV was used.
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a Poisson distributiou for the input events we expect that approximately
94% of the detected events were produced by single photoelectrons. A
background distribution was measured at the same time and the plotted
data were obtained by subtracting 88%(= I00_12%) of the background
from the raw count data. This curve is the result one would expect if
it had been possible to ignore all events in which no photoelectron was
emitted. Each count in the plotted distribution includes some remaining
contribution from the background and therefore the peak in the distribu-
tion actually produced by input events is lower by the number of counts
due to the background. Because a 5 msec window was used for the gain
distribution shown in Figure 4, the actual pulse-height distribution is
the observed distribution multiplied by approximately a factor of two.
The number of channels that can usefullybe employed before the loss
of information caused by the sampling procedure of the image dissector
becomes important depends not only on the gain as given in equation (I)
but also on the statistics of the photoemission process of the image
intensifier chain. Although it would be possible to predict the perfor-
mance of the device from the measured properties of the intensifier as
shown in Figure 2 and 4, it is somewhat more reassuring to actually
measure the degradation of the measurement precision caused by the sampling
procedure and the statistical nature of the image tube amplification.
In order to investigate the precision of measurements made with the
intensifier, the tube was continuously illuminated by a weak source.
The output of the intensifier was then sampled for a period of 4_sec
once every 500_sec and the average of the counting rate was recorded for
repeated 200 sec counting periods. The results should simulate the
behaviour of a single channel of a simultaneous multichannel photo-
meter. With the light intensity adjusted to produce an average of
100, 1000, 2350, and 8600 primary photoelectrons to the intensifier
during each 200 sec time interval, the fluctuations in the total count
could be explained almost entirely by the randomness expected for the
small number of primaryphotoelectrons.
Linearity tests have shown that when using a O.O08-inch-diameter
input aperture the gain of the three-tube chain is essentially linear
from less than one input photoelectron per second to more than 5 x 103
input photoelectrons per second. However, caution must be taken in
extrapolating this result to spot sizes that are equal to the resolution
capability of the tube, for a 0.O08-inch aperture is easily resolved
by a three-tube chain.
DeVeny (1970), using photographic photometry and a Westinghouse
WL-30677 image intensifier, reports very large differences in sensitivity
over the output screen. We have not found such large differences and
feel that we can make corrections for those that exist in our tubes.
A low light level TVtube (such as an SEC camera tube or a silicon
intensifier camera tube) could be used to record the output scintilla-
tions. Although this procedure has the advantage of using all the
information produced by the image tube, commercially available targets
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for TV-type detectors are noisy and have very limited dynamic range.
Also the SEC target must be carefully protected from excessive photo-
current to prevent it from being burned.
A second alternative is to use an image dissector to record the
output scintillations. An image dissector can be made very stable
because it is essentially a photomu!tiplier with a small, deflectable
input aperture. Because it is a multiplying phototube it is nearly an
ideal detector, but it can view only one information element at a time,
and light from other elements is not detected. It must therefore rely on
the persistence of the image tube phosphor to act as a memory element.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Measurements of stability, linearity and statistical precision of
output vs input light intensity on three Varo image tubes indicate
that it is feasible to construct a multichannel photometer using such
tubes. The use of a small-aperture image dissector to repetitively scan
the information stored on the output phosphor of the image tube should
allow direct digital readout into several hundred channels. Use of a
small on-line digital computer may be necessary to allow immediate
correction for any spatial non-_niformities of the image tube or phosphor
response.
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Figure 5.-Experimental arrangement for test of image-scanner electronics system.
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A preliminary test of a combined image-tube image-dissector was
made using the experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 5- An optical
pattern was transmitted to the photo cathode of the image-intensifier
by placing a mask on the fiber-optic entrance face. The mask had _ mil.
diameter holes spaced at 100mil. intervals. The image dissector was
swept with a period of 2 ms, and the resulting output distribution was
stored in 512 computer words or "channels".
Fi@ 6 shows a CRT display of the data collected in two 1-hour
exposures, the first with a faint light falling on the mask, the second
with no light. The narrow peaks are due to light passing through holes
in the mask. A "continuum" is seen because the mask was constructed of
translucent plastic. The large bump at the center is believed due to
ion emission in one or more of the image tubes. The counting rate under
this bump fell by a factor of 10 during the first 48 hours after the
image tubes were turned on. Fig. 7 shows the difference between the
light and dark patterns. The shape of the curve is almost identical
with one obtained in a 5 minute exposure with higher light intensity.
The two large irregularities in the "continuum" curve are due to the
presence of small pieces of opaque material accidently left attached to
the mask.
Figure 6. -Pulse count distribution from two 1-hour runs. The upper curve had light
intensity sufficient to produce less than 1 photoelectron per channel per sec. The
lower curve was due to dark current at room temperature. Full scale on the dis-
play is 10 4 counts.
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Figure 7.-Countdistributionob_ined by subWaction of thetwo curves of
Figure 6.
The image dissector had a slit width of 4 mils. This, combined
with holes in the mask, should have resulted in peaks of 8 mils full
width, which corresponds to 4 or 5 channels. The narrowest observed
peak is at least 9 channels wide. The reason for the discrepancy is
not known, but we believe that more careful focusing of the image
dissector tube will produce improved results.
To obtain an idea of the overall counting efficiency, an opaque
mask with an 8 mil aperture was placed in front of an ITT FW-130
photomultiplier. A count rate of 2 x 105 counts per hour was obtained
using the same light intensity as that used for the run shown in Fi_. 6.
The total counts recorded under each peak in Fig. 7 is about 3 x 10 .
If we assume quantum efficiencies for the photo tube and for the image
intensifier are equa_ this means that about 0.6 photons were detected
for each photo electron released by the image intensifier photo-cathode.
It should be noted that (excep$ for the two irregularities noted
above) the continuum shown in Fig. 7 changes by less than a factor of
2 over the area scanned, indicating a reasonably uniform response over
the face of the image intensifier tube.
The variance of 31 points in the continuum just to the right of
the right hand peak was calculated and found to be in reasonable agree-
ment with the value expected from the input shot noise.
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AN ELECTRICAL READOUT TUBE FOR ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY
Jay Burns
Lindheimer Astronomical Research Center
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois
This paper describes the general features of an electrical read-
out image tube designed specifically for use on the LARC Coude spectro-
graph. This tube incorporates some unconventional features and is
presented to illustrate how the special requirements of astronomical
spectroscopy may be used advantageously to relax certain constraints
ordinarily placed on image tube design by the shadow of television
requirements. The two principal characteristics of astronomical
spectroscopy that lead to novelty in the present design are the essen-
tially one-dimensional nature of a spectrum and the freedom the as-
tronomer has to read out his stored image slowly at some time after
the exposure is made.
The tube to be described was designed to be an electronic sub-
stitute for the 103a emulsion in taking spectra. That is, the tube
has been designed to replace this or similar photographic plates on
a spectrograph originally designed for such plates, hence minimum re-
quirements for resolution, information storage capacity, image sta-
bility, photometric linearity, and dynamic range were dictated a pri-
ori by the corresponding properties of the plate though it was ex-
pected that many of these values could be improved on in the tube.
The spectrograph itself has a 3-meter focal length, a first order dis-
persion of 3E/n_n, and a measured resolution of 0.04A at 4000_. There-
fore it has an instrumental width of approximately 13 microns and is
fairly well matched to 103 or Spectroscopic Type I and II emulsions.
The spectrograph uses standard i0" long plates and one requirement
for the image tube was to be able to record substantially this full
spectrum at a single exposure.
Image Section
The target of choice for most astronomical applications, involving
long integration and storage times is the SEC/TSE target _-_J, and this
target was chosen for the present tube because it is capable of image
storage for at least 24 hours without degradation and has a high
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internal gain together with a high information storage capacity. Suf-
ficient internal gain was required so the readout could register as
little as one photoelectron per resolution element of diameter 16 mi-
crons. The capacitance of the SEC target depends somewhat upon its
operating conditions, but a good design center value is 200pf./cm 2,
and the corresponding target surface potential sensitivity is 0.3 milli-
volts/electron/resolution element. A gain of 50-100 is therefore needed
to produce a target sensitivity of the order of 15-30 mv.jelectron which
is about what is needed to avoid special readout problems.
Conventional electrostatic or magnetic focusing did not appear
attractive for a tube which is to record nearly a full I0" length of spec-
trum. Both of these methods suffer in several respects by comparison
with proximity focus as image size grows beyond 3 to 4 inches. The require-
ment of a flat photocathode becomes difficult and expensive to meet with
fiberoptic faceplates in large electrostatically focused tubes while size,
weight, and power requirements pose problems with large magnetically fo-
cused tubes. Proximity focusing, on the other hand, is a simple and com-
pact solution to large tube focusing. Moreover, it is relatively toler-
ant of small misalignments of tube parts, and it is easily adapted to
cylindrical shaping of a long photocathode to conform to the focal plane
curvature of certain types of spectrographs. It also gives images with
a high degree of magnetic rigidity or resistance to shift or defocusing by
weak, changing external magnetic fields such as the earth's field when a
tube is used on the telescope° Elaborate magnetic shielding or field can-
cellation coils are therefore unnecessary with proximity focused tubes.
Proximity focusing suffers from two disadvantages. It is generally
necessary to process the photocathode "externally" in a side chamber of a
large vacuum system, to transfer it to the tube body, and to perform the
final sealing operation all in very good vacuum. Secondly, the high elec-
tric field strengths required for good resolution lead to problems with
enhanced tube backgrounds. Techniques for external photocathode processing
have been developed successfully and no longer present formidable diffi-
culties. Photocathodes processed this way have very high uniformit_ which
would be a good reason for using external processing in large tubes even
if it were not dictated by proximity focusing.
The enhanced background problem has two facets_ Contributions due to
cold field emission can be reduced to negligible proportions by careful
design of feedthroughs and internal tube hardware and by external photo-
cathode processing which avoids the presence of excess alkali metal in the
tube that would lower the work functions of any rough microscopic protru-
sions or edges. The other contribution to background is field-enhanced
thermionic emission from the photocathode. The Schottky enhancement fac-
tor may be written exp [4.4_/T] where E is the electric field strength in
volts/cm, and T is the absolute temperature. This factor is the ratio of
field-enhanced thermionic emission to ordinary thermionic emission. For
field strengths of the magnitude employed in the present tube design the
enhancement factor is a little more than 25. It is therefore often necessary
to cool the tube to reduce enhanced emission to the level of ordinary
thermionic emission, but the need for cooling depends a great deal upon
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type of photosurface employed and upon the limitation set by background
emission for a given spectroscopic problem so no generalizations will be
attempted here. It may be remarked, however, that a 20°C temperature re-
duction is generally sufficient to cancel the effect of a 25-fold field
enhancement in a Cs-Sb photocathode.
A simple approximate relation between the size of a resolution element,
6, the photocathode-to-target spacing, d, and the accelerating voltage,
V=, can be written d
This expression includes effects of averaging over the angular and energy
distributions of photoelectrons in an approximate way to sufficient
accuracy for present purposes. Taking 6 = 16_ and V a = 6400 volts, a
good design-center value for an SEC target, the required separation d
1.3nmn and the field strength E _ 50,000 volts/cm. Notice that the required
separation is not inconveniently small. Mechanical distortion of the thin
SEC membrane under the electrostatic force is not expected to be a problem
in a spectroscopic tube in which the target has a long, narrow shape, being
supported in the present design by a plate with a slot I0" long and only a
few millimeters wide. The small amount of bowing of the membrane that
occurs neither defocuses nor distorts the image to any significant degree
in a proximity focused tube.
Readout
A variety of readout methods are possible, some conventional, others
not. In view of the long time available for readout and the requirement
for a high degree of positional accuracy in reading the image, mechanical
scanning of the reading beam was chosen. This method, shown schematically
in Figure i, uses a very simple electron gun_ basically a small, low voltage
gun with only minimal focusing properties that floods a fine slit about
I0_ wide located close to the target. The reading beam is defined by this
slit, and the entire gun-slit assembly is arranged to be moved along the
target mechanically by means of a bellows drive. This insures positive,
precise location of the reading beam and eliminates shading, beam landing
errors, and other problems associated with electrical scanning. It also
eliminates the need for suppressor and field meshes since the slit plate
functions as a suppressor grid. Mechanical scan by cam drive also permits
linearization of spectrograph dispersion or linear wavenumber readout, etc.
To avoid the inconvenience of having to move a single gun over a dis-
tance as long as i0", an array of several guns is used side by side with a
corresponding decrease in the length of movement required to scan the whole
plate. Readout methods that employ return beams allow all guns in the
array to read simultaneously; in capacitive discharge readout (as in the
Vidicon) only one gun reads at a time, and the array of guns may be sequen-
tially switched or the scanning motion may be repeated several times.
Readout methods may be put into two main categories according to
whether they measure the charge supplied to a picture element by the
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reading beam in recharging it to some reference potential or whether they
actually measure surface potential variations over the target surface.
The charge measuring methods are the ones commonly used and they will be
discussed first.
Capacitive discharge readout can be performed slowly to permit re-
duction of video bandwidth to whatever value is necessary to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio with a given amplifier. It is possible to take as
long as several seconds to read a single picture element in this tube;
consequently synchronous detection or the use of a vibrating reed elec-
trometer become possible. It appears, however, that detection of single
photoelectrons by capacitive discharge readout requires a target gain
somewhat larger than the SEC target can give, so this simple method of
readout will not give the ultimate sensitivity desired.
A second mode of charge readout makes use of the fact that as the
target surface approaches cathode potential under the action of the reading
beam electrons are repelled by the target and return to the slit plate (Fig.2).
If the slit plate is a microchannel plate operated in the pulse saturation
mode, it becomes a simple matter to detect the time at which the picture
element reaches cathode potential° The time lapse between the start of
readout of a given element and the onset of beam return therefore measures
the total charge that was stored in that picture element of the target.
In this readout method the lowest energy electrons in the beam are the
first to return and be detected° Since the low limit on electron energy
is fairly definite, in contrast with the high energy "tail" of the energy
distribution, this method should appreciably reduce the effects of energy
spread in the beam upon readout accuracy° This method of readout appears
capable of achieving the ultimate sensitivity, namely detection of single
photoelectrons with the SEC target.
Photocathode -4
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Figure 1. -Schematic illustration of capacitive readout with mechanical scan.
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Figure 2. -Return beam readout or time-of-flight readout.
Two methods will be mentioned that actually read target surface po-
tentials directly without erasing the image by recharging the target during
readout as the above methods do. The first of these will be termed deflec-
tion modulation and is shown schematically in Fig. 3. In this method the
electron beam is incident upon the target from an angle to the target nor-
mal with the plane of the incident beam parallel to the lengths of the
spectral lines in order to avoid deflection of the beam by potential gra-
dients that lie along the dispersion direction of the spectrogram. The
energy spread and finite size of the incident beam give rise to a distri-
bution of trajectories lying within the limits shown in Fig. 3, and the
surface potential in the vicinity of the region of closest apprQach of the
beam determines how much of the return beam is intercepted by the half-
slit, S_, and how much is transmitted to the multiplier behind Se. It is
clear from the figure that the current entering the multiplier depends upon
Vs, and a detailed analysis shows that the method is capable of measuring
surface potential variations as small as l0 millivolts.
A closely related method may be termed aberration modulation. It
makes use of the aberrations of a saddle-field electron lens (cog., an
einzel lens) established in the plane of the slit placed close to the
target, very much as in Fig. 3 but with a closer target-slit separation.
These aberrations deflect the return beam through an angle that depends
among other things upon the potential of the target surface. Since the
aberrations, hence the return beam deflection, are very sensitive to the
influence of the nearby target surface potential upon the exact shape of
the lens, it is possible to determine V s from deflections of the return
beam partially intercepted by a half-slit as in the deflection modulation
scheme.
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Figure 3.-Deflection modulation readout.
Another non-erasing method of determining target surface potential
measures the time of flight of a charged particle (ion) during its turn-
around path between a slit and the target. Low velocity ions should be
used to obtain reasonably long times of flight of the order of fractions
of a microsecond for energies of a few ev, and alkali metal ions in small
numbers may be _enerated thermionically from a suitable indirectly heated
Zeolite cathode%5)o The ion gun may therefore be virtually as simple as
the electron gun in Fig. i. Figure 2 shows the time-of-flight method
schematically with a microchannel plate to detect arrival of the returned
ions. In operation the gun grid (normally at cutoff) would be pulsed with
a fast rise-time pulse to give a short burst of ions, and the same grid
pulse would trigger the timing ramp in a time-to-amplitude converter. The
pulse from the microchannel plate that signals arrival of the first ion
would stop the TAC.
The chief drawback of this method is the high order of timing accuracy
required to achieve good sensitivity° For example, a typical readout sensi-
tivity would be a few tenths of a microsecond per volt change in target
surface potential. Therefore, in order to read single photoelectron events
that give 15-30 millivolt target potential shifts in the SEC target, time
resolution of the order of 5-10 nanoseconds is required°
To summarize the readout situation, the destructive readout methods
are simpler with capacitive discharge being the simplest of all but limited
in sensitivity. The return beam method that measures charging time seems
to best combine sensitivity and relative simplicity and is the method being
used initially in this tube design.
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VIDEO DATA PROCESSINGFOR THE CELESCOPE EXPERIMENT*
R. J. Davis, W. A. Deutschman, K. Haramundanis, Y. Nozawa,
and K. O'Neill
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts
ABSTRACT
Smithsonian's Celescope experiment, operated in NASA's Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory, produces video data from which we reconstruct the
ultraviolet brightnesses of stars and other objects contained in the pictures.
As described in another paper in this symposium (Nozawa, Davis, Deutschman,
Haramundanis, and O'Neill), Celescope produces video data in digital form.
This is essentially the form in which these data are delivered to SAO; each
picture is accompanied by engineering data required for its analysis. As the
first step in our processing, we separate noise and background from the signal
and combine adjacent signal elements to derive a total signal amplitude and
raster position for each object within the picture. The next step converts the
signal amplitude and raster position into ultraviolet intensity and true position
in spacecraft coordinates by use of calibration data obtained before launch.
We then convert spacecraft coordinates into celestial coordinates and match
the observed objects with stars from an identification catalog or with objects
such as calibration-lamp images created by the Celescope experiment. Finally,
the results are reviewed for consistency and accuracy before they are
published as a catalog of ultraviolet brightnesses and of identifications with
known stars.
INTRODUC TION
The Celescope Experiment of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
(SAO), operated in NASA's Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO), pro-
duces video data from which we reconstruct ultraviolet brightnesses of stars
and other objects contained in the pictures. As described in another paper in
this symposium (1), Celescope produces video data in digital form. This is
essentially the form in which these data are delivered to us; each picture is
accompanied by engineering data required for its analysis. Normally, our
data reduction proceeds from digital magnetic taper produced for us by NASA
and compatible with our CDC 6400 computer. An alternative source of video
data, faster but less complete, is analog magnetic tapes (containing these same
SThis research has been supported in part by Contract NAS 5-1535 from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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digital data, but in raw telemetered form). These analog tapes are produced by
Smithsonian's Data-Handling Equipment (DHE) directly from telemetry signals
furnished to us by NASA.
CELESCOPE DATA REDUCTION
The reduction system for Celescope observational data contains a series
of computer programs supplemented by human intervention at certain points to
augment decisions made by the programs. Intermediate products of the reduc-
tions are made available for use in subsidiary studies.
A flow chart of the reduction system is shown in Figure 1. Magnetic tape,
random-access magnetic disk, punched cards, and computer-controlled
cathode-ray-tube devices are all utilized in the reduction system.
Preprocessing
Before reduction can begin, the two forms of incoming data, analog and
digital tapes, are treated by a set of preprocessing programs (known collec-
tively as Phase 0) that standardize the picture format and display for checking
CELik
I D CATALOG
KE_._!
_ PROGRAMS
(_ TAPES
W,ANUAL
_ RI[VlEW
CELESCOPIE MASTER
I OATA REPORT
-[ OBSERVATIONAL DATA ]
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Figure I.-Celeseope data flow.
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the descriptive picture headers and a printer-shaded one-page presentation of
each picture. Analog tapes must be preprocessed on a tape converter (the
DHE) before processing by the CDC 6400; digital tapes supplied by NASA
(DECOM or decommutated tapes) are preprocessed directly on the SAO
CDC 6400.
Evaluation
Successfully preprocessed pictures are displayed for evaluation. Evalua-
tion consists of determining picture quality and matching each picture with its
descriptive header as obtained from field-team orbital log forms. Data in the
headers contain the equatorial coordinates of the field center (at epoch of date),
exposure time, and various experiment parameters __eeded in the reduction.
During evaluation, a "quality code" is attached to each picture and retained as
part of the descriptive header for that picture.
An editing program eliminates irreducible frames at the request of the
user and corrects errors in the descriptive headers. Output from the editing
program goes in three directions: 1) into the data stream for reduction, 2)
into the SAC) Celescope Tape Archive, and 3) into a (non-SAC)) computer that
reconstructs the digital picture on a cathode-ray-tube display that is photo-
graphed for a permanent record.
Poor-quality data may be processed for special purposes and in some
cases may be improved before entry into the main reduction system. A special
program recognizes single-line data losses and replaces each intensity in such
a line with the average of the lines immediately preceding and following. A
group of lines containing bad data is set to zero and ignored for further pro-
cessing. Pictures altered in such a manner are assigned a nonzero quality
code.
Data Reduction
Entry into the reduction system occurs when a picture is processed by
Phase 1, the principal reduction program, which separates signal from noise.
The first step in this program computes, on the basis of frequency-distribution
counts, the "level of significance" for the entire picture. (Figure 2 contains
a histogram of such a count. ) All points greater than or equal to this level are
considered to be signal; all others are considered to be noise. The average of
all noise points in each 16 × 16 element box is the computed background for the
box. The program next subtracts the background from each signal point,
associates all contiguous points into objects, and for each object, adds the
signal points to compute the intensity of the object (the quantity sigma (2_)),
determines the center of the object relative to its location in the picture raster
(k, 1), and assigns it a permanent identification number.
In areas of exceptionally high or anomalous background, the program com-
putes star intensities (Y.) that cannot be correctly reduced by subsequent steps
in the reduction. The program automatically flags all such objects. The
printed output from Phase 1 is checked to eliminate spurious objects and to
separate clearly multiple objects. Any change to an object is automatically
flagged by the editing program, which incorporates the change into the data
tape. Output containing the background computed for each 16 X 16 element box
is retained for supplementary studies.
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Relative calibration is performed for each object by the next program in
the data system, Phase 3, which converts the computed raster locations (k,_)
into spacecraft-centered coordinates (_,'q) appropriate for conversion to
equatorial (a, 6) coordinates and the signal (E) into logarithm of intensity (log I).
(Refer to SAO Special Report No. 282 (2) for definitions of these.) The calibra-
tion tables used in the computations are those prepared by use of prelaunch
laboratory data.
The next step in the reduction system is the automatic identification of
"engineering objects," i.e., objects that are known to be in the picture, such
as the calibrator lamp, its ghosts, and defects in the target. Each such object
is identified in the program (Phase 4) within a window of fixed size and intensity.
Objects at the edges of the field are identified either by their raster locations
or by their distance from the center of the _, 1] coordinate system. Addition-
ally, very faint objects whose intensities are questionable are flagged by this
program.
The composite list of engineering and celestial objects is next plotted on
a preliminary finding chart with a scale of 3 arcmin/mm, a scale close to that
V sv
of the DM charts and the Becvar Atlases. An enlarged plot containing object
numbers and engineering identifications is plotted by the same program to
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Figure 2. -Frequency count for typical picture (contact no. _ 3655, camera I). For
this frame, level of significance is nine.
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accompany each finding chart. These plots are prepared directly from a
plotter tape written on the CDC 6400 and plotted on a Calcomp drum plotter.
The Celescope Identification Catalog (the ID Catalog) utilized in the next
three parts of the data-reduction system is a finding list of those objects most
likely to be observed by the Celescope. It is used in two forms: one containing
only positional information in a tape format packed specifically for random
access by a pattern-recognition program, and the other containing additional
information of astrophysical value (magnitudes, color indices, spectral types,
luminosity classes, references to the literature, etc.).
Phase 5 processes the data one picture at a time. Input to the program
are the _, _ coordinates of each object (as computed in Phase 3), the equatorial
coordinates (a0,50) of the field center (for epoch of date), and the roll (p) of the
pointing. From the given field center, coordinates at epoch 1950.0 are com-
puted and the short (random-access) form of the ID catalog is searched for all
objects within a 1.°5 radius of this point. Positions of all catalog objects are
projected onto the satellite _, I]coordinate system by gnomonic projection,
appropriately scaled for each camera.
Phase 5 performs a configuration match and the solution of the equations
=A + B_' + C_]'
= D +'E_' + FN'
where _, _]are Lh= observed coordinates of the object, _', I]' are the calculated
catalog coordinates, and A through F are plate constants for the picture, deter-
mined by least squares.
With an acceptable fit, an object positively identified by the program as
identical with a catalog entry is given the coordinates of the catalog entry; all
other objects receive coordinates computed from the plate constants for the
picture and their original _, l]coordinates. Phase 5 may fail to compute coor-
dinates for objects if any one of the following occurs: there are fewer than
four matches between observed and catalog objects, there is a radical imbalance
of catalog versus observed objects, or the position given for the field center is
incorrect. If Phase 5 fails, the plotted finding charts are used in the next step
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in the reduction system to hand-match against the appropriate _ecvar Atlas.
Phase 5 also computes the ultraviolet magnitudes U n and the filter number
(defined by camera number and i]coordinate) and flags each object near the
filter boundary.
The field centers from Phase 5 are input to a program that searches the
master ID catalog for all astrophysical data within I.°5 of the field center and
outputs these data in a form for merging with the observations.
The observations and the astrophysical data are merged by the next pro-
gram in the data system, Phase 6, which outputs a list in order of increasing
right ascension. A reviewer examines this list, verifies all identifications by
a comparzson with the appropriate DM chart and catalog, and adds, where
necessary, data from the Henry Draper Catalogue (3) or the UBV Catalogue
of the U.S. Naval Observatory (4). The final list prepared by the reviewer is
checked by an astronomer who verifies ambiguous identifications and determines
if the data are of publishable quality.
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Data from the contact-by-contact list are filed as the data base to be used
for compilation into the final Celescope observational catalog and may be run
thrDugh a printing program to produce data reports periodically.
Currently under development is a recalibration program that can accept
the final output of the reduction system, along with other intermediate outputs
as deemed necessary, and recompute the ultraviolet n_agnitudes with improved
algorithms and calibration data.
DISC U SSION
The greatest problems we have encountered in processing the video data
from the Celescope experiment have been i) proper separation of signal from
noise in Phase l, 2) proper compensation for changes in the calibration of the
equipment during orbital operations, and 3) rapid processing of extremely
large quantities of this type of data.
Figure 3 presents, in digital form, a portion of one of the Celescope pic-
tures. The full picture contains 256 lines with 256 elements in each line. The
purpose of the Phase 1 program is to remove signal from noise, to determine
which signals represent portions of star-like objects, and to combine the sig-
nals from these stars into three numbers representing horizontal position (f),
vertical position (k), and total signal amplitude (7,). Outlined in Figure 3 are
those portions of the picture where the amplitude exceeds the significance
level determined as explained in the preceding section. Phase 1 determines
the background in this portion of the picture, subtracts this background from
each signal element, and assembles contiguous points to determine k, f, and
for each star. Figure 4 is that portion of the Phase 1 printout containing the
star outlined in Figure 3. Only k, £, _, and the identification number are
passed on to subsequent phases of the data-processing system. Manual review
of each "star" as presented in Phase l is required for removing certain types
of spurious objects and for separating multiple stars. We are in the process
of revising Phase l to incorporate those features of the review for which we
have been able to specify algorithms.
Compensation for changes in the calibration of the equipment during orbital
operations has been the greatest problem we have faced in the reduction of our
data. The original computational system, which adjusted our measured ultra-
violet stellar magnitudes by an amount indicated by changes in the signals from
our calibrator lamp images, gave unexpectedly large residuals in the magnitudes
of those stars we have observed more than once. We are attacking this problem
by intercomparing and reviewing the observing conditions associated with our
measurements of each multiply observed object in order to improve the cali-
bration tables used for converting signal amplitude into stellar magnitude and
to include the proper changes in these calibration tables to correct for the
observed changes in system performance during our 16 months of orbital opera-
tion.
Finally, the sheer volume of data to be handled through our system has
required us to develop a rather complex set of procedures for controlling and
monitoring the flow of data. These procedures keep track of the processing
status of each picture taken by Celescope and the location of all records related
to each of these pictures. Our procedures also control the processing in such
a manner as to ensure that those pictures most relevant to solving the ca]ibra-
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tion problem and those containing the greatest amount of astrophysical infor-
mation are analyzed first. A great deal of cross referencing and computer
processing is required to enable us to compile our data on both a picture-by-
picture basis and a star-by-star basis.
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Figure 3. -Portion of the raw video signal from typical Celescope picture.
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Figure 4. -Corresponding portion of 2hase 1 printout for the picture displayed in
Figure 3.
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DIGITAL IMAGE PBDCESSII_G _OR THE
RECTIFICATION OF TELEVISION CAMERA DISTO_FIONS
qhcams C. Rindfleisdu
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California 91103
ABSTP@L-T
All televisic_ systems introduce distortions into the imagery they record
which influence the results of quantitative photometric and geometric
me_s_ts. Digital cc_puter tedlniques provide a powerful approach
to the calibration and rectification of these systematic effects. Non-
linear as well as linear problems can be attacked with flexibility and
precision. Methods which have been developed and applied for the re-
moval of structured system noises and the correction of photometric,
gec_etric, and resolution distortions in vidicon systems are briefly
described. Examples are gi__n of results derived primarily from the
5_ariner Mars 1969 television experiment.
Introduction
As all physically _ealizable instruments influence the data they collect, televi-
sion caneras leave their signatures on the imagery they record. Scientific analy-
ses of television photograJus must be perfozmed with the knowledge that the scene
is observed through the camera's eye and any distortions introduced by the camera
system processes potentially affect the results. The subject of this paper is the
application of digital computer techniques to quantify and correct for video data
distortions so that meas_ts and interpretations of the imagery can be based
upon infozmation as representative of the object scene as possible. This aspect
of image processing represents but one of the several broad areas of application
of digital methods to imagery, including canera system diagnostics, subjective
detail enhan_t, quantitative data rectification, and infozmation extraction.
This paper presents the results of one phase of research conducted at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract ntr_ber
NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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The specific goal of the work to be discussed is the rectification of raw camera
output data, using calibrated canera system performance characteristics, to pro-
duce photometrically and geometrically precise, high resolution imagery of the
object scene. In approaching this problem, five major topics will be discussed
including:
i. Encoding image information for the computer
2. Optimization of the system signal-to-noise properties
3. Calibration and correction of photometric distortions
4. Calibration and correction of geometric distortions
5. Calibration and restoration of image resolution
These classes of distortions are corm_n to all camera systems, even though the
physical mechanisms involved and the severity of particular types of distortion
vary from sensor type to sensor type. Examples will be shown primarily illus-
trating the correction of distortions in vidicon television systems such as have
flown on the Ranger, Surveyor, and Mariner spacecraft missions. All of this
work was performed in the Image Processing Laboratory at the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory using a general purpose oamputer, a specialized software system, and a
high resolution film recorder and scanner.
Image Quantization
By their Very natures, object scenes are continuous distributions of light inten-
sities and digital ccmlouters are devices which manipulate discrete nimbers. Two
quantization processes are involved in converting a continuous image into an array
of numbers on which the computer can perform various operations, each of which
can cause serious artifacts in the processing results. The first quantization
step is the two-dimensional spatial sar_oling of the image and the second is the
binary enooding of each intensity sample. Because the major video distortions
are introduced prior to the quantization procedure and because any distortions
introduced in the quantization process itself are not reversible, it is important
to observe certain criteria in encoding images for ocmputer processing.
The vertical sampling of the image is generally the result of the line scanning
of a raster and the horizontal sampling, the result of a subsequent periodic mea-
surement of the one-dimensional scanned video signal. The effective density of
these samples, in the image plane being scanned, must be high enough to satisfy
the Nyquist sanpling criterion, i.e., the sampling frequency in each direction
must be at least twice the spatial frequency bandwidth in that direction. Phys-
ically this means that there must be at least two samples in a characteristic
horizontal and vertical diameter of the system point spread function. This cri-
terion guarantees that the discrete set of samples accurately describe the con-
tinuous image intensity distribution, even at points lying between the sanple
points. If this criterion is not satisfied (the data axe aliased), then the
actual behavior of the continuous image function between two sanple points can
deviate significantly from an interpolated estimate between those points and
introduce spurious results in various gecmetric correction and enhancement
filtering processes.
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The binary enaoding of earl% sampled intensity int_roduc_s an zmaertainty in the
quantized data whida is related to the size of the intensity steps between en-
coding levels. In order to guarantee that the quantized image data are limited
in their precision by the random noises of the image fozmation and camera sensor,
a sufficient number of bits must be used to make the quantization noise insigni-
ficant. For a linear encoding to n bits of a signal such as the output of a
vidiaon carera with limited dynamic range V, the steps between encoding levels
6v are
_V = V/2 n
_he root-mean-square (ms) noise introduced by this encz_ling, _q, is
:6v/2 
If the n_s randcm noise at the output of the camera system is _ , a reasonable
criterion for the number of bits required for the encoding is _d frcm re-
quiring the quantization noise to be on the order of half the random noise
1
_he required number of bits is then
n >, log 2(_r )-0.8
If the quantization noise dominates the randam noise, the possibility of proces-
sing artifacts again arises. As the quantization interval becaaes comparable to
the image intensity fluctuations over a local area, the quantization noise be-
acmes highly correlated with the signal. _his appears as blocks of neighboring
sample points having the sa_e encoded intensity value, £hereby iafroducing series
of plateaus or contours in the encoded data. _hese correlated noises cause arti-
facts in enhancement filtering prooesses in addition to limiting measurement
accuracy.
System Noise
The practical limit to all quantitative or photointerpretive measurements on a
properly encoded image is the presenoe of noise. Enhanoement prooesses such as
to improve image resolution can sharpen features only at the expense of overall
signal-to-noise ratio. For these reasons, one of the most important initial
steps in digital image processing is the s_ppression of noise so that subsequent
enhanoement and restoration processing can be perfozmed on maximum signal-to-
noise ratio imagery to achieve optimized results.
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Many noise sources exist in imaging systems ranging from random, wideband shot
and thermal noises to highly structured periodic noises. Furthermore, in situa-
tions such as space photography, it is generally not possible to obtain multiple
imagery in order to use frame averaging techniques. The precise separation of
any noise frcm the oomposite video of a single frame must be based on one or more
quantifiable characteristics of the noise signal of interest which distinguish
it uniquely from the other video oomponents. In most real situations one has only
statistical information about the various components of the total video signal
and thus, even in the theoretical limit, their separation is approximate. _his
is certainly the case in the data output of spacecraft video systems where the
dominant signal represents a complex natural scene, qhe essence of video noise
removal is to isolate and remove the various identifiable and characterizable
noise components as rigorously as possible so as to do a minimu_ of damage to the
actual video data. In most cases, the errors introduoed to the real signal by
the removal process, while small, vary from point to point and are ir_ossible to
measure meaningfully since very little is known in detail about the scene being
photographed and the efficacy of r_Dval is data dependent. In the following,
the removal of three different types of structured noise will be describe_in-
cluding periodic, long-line, and spike noises.
Periodic Noise Bemoval - In electronic video systems, a common noise problem
arises from the coupling of periodic signals related to the raster scan and data
sampling drives into the low signal portions of the video handling electronics.
These noises are generally introduced when the video scene is represented by a
one-dimensional temporal signal. Because of the periodicity of this type of
noise, a useful method for characterizing it is in terms of a Fourier decomposi-
tion. A one-dimensional digital power spectrum of a test scene photographed by
a Mariner Mars 1969 canera is shown in Figure i. The power spectrum clearly shows
a smoothly varying backgro_d decreasing in a_plitude with increasing frequency
and representing the true video spectrum on whioh is superimposed a nt_nber of
narrow, abnom_ally large spikes. These spikes are the various ccmloonents of the
periodic noises present in the Mariner system and are related to multiples of
the 2400 Hertz spacecraft po_er supply frequency.
For well designed systems, these periodic noises exhibit phase coherence over
times long compared to the frane time of the camera. For this reasonrwhen the
two-dimensional image is reconstructed, the periodic noise appears as a two-
dimensional pattern exhibiting periodicity not only along the scan lines, but
perpendicular to them as well. If one computes a two-dimensional Fourier trans-
form of a reconstructed picture, as shown in Figure 2, this two-dimensional
structure becomes evident. Again the actual video signal spectr_n appears as a
noisy continuum falling off in amplitude toward high spatial frequencies and the
noise cc_ponents appear as well-defined two-d/a_nsional spikes.
Becausethe noise as well as the scene exhibit two-dimensional correlation, a more
precise r6_noval can be a_hievedby filtering the noise from the two-dimensional
Fourier space than from the one-dia_nsional space, qhis can be seen by consider-
ing the effects of one-dimensional filtering as observed in the two-dimensional
transfo_n space. Since the removal of a one-dimensional frequency conponent is
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Figure 1. -Digitally computed Fourier power spectrum of test scene photographed by 
a Mariner Mars 1969 camera. The spectrum was computed from the one-dimen- 
sional scan output of the camera. 
done irrespective of its vert i& variation, the aorresponding spectral conponents 
m v e d  i n  two-dimensional frequency spa= lie i n  a vertical bar. &us, since 
the noise mmpnent is aontained i n  one spike along the bar, a large amount of 
video signal is unnecessarily m w d .  
m v i n g  the t w o e h n s i o n a l  spikes, one achieves a f i rs t  order clean-up of the 
periodic noise a o q n e n t s .  
spectral spikes can be isolated which protrude above the video spectrum continuum, 
without unduly removing the video signal, As can be seen i n  the power spectrum 
of Figure 1, the spikes clearly have sk i r t s  extending below the Continuum, 
skirts represent a subtle local mdulation (generally amplitude modulation) of 
the basic noise pattern as might occur w i t h  amplitude dependence o r  saturation 
By this mthod only the portion of the corpment 
These 
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Figure 2. - The top picture is a raw photograph of Mars returned by a Mariner VI 
camera. Note the diagonal bands of periodic noise. The bottom picture is a 
digitally computed two-dimension Fourier spectrum of a portion of the top picture. 
The absolute spectrum amplitudes are displayed as gray levels increasing from 
black to white. The DC point of the spectrum is in the center of the bottom 
picture Positive and negative horizontal spatial frequencies are  above and below e 
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effects on the noise signal. _ese cannot be readily isolated by frequency space
filtering. A more effective approad_ is to de_e a local modulation cDeffi-
cient for the idealized noise pattern deri_d from careful two-dimensional fil o
tering. This aoefficient is typically slowly varying relative to the resolution
limits of the camera. Xhe criterion which has been used for dete_nining the
local modulation aoefficient is to minimize the variance of the noisy signal
minus a variable fraction of the idealized noise pattern over a local region. If
N_.. is the noisy image, n.. _ the idealized noise pattern, a.. is the local mod-
ulation ooefficient, and 130".. is the "cleaned-up" signal valance for the local
region of dimension M, the definition of local signal variance
M/2 M/2
2 1
k=-M/2 I=-M/2
[(Ni+k,j+l_aijni+k,j+l)_(<N>ij_aij<nhj ) ] 2
is used. qhe bracketted tezms are average values defined for any matrix m.. to be
13
M/2 M/2
<m>i j 1
k---M/2 I=-M/2
mi+k,j+l
By using the minimization c_ndition
13
one derives the expression
aij = <[Nij-<N>ij] [nij-_>ij]>
< [nij_<_>ij ] z>
which defines a modulation coefficient for each point in the picture in tezms of
the noisy image and the idealized noise pattern. _he dimension M of the local
area used to detezmine the aoefficient a.. for each point is d_osen on the basis
of the spatial frequency bandwidth appro_ate for aij.
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Tke results of applying these techniques to r-ve the periodic noise cmpnen t  
f r o m  the Mariner VI1 picture s h m  i n  Figure 3 are apparent i n  Figure 4. 
oonplicated periodic noises which w e r e  extracted aye seen i n  Figure 5. 
lang-line Noises - A variety of mchanisms can produce long-line or streak noises 
i n  television images sudl as gain variations, line bunding, data outages, and 
analog tape reoorder drop-outs. 
case of Mariner 1969, becomes apparent as horizontal streaks in Figure 4 w i t h  the 
removal of the periodic noise. 
noises fm the actual scene is their linear correlation along s m  particular 
direction and the lack of correlation in the perpendicular direction. 
t inction is not complete, however, since linear features axe m m n  i n  natural 
scenes. 
case since major damage to the 
ized regions which contain scene o~mponmts resenbling the noise. 
The 
This type of noise, caused by drop-outs i n  the 
The characterist ic which distinguishes streak 
This dis- 
'The #r&lemS of data d e p d e n t  noise removal are exerrlplified by this 
video signal my result i n  particular local- 
Figure 3. -A Mariner VI1 picture of Meridiani Sinus as  received from the spacecraft 
and enlarged two times to make the noises apparent. 
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Figure 4. -The result of removing the periodic noises from Figure 3, Note the 
presence of horizontal streak noises at this point. 
The technique developed to correct fo r  these streak noises is to  conpare the 
local average intensity value of l ines adjacent and paral le l  to the streaks with 
the average value of the streak i t s e l f  and to apply a gain factor to account for 
any differences. Amultiplicative rather than an additive correction is applied 
because the physical origin of the noise (magnetic tape hp-outs )  is multiplica- 
t i v e .  Since the correlation between points i n  a picture decreases with increas- 
ing separation, a l inearly decreasing weight is applied to mre dis tant  local 
l ines i n  detelmining the surmunding average. If Ni. is the noisy picture ( j  is 
the index along the direction of the streak noises) dnd Gij is the corrective gain 
to be applied la the point ( i , j )  , the expression 
D 
k I =  i j  
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is used where P is the number of adjacent lines above and belm the streak and 
the average values are defined by 
- 1 
< N > i j  - ~ t . l  Ni, j+k 
k=+2 
In t h i s  l a t t e r  expression, Q is the lm pass filter dimnsion along the direction 
of a e  streaks and is determined by the lengthwise correlation of the long-line 
noise. Ihe dimnsion, P, is determined by the perpendicular correlation. 
Figure 5. -The periodic noise pattern removed from Figure 3 to obtain Figure 4. 
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Figure 6. -The result of removing the streak noises from Figure 4. Note the pres- 
ence of black and white spike noises scattered through the picture. 
A further refinement w a s  used i n  detelmining the nurerator of the gain detelmin- 
ing equation. 
logic was applied so tha t  tern deviating significantly f m  the average w e r e  
eliminated f m  determining the average on a second pass. 
r e f i n m n t  of the long-line f i l t e r  described i n  reference 2. 
The n m r a t o r  was  camputed as shown but then a "majority rules" 
This algorithm is a 
The result  of correcting fo r  the streak noises in Figure 4 is shown i n  Figure 6. 
It should be @asized tha t  this correction is  particularly data dependent and 
its effect, while closer to the truth i n  the larye, may introduce a r t i fac ts  i n  
the small. 
Isolated Spike Noises - The occurrence of a b i t  ermr in t e l m t e r i n g  d ig i ta l  
video data o r  the presence of sharp spikes of noise fm the analcg electronics 
can Cause isolated picture elements to deviate significantly fm the surrotn?ding 
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data. The reaDval of the periodic and streak noises illustrated in Figure 6 re-
veals an additional noise c_nponent consisting of black and white spikes. The
dnaracteristic which distinguishes these spike noises from the actual video is
the fact that because of resolution limitations of a Nyquist sampled video system
the picture element to picture element variation of the true sigDml is limited.
The logic used to remove spike noises is very simple. Each picture el_t is
examined and if it is significantly above each of its neighbors or significantly
below its neighbors it is replaced by the average neighboring intensity. The
results of applying this correction to the remaining spike noises in Figure 6
is shown in Figure 7.
A comparison of Figures 3 and 7 shows a dranatic impro_/nent in signal-to-noise
ratio by using the digital ccmputer to isolate and remove various structured
noise cr)nponents from the raw video. This type of processing, while preliminary
to further restorative steps, of itself produces an enhancement which allows
analysis of surface detail closer to the resolution limits of the camera system.
Techniques for removing noises from video are of widely varying character and
in some cases strongly video system and data dependent.
Photometric Distortions
Probably the most variable and complex properties of the various types of image
sensors are those affecting the conversion of light intensity to electrical signal
amplitude. The discussion here oenters on the photometric properties of vidicon
systems but is more broadly applicable to other types of sensors. Procedures
for correcting for sensitivity non-uniformity, sensitivity non-linearity, and
image retentivity as a function of wavelength and temperature have been developed.
In a very real sense, each encoded sample or picture element intensity value, in
the output image of a canera system, can be thought of as a reading of a tiny
photometer with its c_n unique properties. The overall properties of sensor shad-
ing, spectral response, and dynamic range, as well as local blemishes, can be con-
sidered, to a good approximation, as a cc_posite of the corresponding properties
of many such discrete independent phot/m_ters positioned at each sample point of
the image.
The correction procedure which is being applied to the Mariner 1969 photographs
consists of calibrating eaoh of these photcmeters and then applying the appropri-
ate linearity or residual correction to the corresponding picture element in the
experiment data. The positional and geometric stability of the image raster with
time is very important here since as the picture raster is displaced the cor-
respondence between picture elements in the image and physical position on the
sensor surface changes. Particularly in areas of rapid spatial variation in
photometric response, such as around blemishes or reseaux, a misalignment of this
type between calibration and experiment data can cause large correction errors.
Calibration is achieved by exposing the sensor to a series of test targets and
then extracting the absolute and relative photometric properties of each sensor
element from these test images.
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Fesidual Image - &e vidioon is a good e x q l e  of an image sensor exhibiting n-em 
o q  o r  residual image effects. 
curmt exposure and the retained effects of previous exposures. !Fhe residual 
effects of any one exposure die out i n  t i n e ,  but the r ec t i f i ca t im  of pho~met r i c  
distox-l3ons for a given image requires the aonsideration of the effects of the 
b d i a t e  exposure history of the sensor. 
a very s*le model for residual image was used. 
for  a given exposure j was assuned t o  be a oambination of the output E .  ( 2 , ~ )  
7 
w h i c h  would result if no residual effects were present and a fraction b(x,y) 
of the previous t o t a l  camera outpk ,  
Each output image is actually a composite of the 
In the Mariner Mars 1969 calibration 
The net  camera output O.(x,y) 
Figure 7. -The result of removing the black and white spike noises from Figure 6. 
Note in comparison with Figure 3 that objects of considerably higher resolution 
are discernable in Figure 7. 
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Figure 8. -The left picture is a raw photograph of the moon taken by a Mariner 1969 
camera system and illustrates residual image from a prior exposure. The right 
picture is the result of removing the residual component by a linear combination 
with the previous exposure. 
The residual coefficient, b ,  was  measured as a function of position i n  the frame 
by exposing the camera to a gray wedge taqet constructed to prcduce varying gray 
level exposures over each. local region of the sensor. The residual image coeffi- 
cient was then determined by reexposing the target i n  a s l ight ly  displaced posi- 
t ion and measuring the resOaining gray step transit ions frm the previous exposure. 
In this way a residual h g e  coefficient map was  constructed as a function of 
position i n  the image format and by varying the operating conditions, as a fun* 
t ion of tenprature. 
An example of applying this correction procedure is sham i n  Figure 8. 
of  the m o ~ n  taken with a Mariner 1969 camera is shown i n  Figure 8(a) containing 
a residual of the previous displaced exposure. 
oorrection is sham i n  Figure 8(b) e The residual image has been m v e d  so as 
not to be visible i n  the p r in t  but a careful investigation s h m  ths correction 
to be good to only several percent. The model used is only marginally adequate 
and the residual ooefficient exhibits strong intensity dependence. 
inprove the technique are 
An image 
The result of applying the ah= 
Efforts to 
under way for the Mariner Mars 1971 mission. 
Photomtric Linearity - Vidicon system have limited dynamic ranges and eihibit 
l i gh t  transfer curves relating the camera output to input luminance level,  simi- 
lar to H & D curves for f i l m  system. Because of various mchanism causing non- 
uniform sensitivity i n  the tubes (cbliqw bean landing and blemishes) I each point 
i n  the tube exhibits a unique l i g h t  transfer m. 
ted simultmeously for each point by sequentially exposing the camra to spa- 
t i a l l y  unifomilluminations w i t h  varying intensi t ies .  
Appropriate curves are genera- 
Wavelength and e r a -  
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Figure 9. -A sequence of contoured flat field calibration frames from a Mariner 1969 
camera system. Contouring was achieved by suppressing the five most significant 
bits of eight prior to display. The light levels are (a) 100 Foot-Lamberts, (b) 400 
Foot-Lamberts, (c )  800 Foot-Lamberts, and (d) 1600 Foot-Lamberts . 
ture depdence is determined by altering the spectral f i l t e r ing  of the l i g h t  
source and the operating tenperature. 
the image is stored on magnetic tape and is  applied to m m c t  the corresponding 
e h E n t  i n  the actual experimnt data. A sufficient nwber of points on ea& 
curve is rneasured t o  guarantee tha t  a linearly interplated correction produes 
ad2quate accuracy. 
Contoured exanples of four sudz f la t  field w u r e s  are s h m  i n  Figures 9(a) 
throqh 9 (a). The cnntours w e r e  generated by m v h g  the five mst significant 
b i t s  fran the eight b i t  calibration data thereby producing a "saw tooth" effect  
in the image display. The changing shapes of the contours w i t h  changing l i g h t  
levels is apparent and indicates a strang spatial  depenaence of the sensor l igh t  
transfer propertxs .  
apparent- 
The l igh t  transfer curie for  ea& point i n  
The presence of isolated blemishes and reseaux is also 
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Gecmetric Distortions
Geometric distortions in the output of an electronic imaging system arise in many
ways and must be removed in order to measure the geometric shapes and relation-
ships between objects in the scene, as well as to properly align calibration data
with experiment data. This latter consideration is ir_portant, for example, in
the alignment of photometric sensitivity data taken prior to flight with the data
returned by a space mission, since a raster shift is typical once the device is
removed from the earth's magnetic field. In Mariner class systems, shifts of
the order of five to ten picture elements are conmDn. In addition, small shifts
fran frame to frame due to electronic sweep variations can also occur.
The major sources of distortion in vidicon systems, apart frc_n foreshortening due
to oblique photography, aze optical distortions, electronic raster sweep distor-
tions, and raster shifts due to changes in the magnetic environr_nt. A negligible
effect in vidicon systems is mentioned only because it is important in other types
of sensors and represents an interesting problem. This effect is called "beam
bending" and arises because as the sensor charge image is read out and discharged
small tangential electric fields are set up on the tube target which are a func-
tion of the recorded image intensity. These fields can cause a corresponding
displaoement of the readout electron beam, particularly for low energy electrons,
and introduce an image dependent geometric distortion.
For the Mariner television experiment, the optical and electronic gecmetric dis-
tortions are characterized by measuring separately the overall system distortions
and the frame to frane electronic distortion fluctuations. The system distor-
tions are determined by measuring the relative displaceraents of the intersections
of a precise grid target after being photographed by the system. The electronic
distortions are determined by measuring the relative displaoements of the images
of reseaux in a pattern perrmanently deposited on the sensor tube target. This
reseau pattern allows the frame to frame tracking of electronic d%anges. The
corresponding stability problem in the case of optical distortions does not
exist typically.
The correction for gecmetric distortions is then performed in two steps. Since
the reseau pattern is permanently affixed to the tube and since the reseaux must
not obscure a sizable portion of the image area, they are typically too sparse to
determine, in detail, the electronic geometric distortions. The frame to frame
electronic shifts as well as the shifts due to magnetic envircmment changes are,
however, typically small and are largely sinple translations in the raster. Thus,
the reseaux are used to apply a small and largely homogeneous correction on a
per frame basis to align the reseaux of a particular frame with those in the
calibration grid target frame. The more detailed and precise system distortion
correction is then applied to the result. Partially successful attempts have been
made to automate, in the computer, the reseau detection and meas_t procedure,
on a per frame basis, to acconmodate the overall Gorrection process.
The actual application of the geometric distortion oorrection to the raw sampled
output of the canera is conceptually the siperposition of a new, non-uniform set
of sample points on the raw data. The positions and local spacings of the new
san]ple points are determined by linearly interpolating the distortion data derived
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fm the calibration f-s. Clearly the locations of the new sample pints w i l l  
not be ccmremura- w i t h  the mifom s q l i n g  of the rm carrera output so that 
interpolation of the intensity data is required to determine the intensity values 
at the new s q l e  locations. If the raw h g e  was not Nyquist sampled, t h i s  
interpolation process can severely degrade the mrrected image resolution. 
The result of photolrraphing a grid taqet with a Mariner 1969 cmra  is shown i n  
Figure 10 (a). 
applying the above m r r e d o n  is Shawn i n  Figure 10 (b) . 
for points between the various grid target intersections w e r e  determined by 
l inear  interpolation. 
A significant pin-cushion distortion is evident. The result of 
%e location corrections 
@) 
Figure 10. -Grid patterns e (a) Grid pattern photographed through a Mariner 1969 
camera system exhibiting barrel distortion. (b) Result of computer correction of 
the distorted target. 
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Resolution Enhancement
The scale size of object scene detail visible through a television camera is
limited, in a perfect system, by diffraction effects in the optics. This, of
course, ignores the effects of atmospheric turbulence. For most systems this
limit is not realized as the camera sensor system itself imposes resolution limi-
tations which are dominant. In any case, the result is an apparent loss of con-
trast in small scene detail (small relative to the resolution of the system) or
equivalently a broadening of the transitions between adjacent intensities in the
canera output. _qese effects influence not only the visibility of scene detail
for photointerpreti_e purposes but also phot/m_tric measurement accuracy on
small detail.
If the camera system is linear or if the input scene is sufficiently low in con-
trast, the degradation in image resolution is describable in terms of an ampli-
tude independent system point spread function. If the point spread function is
furthemnore independent of position in the image plane, such as for narrow angle
systems, then the camera output, O(x,y) , can be written in terms of the object
scene intensity distribution, I(x,y), and the system point spread function,
S(x,y), by a simple convolution relation
O(x,y) = fdufdv I(x+u,y+v)S(u,v)
This relation can be inverted using Fourier transfozmations to express the desir-
ed input scene in terms of the camera output
I(x,y) =fdufdv O(x+u,y+v)F(u,v)
F(x,y) is a correction filter related to the point spread function through the
relation
F(x,y) = S (x,y)
where 3[ ] is the Fourier transform operator.
t J
This sequence of equations has a discrete counterpart appropriate to digital compu-
tation. The additional condition of Nyquist sanpling must be inlx_ed in the dis-
crete case for validity.
The correction filter function F is a function only of the uniform camera point
spread function and thus may be calibrated independently of the object scene.
This is done for the Mariner 1969 experiment by measuring the modulation transfer
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ftmction (MTF) or the Fourier transform of the point spread f%mction rather than
the point spread function directly. The reason is that for vidicon systea_, in
order to produce a sufficient output point spread amplitude to make reliable
measurements for all spatial frequencies, the input must be so large as to drive
the system into non-linear reslxmse. The MrF is measured by exposing the camera
to spatial sine wave transmittanoe targets of various frequencies and orientaticns
and extracting the sine war anplitude degradation along the line scan and per-
pendicular to the line scan directions. These _ are then used to model the
two-d_ional MTF function by asstming the contours of equal response are ellip-
ses. The _hase c_mp(ment of the MTF is ignored, not so mud% as justified as be-
cause the meas_t of phase pzoperties has not been possible. The resulting
MTF is then used to generate the correction filter.
The correction filter is theoretically the reciprocal of the MTF function. For
typical systems howe_r, the response at high spatial frequencies beam,s quite
low so that gains in excess of ten at hhese frequencies are necessary. The addi-
tion of wideband noises within the system make this theoretical correction unde-
sirable. Since the scene spectral components decrease in amplitude at high fre-
quencies and add coherently and since the noise is essentially white and adds
incoherently, any filter correction degrades the gross signal-to-noise ratio of
the resulting image. Thus some criterion for suppressing the large high spatial
frequency gains is necessary based on the _mpetitien between small feature and
edge transition fidelity and degraded signal-to-noise ratio.
There are quantitati_ criteria for this trade-off and correction filter genera-
tion such as the Wienex-Hopf filtering technique. For many purposes,howe_r,
these axe _acceptable since they axe based on large scale statistical measures
of ermor and in the small, produce less than op_ results. Adaptive filtering
approaches, based on both large scale and small scale fidelity, are most desir-
able but are expensi%_ in _ of computer time. Cbntinued development in this
area is trader way.
For many purposes a simple trial and error solution to the problem is adequate.
In Figure ii a typical M_F _ is shown and labelled A . The theoretical
correction filter based on this MTF is shown as _ B . By introducing an
artificial truncation to the theoretical _, such as shown in the dashed
labelled C , the eaphasis of high spatial frequency noise amplification
can be controlled. A filter or series of filters consistent with the carera
signal-to-noise prqperties, the typical scene spectral compositien, and experiment
measurement goals can be deri_d.
Examples of applying this type of _cated MrF correctien to a Mariner Mars 1971
test soene axe shown in Figures 12 through 14. The ra_ camera output is shown
in Figure 12 and the results of resolution enhancements with gain trt_catic_s at
2.5 and 10.0 respectively, are shown in Figures 13 and 14. A c_mparison of these
results show the most subjective impro_Pm_nt between Figure 12 and 13 with a
slight additional shazpening in Figure 14 but a more significant increase in noise
levels.
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RELATIVE FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE 
-0  0.5 
SPATIAL FREQUENCY (CY CLESlP IXEL) 
Figure 11. - Modulation transfer function and correction filter spectra. Curve A 
shows a typical modulation transfer function (MTF) for a vidicon system. 
Curve B shows the theoretical reciprocal correction filter function. Curves C 
(dashed) show various gain truncations of the theoretical correction curve used to 
minimize the signal-to-noise degradation caused by the enhancement process. 
Figure 12. -Raw output image of a Mariner NIars 1971 breadboard television camera 
An Apollo 11 photograph of the moon was used as the test target. 
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Figure 13. - High spatial frequency enhanced version of Figure 12 with a gain trunca- 
tion of the correction filter spectrum at 2.5. 
Figure 14. - High spatial frequency enhanced version of Figure 12 with a gain trunca- 
tion of the correction filter spectrum at 10.0. 
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These corrections were applied as convolution filters with the
kernels generated from the reciprocal MTF function rather than as
direct frequency space filters. The reason is strictly one of
economy. The convolution kernel matrix for these corrections needs
be only on the order of 15 picture elements square and increased
calculation speed is realized by matrix convolution rather than
transformation. This trade-off is, of course, machine dependent.
An example of the opposite trade-off is that of the previously dis-
cussed periodic noise filtering. In order to obtain sufficiently
narrow frequency space bandpass characteristics, the convolution
kernel would be prohibitively large thereby making direct transform
space filtering the more economical approach.
Conclusion
The inherent physical limitations in camera system and sensor ca-
pabilities introduce significant distortions into the imagery which
is recorded. Careful measurements on such imagery must take these
effects into account. The digital computer is an extremely useful
tool for this purpose offering precision and flexibility to so]v_
no_-ilL1_dr as well as llnear distortion problems in a highly con-
trolled and reproducible manner. Techniques have been demonstrated
and continue to be improved for the correction of camera system
noise, photometric, geometric and resolution distortions. The ap-
plication of digital image processing techniques makes possible
quantitative scientific investigations using television imagery
which would not be possible otherwise.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with image processing techniques which can be used to
process astronomical images whose principal degradation is caused by atmos-
pheric turbulence. The purpose of the processing is to extract information
from the degraded image or images which cannot be extracted by the unaided
human visual system.
Previous results have demonstrated the feasibility of improving turbulence
degraded images. An earlier paper (1) demonstrated the digital restoration
of a short time exposure (5 milliseconds) image severely degraded by laboratory
generated turbulence. In that experiment the complex optical transfer functions
which specifies both amplitude attenuation and phase shift of the spatial fre-
quencies, was obtained by photographing a reference point source placed near
the object. Harris (2) has reported the improvement of a long time exposure
(2 minutes) image in which the image was digitally restored by means of an
analytic modulation transfer function which corrected only the attenuation of
the spatial frequencies and did not correct for phase shifts. The phase shift
correction was left to the effect of time averaging. A similar experiment
using an analog method of processing has also been reported (3).
In many cases of practical interest the complex optical transfer function
associated with a single image will not be available, nor will the time averaged
phase shifts for a single image be negligible at all spatial frequencies of
interest. Hence_ methods of restoration other than those described above must
be utilized. This paper will describe two such methods based on averaging tech-
niques applied to multiple degraded images. The first method consists essentially
of averaging the irradiance values of m images to decrease the phase shifts
This paper was prepared under the sponsorship of the Advanced Research
Projects Agency_ ARPA order No. 10621and was monitored by H. D. Newby_ ETELE,
Patrick AFB, Florida, under Contract No. F08606-68-C-0017.
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associated with the resulting averaged optical transfer function. This method
is of interest because it is easily implemented and is often suggested as a
suitable means of processing. The addition of m images, each recorded over a
peri_ of T, is basically equivalent to averaging an image over a time of mT.
Several investigators (4), (5), (6) have developed relationships between the
physical properties of the atmosphere anO the ensemble averaged optical transfer
function, which has a zero phase component for isotropic turbulence. However,
the length of time for a time averaged optical transfer function to approach the
ensemble averaged optical transfer function has not been considered. This is an
important question from the standpoint of image restoration and will be con-
sidered in this paper. The second method of processing is a method based on
the averaging of the amplitude and phases of the Fourier transforms of the m
degraded images. These two methods will be compared both theoretically and
experimentally.
BASIC CONCEPTS
Assumptions
The following basic assumptions are used:
1,_ wh,_.._-_j^^*v__. is ii_variant so that the differences between the multiple images
are due only to the random changes of the turbulence.
2) The object is incoherently illuminated.
3) The degraded images are isoplanatic, which means that within a single image
the point spread function is invariant over the image. This condition is
necessary if Fourier techniques are to be utilized.
4) The turbulence is statistically stationary over the time the images are re-
corded.
Definitions and Notation
The undegraded image is the irradiance map of the geometrical optics image
formed in the image plane of the optical system in the absence of turbulence.
The degraded image is the irradiance map of the actual image in the presence
of turbulence. The degraded image can be mathematically expressed as the con-
volution of the undegraded image and the point spread function associated with
the combined effects of the turbulence and optical system. The Fourier trans-
form of the point spread function is the optical transfer function. Let
U(x,y) = the undegraded image irradiance map
Sj(x,y) = the jth point spread function irradiance map
Dj(x,y) = the j th degraded image irradiance map
A tilde (_) will be used to represent the Fourier transform, and (u,v) will be
the transform or frequency domain coordinates. Thus
_(u,v) = Fourier transform of U(x,y)
(u,v) = Fourier transform of Sj(x,y)
(u,v) Fourier transform of Dj(x,y)
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The Fourier transform is a complex quantity with amplitude, or modulus, of A
and phase of _. The subscripts U, S, and D will be used on A and _ to denote
the image with which A and _ are associated. Expressing U(u,v), _j(u,v), and
_.(u,v) in terms of amplitude and phase gives
J
iq_(u,v)
_(u,v) --Au(u,v) e (l_
S_j(u,v) = Asj(U,V) ei_Sj(u'v) (2)
e J (3)Dj(u,v) = ADj(U,V ) iq_D'(U'V)
Now Dj(x,y) is the convolution of U(x,y) and Sj(x,y),
Dj(x,y)_-U(x,y)_ Sj(x,y)
so that in the transform domain
(4)
oL(u,.): V (u,v)
In the amplitude and phase form Eq. 5 becomes
ADj(U,V) i_Dj (u'v) i[_u(U,V)e : Au(u,v)Asj(u,v)e
so that
+ _sj(u,v)l
(_)
(6)
_)j(u,v)= _(u,v)+_sj(U,V) (7)
ADj(U,V) = Au(u,v) Asj(u,v) (8)
The quantities _Sj(U,V) and hSi(U,V ) are, respectively, the phase transfer func-
tion and modulatiSn transfer f_nction associated with the effect of the turbulence
and optical system on the image. Together they constitute the optical transfer
function. Because of the stochastic nature of the turbulence, _Sj(U,V) and
Asj(u,v) are random variables as a function of j. In general the-statistical
properties of _Sj(u,v) and ASi(U,V ) will vary as a function of the spatial fre-
quency coordinates (u,v), sin_e both phase shifts and amplitude attenuations
increase with increasing spatial frequency. In this paper the averaging processes
to be considered are done on each individual frequency, independent of other
frequencies. Therefore the (u,v) functional relationships on all quantities
will be dropped for notational simplification. It should be remembered, however,
that all quantities discussed are functions of (u,v).
Since q_S:o and A S.jare random variables, q_I)iand ADj_ are also random variables.
The statist,cal properties of these parameter_ are of great interest. The follow-
ing conventions for defining these statistical parameters will be used. The
probability density function (PDF) of a variable x will be denoted by f(x). The
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statistical parameters will be assumed to be constant for all values of j. For
example, the PDF of q_I)jis denoted by f(q)D). For phase PDF's, means will be
denoted by _ and standard deviations by _. For amplitude PDF's, means will be
denoted by p and standard deviations by a. Subscripts will be added to _ _, P,
and a to indicate the associated parameter.
Statistical Properties
Little experimental data on the statistical properties of _S and AS exist,
but some reasonable assumptions can be made. The phase shift due to turbulence
can have both positive and negative values and we assume that f(_s) is 6aussian
with a mean and standard deviation of _S and _S • Then, from Eq. 7, i% follows
that f(_D) is also Gaussian with mean, _D, and standard deviation, _D' given by
% = % + % (9)
_D = C_S (I0)
The values of AS, which specify the attenuation of spatial frequencies,
usually lie between unity and zero. 0nly in cases of extreme scintillation
will AS exceed unity. Assuming A S always lies between unity and zero, then
f(As ) ............
The mean and standard deviation of f(As) are defined as p_ and as_respectively.
Prom _. s it follows that f(%) has the same shape as f(XS) and a mean, %, and
standard deviation, _D' of
PD = % 0S (Il)
% = % _ (12)
Restoration
Now, given m images from which m values of q>Dj and AD_ are computed at
each spatial frequency, we wish to obtain good estimates o_ q_j and A U by some
averaging process.
From Eqs. 9 and ii we obtain
% = % - % (13)
Au = %/Ps (l_)
In many applications both PS and 0_ can be found from measurements on images of
a known reference object, such as _ star. Such images can be recorded independentl_
of the degraded images being processed if the statistical properties of the
turbulence are the same for the two sets of images. For isotropic turbulence no
measurement of _S is necessary since it is equal to zero. If _S and 0 S are known,
and if good estimates of _n and oD can be made from the m degraded images, then
from Eq. 12 and 13 good e_timates of _U and A U can be obtained and the image can
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Figure 1. -Relative importance of amplitude and phase corrections e (a) Turbulence 
point spread function. (b) Degraded image.. (c) Restoration of (b) using complex 
optical transfer function from (a). (d) Restoration using only modulus of QTF 
for correction. (e) Restoration using only phases of QTF for correction. (f)Image 
(e) Corrected with an analytic modulation transfer function. 
be restored. 
and the method of estimation. 
The error  involved i n  the estimate i s  a function of m, os, ass 
Relative Importance of Amplitude and Phase 
While the degraded image must be corrected f o r  both amplitude attenuations 
and phase sh i f t s ,  experiments have shown that correction of the phase sh i f t s  
presents the most d i f f i c u l t  problem. This i s  i l lus t ra ted  in  Fig. 1 fo r  an image 
degraded by laboratory turbulence, 
are corrected then the amplitudes can be suff ic ient ly  corrected by use of an 
Here it: i s  shown tha t  i f  the phase sh i f t s  
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Figure 2. - Star image and its associated spectrums. (a) A Star image degraded by 
atmospheric turbulence photographed with the USAF Cloudcroft 48 in. diameter 
telescope, 1/60 second exposure time, by E. Tyson. The digitized picture element 
size is 0.23 arc seconds. (b) Modulus of the Fourier transform of (a). (c) Phase 
of the Fourier transform. Zero phase is midway in the brightness range. 
1 
. I  
.o 1 
.oo 1 
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
Spatial frequency, cycledarc second 
Figure 3. - Moduli of turbulence optical transfer functions. Curve A is a plot of the 
moduli along the center column from the center to the top of the modulus spectrum 
shown in Fig. 2. Curves B and C correspond to photographs of the same star taken 
a few moments later. 
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Figure 4. -Phases of turbulence optical trans_r functions. Curve A is a.plot of the
phases along the center column from the center to the top of the phase spectrum
shown in Fig. 2. Curves B and C correspond to photographs of the same star
taken a few moments later.
analytic function chosen on a trial and error basis. However, if the amplitudes
are corrected but significant phase shifts remain, the resulting image gives
little indication as to the phase changes that are needed to correct the image.
Figures 2 to 4 suggest the reason for this. Figure 2 shows a star image and
its associated two dimensional amplitude and phase spectrums. Figures 3and 4
show cross sectional plots of amplitude and phase for this star image and for
two other images recorded moments later. The amplitude attenuations tend to
monotonically decrease with frequency. However, the phases vary widely and
often change sign. Thus, even for a single short exposure image the amplitudes
can be reasonably corrected by choice of a proper analytic function but the
phases cannot. Hence, the major emphasis in this paper will be on analyzing
the effectiveness of the averaging techniques in restoring the phases of the
spatial frequencies.
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IMAGE IRRADIANCE AVERAGING
The Method
Beginning with m degraded images, the image irradiance averaging process
is defined to consist of the following steps. Any necessary gray scale and
geometric distortion corrections are made to each image. The images are registered
by some means, such as superimposing centers of gravity, to eliminate gross
image shifts. The average degraded image D(x,y) is computed from
m
D(x,y) = ml-- j___ Dj(x,y) (15)
The Fourier transform of D(x,y) is computed and is divided by an optical trans-
fer function which corrects for the time averaged attenuation of the amplitudes
and any average phase shifts due to statistically non-isotropic turbulence. For
convenience we assume the turbulence is statistically isotropic so that the average
phases do not require correction. After appropriate attenuation of those fre-
quencies which are sensor noise dominated, the inverse transform is taken to produce
the restored image.
Analysis of Method
We evaluate this method by considering the PDF of the amplitude and phases
associated with the averaged image. The j th image can be expressed in terms
of its Fourier transform _j(u,v] as
Dj(x,y) = _ _;°°_j(u'v)e-2ni(ux+vy)dudv-oo
(16)
Using this expression for Dj(x,y) in Eq. 15 and interchanging the order of the
sum and integral gives
- ;=;=l! =
D(x,y) _-= Joo [ m j=_l Dj(u'v)!e-Irci(ux+J' WI)dudv (17)
Equation 17 shows that averaging the irradiance values in the spatial domain
is equivalent to averaging the complex Fourier coefficients in the frequency
domain. We define the average of the Fourier coefficients as R(u,v),
M
_(u,v)- 1 _ Dj(u,v) (]8)
m j=l
The amplitude and phase of Rare AR and OR"
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Apart from the factor of l/m, _is simply a sum of m vectors, each vector
having the PDF associated with a single image. Considering only the problem of
the restoration of phase, the effectiveness of the image irradiance method can
be evaluated by considering the effectiveness of the sum m random vectors in
estimating the mean phase of the probability density function of those phases.
To make this evaluation, the PDF for_ f(_), is needed. Given the PDF for D,
f(D-), can be found by convolving with itself m times (7). Solution
of the problem using this approach is difficult both theoretically and numerically.
However, an approximate solution of sufficient accuracy is available. Before
this solution is intreduced, however, discussion of a simple example will be
instructive.
Consider the sum of vectors with unity amplitude and phases having a Gaussian
PDF. Such a distribution can have phases which lie outside of the 2n interval.
For images degraded by atmospheric turbulence, phases ranging over an interval
greater than 2n are physically justified. For example, suppose the degraded image
could be viewed through a device which displayed a single sinusoidal component
of the image so that one could see the wave pattern shift continuously as a
function of time as a result of the changing turbulence. For sufficiently strong
turbulence, excursions of a crest of this wave larger than a 2_ interval is
intuitively possible. For the vector representing this wave, a phase PDF extend-
ing beyond a 2n interval is feasible. However, for the purposes of vector addition
only the principal value of phase is of interest. Therefore, a PDF constrained
to a 2_ interval is needed. Let f(_) be a Gaussian PDF and f'(_) be the associated
constrained function. The constrained function is found by sliding all probability
density which lies outside of the Z_ interval into the interval and adding the
displaced probability density to the density already within the interval. For a
-_ to +_ interval this operation is described by
oo
7 f(¢+2,k),. . (19)
k---oo
Figure 5 shows a comparison of f(_) and f'(_) for standard deviations of
a=n/4, n/2, and n. As o is increased f'(_) begins to level out and is nearly
flat at _=_. A perfectly flat distribution corresponds to a random vector
with a uniform phase distribution. A sum of vectors having a uniform phase
distribution never has any preferred direction. Thus, as _ approaches n and
higher values, the method of image irradiance averaging can be expected to be
an ineffective method of estimating the no-turbulence phase.
An analytical solution to the problem of finding the PDF for the sum of m
vectors can be found by using an approximation method given by Beckman (8).
This method is based on the assumption that for sufficiently large m the sum
of the X components and the sum of the Y components of the m vectors can be
assumed to have Gaussian PDF's, f(X) and f(Y), by virtue of the Central Limit
Theorem. Let the mean and variance of f(X) be defined as a and v 1, and the
mean and variance of f(Y) be defined as b and v 2 so that
(X-a) 2
1 2v 1
f(X) - e (20)
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Figure 5.-Gaussian probability density functions, f(_), and the same functions
constrained to the -'_ to +?_ interval.
(Y - b) 2
1 2v2 (21)f(Y) = e
ve
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The(x)parameters a, vl, b, and v 2 are computed from a knowledge of f(_).f and f(Y), f(_)_can he formed from
f( 3 = f(x,Y) = f(x) f(Y)
and the PDF in polar coordinates,
177
Knowing
(22)
f(AR, q_t), is given by the transformation
f(AR,_R) ffi AR f(X) f(Y) (23)
Substituting Eqs. 20 :nd 21 for f(X) and f(Y) into Eq. 23 and transforming X
and Y according to X AR cos q_t and Y = AR sin _R' f(AR'_R) can be expressed by
(ARc osq_t - a)2 (ARS inq _ - b )2 ]
AR exp -
f(AR,_ R) = 2_jVlV 2 2v 1 2v 2
(24)
By integrating Eq. 24 over AR from zero to infinity, f(q_t) can be obtained.
By proper rotation of the coordinate axis the mean value of the Y component, b,
can always be made zero. Beckman has performed the integration for b = 0 which
yields
f( R) =
where
K exp[-B2(1 + K2)/2 i _- G2
2_(K2c°s2_R+sin2_R ) [l+G,_/n e (l+erf G)I
(25)
(26)
a
: __ (27)
6, Vl +v 2
1 + K2 .(28)
G = BK cos _R 2(K2cos2_R+ sin2$R )
erf G - ,-- e -t2 dt (29)
Now we assume that the single image probability density functions for
the amplitude, f(hD), and phase, f(_D), are known. Assuming that PD, _D'
T_ are known and that f(_D) is Gaussian, a, v 1, v 2 can be evaluated.
e method is outlined inAppendix I. The results are:
_D'
4
a = PD e (30)
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Evaluation
v- PD -e- +! + e -2 (31)
2
1 2m 0D
v 2
=_- -e _+2m
(32)
The density function f(q_R)' given by Eq. 25, has been evaluated for various
values of its parameters and its standard deviation, _R' has been computed.
IChile the formulas used are based on large m, comparison of gR computed by
Beckman's method and a_ computed by a Monte Carlo method shows very good
agreement. For m= 1 t_e maximum error of Beckman's method is 18% and for m= 10
the error is negligible.
In Fig. 6 gR versus gD is plotted for various values of m. The quantity
_D is a measure of the phase shifts induced in a single image at a given
spatial frame.hey h_r +h. +,._.._ ....... J_ _, .... .......... a,,u _R i_ a measure oi ¢he phase shifts
at the same spatial frequency after averaging the irradiance values of m images
a T for average of phases of m vectors
aR for sum of m vectors
m = 1000
/ / /_DDm
/// _m
0 ,2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
crD, , radians
Figure 6. -Standard deviation of phase, _, of the sum of m constant length vectors
with phase standard deviation of _D(-- z-) and standard deviation of phase, ¢rT_of
average of phases of ra vectors with phase standard deviation of_(---).
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Therefore, effectiveness of the image irradiance averaging technique in re-
ducing the phase shifts caused by turbulence can be judged by observing the
reduction of OR from oD. For all values of m,_ R is less than oD, indicating
that reduction in phase shifts do occur as a result of the averaging• However,
for sufficiently large OD, oR always saturates at a value of about .58_. The
standard deviation of a uniform distribution of phases is _/,f'3= •578n•
Therefore, at those values of oD and m where _Rbegins to saturate f(q_) is
beginning to approach a uniform distribution. At these values of oD and m the
image irradiance averaging technique is ineffective in significantly reducing
the phase shifts.
An important question is: how small must the phase shifts be to produce a
good restored image? _ne answer depends upon the intended use of the restored
picture. However, subjective experiments have provided the following guide-
lines: phase errors over the entire spectrum which have a standard deviation
of _= 15 ° or n/12 cause a perceptible but not dramatic change iv the image,
errors with _= 30 ° or _/6 cause a very noticeable effect on the image and
errors with a= 60 ° or _/3 cause a very serious degradation of the image• On
the basis that a high quality restoration is desired, let a phase error with
standard deviation of •1_ be a requirement. In table I the values of _D and
mD which result in oR = .in have been tabulated. Thus, as oD increases, the
number of images required for a good image rapidly increases and soon exceeds
reasonable bounds•
The effect of varying amplitude on oR is shown in Fig• 7 where oR versus
_D is shown for m= 100 and various values of aD/P D • Here it can be seen
that, for a given m, increase of aD/P D requires a reduction of _D to main-
tain a constant OR.
The effect of sensor noise on the image irradiance method is now considered•
Associated with each degraded image is a noise image, defined as Nj(x,y) so that
the j th recorded image, D'(x,y), is given by
!
Dj(x,y) = Dj(x,y) +Nj(x,y) (33)
Table I.-_ D and m for _R = •In
%
.29a
• 54n
.72a
.87n
n
1 .lln
m
10
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
a D , n radians
1.2 1.4
Figure 7.-Standard deviation of phase, aR, of sum of m vectors with amplitude mean
of PD' amplitude standard deviation of ¢ED, and phase standard deviation of aD"
The averaged recorded image, D'_(x,y), can, in a manner similar to Dj(x,y),
J .
be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of Dj(x,y) and Nj(x,y),
Dj(x,y) = _!_1 /_';00 _ [Dj(u,v)+Nj(u,v)] e -2rti(ux+vy) dudv (34)
m _ _ j=l
Thus in the frequency domain there is a noise vector, Nii(u,v), added to each
degraded image vector. Let aN be the standard deviatio_ of the amplitude of
the noise vector. The variance of the amplitude for a single vector is a_ and)
for the averaged sum of m noise vectors is a2/m. The variances for the
X and Y components of the sum of m noise vectors a_x and a_y are then given by
2
2%X-
2m
2
2 % (36)
%=
2m
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Theeffectof thenoiseontheprobabilitydensityfunction canbe
included by adding the noise variances aNX and a_y to the X and Y variances
due to turbulence, v 1 and v2, to obtain new X and Y variances, v{ and v_ ,
v 1 = v 1 + (37)
v 2 v 2 + a_y (38)
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
_D' n radians
Figure 8. -Standard deviation of phase, a'jR, of sum of m vectors with constant ampli-
tude of PD' phase standard deviation OZ_D, plus the sum of m noise vectors with
amplitude standard deviation of ¢_.
The effect of sensor noise on the image irradiance averaging method is shown
in Fig. 8 as _ versus _ for m= 100 and various values of a_/_. As expected,
ensor noise reduces the effectiveness of the method. For aN/PD= 1 only a small
decrease of al} is required to maintain _R = .1_, while for aN/PD=4 a D must be
decreased to _early zero.
Discussion
The quantity c_ is obviously a complex ftmction of many parameters, therefore
no comprehensive statement can be made about the effectiveness of the image
irradiance method for correcting turbulence degraded images. However, the
relationship between c_t , m, and c_D demonstrated in Fig. 6 seems to be highly
significant. From table I, 100,000 independent images are required to produce
a oR of .1_ when a D is approximately n. The scanning and digital processing
of this large number of images would be a difficult task. A more reasonable
approach would be to do the averaging in the image plane of the telescope by
use of a long time exposure. Removal of gross image shifts would be necessary
to avoid an unnecessary increase of a D. Assuming a minimum time of .01 second
for complete change of the turbulence, an exposure of 1000 seconds or 16.7
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minutes would be required to obtain the necessary averaging. If oD increased
to 1.1u then, from table I, 1,000,000 independent pictures would be required
or an exposure time of 167 minutes. Thus it is clear that the use of the image
averaging technique to reduce the phase shift of spatial frequencies is limited
to those spatial frequencies whose phase shifts are on the order of _ or less.
Another factor which can be expected to limit the image irradiance method
¢o phase shifts of less than _ is the sensor noise characteristics. The mean
of the resultant vector sum amplitude, PR' is identical to a as given in Eq. 30.
This function decreases rapidly as a function of oD. At oD_n, a = 7x 10 -3 , and,
at _D = 2_, a = 2 x 10 -9 . Thus_r _D between _ and 2u, Pit will drop below the
noise level of most sensors.
Although phase statistics of the optical transfer function due to turbulence
are scarce, phase shifts of _ and greater are possible. For example, the spatial
frequency of one cycle per arc second is shifted in phase by u for an image shift
of .5 arc second. For _= .5 micron a spatial frequency of 1 cycle per arc
second is associated with pairs of points spaced 10 centimeters apart on the
objective lens. Since image shifts of .5 arc second and greater are observed
with 10 centimeter diameter telescopes, phases shifts of u and greater are
possible. Therefore, the image irradiance averaging technique can be expected
to be inadequate for restorin_ turbulence de_raded _mAg_ in many practical
applications.
AMPLITUDE AND PHASE AVERAG ING
The Method
The method of amplitude and phase averaging is defined as consisting of the
following steos. Beginning with m images degraded by turbulence, any necessary
gray scale and geometric distortion corrections are made so that the cowrected
images are a true representation of the irradiance maps that existed in the
image plane of the optical system. These images are registered with respect
to each other by some means, such as superimposing centers of gravity, in order
to eliminate gross image shifts. A complex Fourier transform of each image
is computed and is converted into the amplitude and phase form. The computed
phases are initially constrained to the -a to +a interval but are converted to
their true values by adding or subtracting multiples of 2_ by some suitable
criteria based on spectrum continuity requirements. Letting T(u,v) represent
the complex spectrum which will result from the amplitude and phase averaging
technique, the phase and amplitude associated with T(u,v) are, respectively_
_F(U,V) and AT(U,V). At each spatial frequency the average phase and amplitude
are computed from
1 m
_T = -- ) %j (39)
m j=l
1 m
A T = _ _, ADj (40)
m j=l
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If the turbulence is non-isotropic, _T is then corrected by subtracting _S'
according to Eq. 13. The quantity A T is corrected by an averaged modulation
transfer function, according to Eq. 14. The complex spectrum is then formed
from the corrected amplitude and phases, appropriate attenuation of sensor
noise dominated frequencies is made, and the inverse Fourier transform is
taken to produce the restored image.
..Analysis of Method
The effectiveness of the amplitude and phase averaging method can be judged
by how closely _0T and A T approximate _D and PD. Again we will consider mainly
the problem of estimating the phases. In Eq. 13 we replace pD by _T to give
_, the estimated value of q_,
Now q_ is a sample mean and is a random variable (6) with mean, _T' and standard
deviation, _T given by
(42)
% (43)
By use of Eq. 9 for PD' Eq. 42 can be written as
_T = _U + _S (44)
Thus _T has a mean value equal to the desired value, ¢U, plus a shift due to
non-isotropic turbulence. A computation of _T for a given set of images will
result in a value equal to its mean plus an error, ( ,
: + (45)
where ( has a standard deviation given by Eq. 43. Combining Eqs. 45, 44,
and 41 gives for ¢_
' (46)¢v= _T + _ - _S = CU + _
The restored phase is the desired phase plus an error which has a standard
deviation of _T = aD/4m
Evaluation
In Fig. 3 _T versus _D is plotted for various values of m. Comparing _T
to _R obtained by the image irradiance averaging method, the amplitude and
phase technique is seen to be a much more effective method of processing.
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Figure 9.-Standard deviation of error phase caused by addition of a noise vector
with standard deviation of_ Nto a vector with amplitude A D.
For example, for _D equal to _ and m= 100, the phase averaging method results
in a _T of .1_ while _R is greater than .5_ and near the value which corresponds
to a uniform distribution.
Since the amplitude and phase averaging method is non-linear the effect of
noise upon it is difficult to formulate exactly. However, an approximate
evaluation can be made. For a single image the effect of noise is to modify
the measured amplitude and phase, as shown in the vector diagram in Fig. 9.
The resulting error phase, 8, has a probability density functionl f(6). This
PDF can be evaluated from Eq. 25 if v 1 and v 2 are replaced by _/2 and a is
replaced by 0D. The standard deviation of f[8), _8' is shown in Fig. 9 as a
function of the ratio aN/A n . Up to aN/An = 1 q5 is approximately linear.
Above this _8 begins to saturate, suggesting that f(8) is beginning to flatten.
Figure 10 shows the shape of f(8) for the same values of aN/AD. For aN/A D
greater than unity f(8) does begin to flatten out. The uniformly random
component of the resultant phase seriously effects the phase averaging technique.
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1.2
_N
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a, n radians
Figure 10. -Probability density function of error phase, 8 , caused by addition of a
noise vector with a standard deviation of a N to a vector with amplitude A D.
The result of a Monte Carlo experiment which demonstrates this is shown in
Fig. 11. Here it is shown that for aN/A D _ .5 significant errors occur in the
computation of the average of m phases even for _i)= 0 and the relative large
value of m= 100. In comparison the phase errors for _D = 0, m= 100 which result
from the image irradiance method are much smaller, as shown in Fig. 8. Thus
the amplitude and phase averaging technique requires a frequency domain noise
to signal ratio, aN/AD, of .5 or less to function effectively.
EXPERIMENTAL C 0MPhRIS 0N
The two methods of averaging have been compared in an experiment utilizing
images degraded by laboratory turbulence. Details of the experimental setup
have been described in a previous publication (1). Figure 12 shows six samples
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of the series of degraded images used in the experiment. The phase shifts of
the spatial frequencies were relatively high; at a spatial frequency of 1 cycle
per four picture elements the standard deviation of phase was approximately u.
Figure 13 shows the results of applying the two averaging techniques for m=4,
m= 16, and m= 54 images. Here we see that the image averaging technique was
ineffective in improving the image. This was expected because for oD = n and
m= 54 the standard deviation of phase after image averaging is nearly equal
to that of a uniformly random vector, as can be deduced from Fig. 6. The
amplitude and phase averaging method without the application of phase continuity
was also ineffective since for _D =_ the constrained phase probability density
function is nearly uniform, as shown in Fig. 5. The amplitude and phase
averaging technique using phase continuity was successful, with the restored
image improving as m increased. This result is consistent with the expected
decrease of _T as a function of m .
¢D
e-
4
aD----0
_2D----0
m--lO0
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
Spatial frequency, arbitrary units
Figure 11.-Results of a Monte Carlo experiment showing the effects of noise on the
phase averaging method. The initial noise-free complex spectrum had a constant
amplitude A_ and a phase which increased linearly from zero to 4 rrradians at a
frequency o_32. Gaussian white noise with amplitude standard deviation ofo_. was
added to the complex spectrum. The phase spectrum was computed and 100 such
spectra were averaged, each with different noise, to give the results shown. The
principal value of the difference between the plotted results and a uniform ramp
with phase of 4¢r at a frequency of 32 is the phase error caused by the noise.
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Figure 12 e -Images degraded by laboratory generated turbulence 
APPLICATION TO ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
The amplitude and phase averaging technique has been applied t o  objects 
photographed through natural  atmospheric turbulence. 
on fi lm recorded images of the Pegasus s a t e l l i t e  taken with the USAF Cloudcroft 
48 inch diameter telescope. 
experiment w a s  done on f i lm recorded images of the planet Mercury taken with 
the Mount Wilson 100 inch diameter telescope, which w a s  stopped t o  an effective 
diameter of 50 inches (10). The exposure time w a s  1/15 second. In  both cases 
spa t ia l  frequencies needed t o  res tore  de ta i l  t o  the images were noise dominated 
s o  that  no image improvement w a s  obtained a 
One experiment was done 
The exposure time w a s  1/60 second. The other 
The above two  examples are by no means representative of a l l  types of 
objects which a re  of  i n t e re s t  t o  users of ground based telescopes. However, 
the examples d o  indicate that sensor noise i s  a m a j o r  problem with respect t o  
image restoration. The replacement of fi lm with a high quantum efficiency 
photoelectric sensor appears t o  be a necessary s tep i n  order t o  decrease noise, 
A signal t o  noise improvement of a factor  of 10 may be possible here, Whether 
t h i s  s tep resu l t s  i n  an adequate signal t o  noise r a t i o  depends upon many factors :  
the spectral  irradiance of the object, the spa t ia l  frequency spectrum of the 
object, the telescope entrance pupil diameter, the s t a t i s t i c a l  properties of 
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the turbulence-telescope optical  transfer function, and the sensor spectral  
sens i t iv i ty  and noise character is t ics ,  
One of the key factors  which i s  usually unknown i s  the s t a t i s t i c a l  properties 
of the short exposure optical  t ransfer  function associated with the e f fec t  of 
the turbulence and optical  system. From these s t a t i s t i c a l  properties the short  
exposure and long exposure attenuation of the spa t i a l  frequency amplitudes can 
be estimated and the number of images needed t o  reduce the phase sh i f t s  can be 
estimated Thus measurements of the s t a t i s t i c a l  properties of the opt ical  
transfer function a t  the observing siteshould be a part of any program of 
image restorat ion using averaging techniques. 
be done with short exposure photographs of star images and the appropriate 
hardware and software for  analyzing the images. 
Some of these factors are  usually kn3wn. 
Such measurements could easi ly  
In many cases even improved sensors w i l l  not produce suitably l o w  noise 
levels for  short time exposures f o r  the amplitude and phase averaging tech- 
nique. In these cases increase of exposure time can be used t o  decrease noise, 
Because of dynamic range limitations, the sensor may saturate before a suitable 
length of time has been reached. In such cases the exposure time per image 
should be adjusted t o  prevent sensor saturation and multiple images recorded. 
These images would then be averaged d ig i t a l ly  i n  groups t o  produce images for  
use i n  the amplitude and phase averaging method. 
4 
Figure 13. -Processing of images degraded by laboratory turbulence using averaging 
techniques. The number below each column is the number of images used in the 
processing.. The original object was the numeral 5. 
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CONCLUSIONS
Theory and experimental results indicate that the amplitude and phase
averaging of multiple images is a potentially useful method of improving
turbulence degraded images and is superior to the method of image irradiance
averaging. Feasibility of the method for specific applications depends on
a variety of factors. Two of the most important factors are the statistical
properties of the short exposure optical transfer function and the sensor noise
characteristics. The signal to noise ratio in the spatial frequency domain
must be on the order of 2 or above for the method to function correctly. Increase
of the signal to noise ratio by use of high quantum efficiency sensors is a
necessity.
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APPENDIX I
A brief outline of the derivation of the parameters a, s 1 and s 2 used in
Eq. 25 is given here.
Given m vectors, each with amplitude Aj and phase _j, the X and Y components
of the sum of these vectors is given by
I m
X =-- _ Ajcos_pj (1)
m j=l
I m
Y - t_, Aj sin _j (2)
m j=l
We assume that bo_h X and Y are normally distributed and that the mean of
Y is zero,
(X-a)2
1 2v 1
f(X) = . e (3)
y2
1 2v 2
f(Y) = e (4)
_ v2
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We want to determine a, v 1,and v 2
of Aj and _j.
Evaluation of a
in terms of the statistical properties
We use the brackets _ > to denote an ensemble average.
independent then
1 m
a =<X>= -- _ <A_-,<cos q)j>
m 3=1
If Aj and ej are
(5)
If p is the mean of Aj then
<aj> : p (6)
If _; has a Gaussian distribution of zero mean and standard deviation of
dthen
2
i F_ 2_
<cos q)j>- o'#_-n J-co cos Q0e dqo
-_./2
= e (7)
Using Eqs. 6 and 7 in Eq. 5 gives
_oz/2
a=pe (s)
Evaluation of v 1
The variance v 1 is given by
v1 =<(x-x)2>
= <X2>_ <X> 2 (9)
From Eq. 8 <X2> can be evaluated,
<iX> 2 : a 2 = p2 e -°2
By use of Eq. 1 <X2> can be shown to be
(10)
1 FT--,m 2 2
= --|_ <_Aj><c
<X2> m2 "j=l os ¢pj>
m m
L T <A "_<Ak:'<c °s¢P.><c°S_k> ]
j=l k_-i J 3j#k
(11)
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where the assumption has been made that A: , Ak' _i ' and _kare all
. J
independent. In a manner analogous to Eq. 7, it canObe shown that the
first suum_tion in the brackets of Eq. II is equal to
191
(12)
If a2 is the variance of Aj then it can be shown that
<A2.> = <A_2 + a2 = p2 + a2 (13)
J
The second summation within the brackets of Eq. ll reduces to
(n2n) <Aj>2 e-_ (14)
Substituting Eq. 13 into Eq. 12, and Eqs. 12 and 14 for the terms in
brackets in Eq. 11, and reducing and combining Eq. 11 and 10 in Eq. 9 give
2 2
° o
_I- 2m 1-e + _ (l+e ) (15)
Evaluation of s 2
Since the mean of Y is assumed to be zero, the variance v2 is given by
v2 --<r_> (16)
By use of Eq. 2 <y2> can be shown to be
1 m
- [ <A .><sin _j> +<_> m2 [ 2 2j=l J
m m
jCk (17)
In a manner similar to Eq. 12 the first term in the brackets is
m_> (*-e-2_2)
2
(18)
The second term of Eq. 17 is zero since <sin_.> is zero for the assumed
distribution of _:. Substituting Eq. 13 for _A_> into Eq. 18 and Eq. 18
into Eq. 17 and r_ducing gives s 2, a
02 a2 -2a 2
s2 = -- (1+--)(1-e ) (19)
2m p2
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Introduction
Origin of the technique - The technique of digitizing and computing with tele-
vision images in real time grew out of a specific task; namely, the measurement
of solar magnetic fields, and perhaps it is best to illustrate the technique
by describing this particular measurement.
To measure solar magnetic fields by use of Zeeman splitting and polarization of
a Fraunhoffer line requires the spectral isolation of light from just one
wing of a magnetically sensitive line, detection and subtraction of the light
intensities in right and left handed circular polarizations, and a scanning
process which repeats this process for each point on the sun under investigation.
Figure of Merit for an Idealized Magnetograph - A high performance solar magneto-
graph would look at a large section of the sun with high spatial resolution,
high sensitivity, and high temporal resolution.
If we let _B = the magnetic uncertainty
a = the area of resolution cell
T = the time for a scan
n = the number of resolution elements per scan,
then for an _deslized point scanning photon-l_mited solar magnetograph, the
ratio n/(aB) T a remains invariant with the magnetic uncertainty, aB, changing
as the other three parameters are adjusted. The ratio depends only on the
rate of photon detection per cell area and is proportional to the prodnct
AE E where A is the area of the obective lens, E is the overall efficiency
and N is the number of data channe]s. Using the ratio as a figure of merit
we have:
Figure of merit -
n
(aB)2T a
a AEN
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which shows that for this idealized consideration the figure of merit is
increased by enlarging the lens, raising the efficiency, or increasing the
number of channels. This approach is an attempt to increase the effective
number of channels.
The Scanning Mode - Consider three modes of scanning and their effective
number of data channels for similar resolution and area of interest of
40,000 points. The most usual method is a point-by-point scan with an
effective N = 1.
A method developed by R. B. Leighton involves simultaneous spectroheliogram
pairs whose difference yields a picture of the magnetic fields. This slit
scanning for this example has an effective N _ 200 although in practice it may
have N of about lO00.
The third method of scanning detects photons from all parts of the image
simultaneously. This has an effective N = 40,000 but re_ires spectral is-
olation by use of a very narrow integrating detector such as film or a
television type camera.
Detecto_ an_ D_+_ P__- p...._..... _- - Use of film i_ impractical iz" one
wishes to maximize the rate of photon detection because of the large quantities
of film required and the difficulties with photographic subtraction, but with
television other problems are encountered.
To maximize the photon detection rate, the television tube is scanned at a
fast rate (standard TV rate) since the target of a camera tube can hold only
a given number of photoelectrons before being read off.
The usual method of data processing is to digitize and store on magnetic tape
for later analysis but here a problem arises. The video data rate is 4 million
bytes per second compared with about 30,000 bytes per second for a typical
magnetic tape recorder. Thus for a straightforward approach 133 tapes recorders
would be required and since a reel of tape holds about 107 bytes, reels would
be filled at the rate of one each 2_ seconds or ].4,400 tape reels in i0 hours.
Real Time Computation- This severe case of data poisoning could be solved by
computing in real time since a great many frames are added and subtracted
to give a resultant magnetic picture, but for a general purpose computer
the memory size and speed would be prohibitive.
To solve the problem a very high speed arithmetic unit was combined with a
digital magnetic disk used with parallel, sequential access instead of random
access. The disk has 72 tracks and 131,O00 bits per track, and rotates at
30 Hz.
Discri[ti2 9 of.ithe System
Organization - For convenience,
_hree _'or_in_ areas_
the digital system shown in Fig. I is divided into
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1. 
digi t ized array. 
2. 
3. 
16 b i t - b i t  frames can be stored temporarily. 
A data gathering sect ion where the raw data are  collected a s  a 16-bit  
A display sect ion where the data are  reduced t o  4 b i t s  (8-16 gray leve ls ) .  
A data storage sect ion where two 16 b i t  frames, o r  four  8 b i t  frames, o r  
Figure 1. -Digital video processor. On the left is the ADC, high speed adder, and 
digital magnetic disk. On the right i s  the magnetic tape recorder, Output displays, 
and general purpose computer. Now shown in the light pen. 
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Data Gathering - The data gathering area was designed to accept an analogue
signal from a TV camera which was synchronized with the disk's rotation speed.
This signal is digitized into 8 bits (256 levels) by a 4 megacycle convertor
which is synchronized with the data flow of the disk. The output of the
analogue to digital converter can be added to or subtracted from a previously
stored array in the data gathering area of the disk and then stored, thereby
erasing the previous image array. This operation is controlled by the disk
interface controller which requires one instruction per frame whether to
add or subtract the incoming image. It is operated on an interrupt basis by
a small general purpose computer attached to the system.
After the completion of the data gathering mode, the system can be interrogated
for information on the entire frame. At present, we can get the number of
elements greater than a certain value, value of the nth largest element
and mth smallest element, or the average value. The position of the element
cannot be found in this interrogation mode.
For instance, the time to obtain the nth largest element in the array of i003000
points is 0.5 second, This information is mainly used to set the levels for
the display and to make distribution plots.
Display and Light Pen - In the display _e_+ien, wc have a va_i_Ly of cholces,
ranging from arbitrary selection of 8 to 16 gray levels to automatic selection
by the computer. The display can be in either a positive or negative mode,
logarithmic or linear scaling. These display data are transferred to the display
section of the disk and displayed to the operator. The 4 bit (16 gray levels)
data is connected to a digital to analogue convertor and fed to two TV monitors
which are synchronized to the disk. The operator can use a light pen on the
monitor to select points or areas on which he,ants more information, such as
the numerical value of a specific point or position of the point. For areas,
the operator can define rectangles or circles of various sizes in which he
wants average values, maximum value_ or minimum value.
The display section can also be used for graphic and alphanumeric display of
the data, ranging from intensity plots on arbitrary cross sections of the
picture to distribution plots of the entire frame.
Storage - The data storage area is used as an intermediate storage to free the
data gathering area. From this area, the data can be transferred to permanent
storage on tape. It can also be used to hold image correction data which the
computer could use to correct the raw data for imperfections or shading in the
TV camera.
Present Status - At the present writing the system is completed but with two
remaining problems which are now being solved. One is recurrent failures of
one of the digital components which has now been replaced and the other is
switching the polarization of the image without hurting the image quality or
registration. (NOT _ - Successful operation beg_ on July 17, 1970.)
Te_,t_ on m,1]t_-image enhancement (esscn'ially 2 dimensJona] signal averaging)
have shc',n thai- the noise is indce8 C_,l_rinn in nature and hence sensitivity
does increase as "V-{where n is the number of frames involved.
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Possible Other Applications
General Considerations - Applications of real time computing on video images
might include studies of 2 dimensional scenes especially where the measurement
is of differences with certain variables such as vavelength (Doppler, color
indices), polarization (synchroton, Zeeman), time (pulsations, sudden
eruptions). Other applications capitalize on one or more of the special
features, e.g., the ultrahigh speed processing, the two dimensional signal
averaging, the real time computations by the general purpose computer, the
immediate display with man-interface interaction, and the data compression.
We may symbolically characterize a scene to be studied as
Z = I(x,y,A,p,t) + j(x,y, ,p,t)
where I = intensity of the object
x,y = spatial variables
A = wavelength
p = polarization
t = time
J = perturbations from the detector, atmosphere, etc.
The two dimensions on the tube face are usually x and y but could be _ or
some other variable. Most measurements would involve enhancement of differences
due to variations in one or more variables while the effects of perturbations
are minimized.
An Example - A simple illustration might be the search for an optical pulsar
when its frequency is known but not its exact position. If a telescope
equipped with image intensifier and television camera tube had its video
taped output played back into this system and alternately add and sub-
tract frames separated by half the pulsar's period, then when the phase was
right only light coming from the pulsar should fail to cancel.
Another example might be two dimensional photon counting though this.would
require additional preprocessin_. The dimensions could be spatial or
spectral.
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IMAGEPROCESSINGOFSTRATOSCOPEPHOTOGRAPHS
R. E. Danielson
and
M. G. Tomasko
Princeton University Observatory
Princeton, NewJersey
INTRODUCTION
The existence of a stable instrumental profile (or point spread
function) in diffraction limited balloon and orbital telescopes makes
the photographs obtained by these instruments prime candidates for
image restoration techniques. Moreover, the quality of imagery is
uniform over the photograph, which is generally not the case for imagery
with ground based telescopes. In the case of a non-solar space tele-
scope, the instrumental profile is readily obtained by photographing a
star.
Our interest in imagerestoration is primarily due to the necessity
of processing Stratoscope II photographs in order to extract the maximum
information from them. Similar restoration techniques will be required
for orbital telescopes. In order to develop these techniques, we chose
to process a few Stratoscope I photographs taken of sunspots over 10
years ago by a 12-inch balloon-borne telescope.
IMAGEQUALITYIN A DIFFRACTIONLIMITEDTELESCOPE
The monochromatictransfer function of an ideal diffraction limited
telescope is shownin figure I (a) and the corresponding point spread
function, the classical airy disk, is shownin figure I (b). However,a
substantial reduction in the ideal transfer function occurs even in the
case of excellent optical tolerances. For example,manufacturing errors
equalling k/50 rms on the surface of the primary mirror lead to a wave-
front error of k/25 rms. The corresponding reduction in the transfer
f_uction at half the limiting spatial frequency is about 6%. Other
factors which have a similar or larger effect include focus errors,
guidance jitter, temperature non-uniformity in the primary mirror, and
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scattering of light in the photographic film. These factors are likely
to result in a transfer function which is reduced from the ideal by nearly
a factor of two at one-half the limiting spatial frequency (see figure I (a)).
This corresponds to an rms wavefront deviation of approximately k/10. The
resulting point spread profile is also shown in figure I (b). It is clear
that the effect of the reduced transfer function is to decrease the fraction
of energy in the central diffraction peak.
PROCESSING PROCEDURE
From Flight 1959-D, we chose four high quality photographs of a
sunspot all taken within an interval of one minute. Since the character-
istic t_me changes in the umbra! dots require about one-half hour (1,2),
these photographs should be identical. The photographs were digitized
at 40 samples per mm. Neutral density filters, located in small strips
at the outer edges of the focal plane, provided the intensity calibration.
Unfortunately for solar imagery, there is no simple way to obtain the
instrumental transfer function; there is no point source that can be photo-
graphed to obtain the point spread profile. In order to process Strato-
scope I pictures, we have rather arbitrarily taken the reduced transfer
Ikmction smown in 1"igure I as _me instrumental trans1"er 1_nction. '±'nis
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Figure 1.-Ideal transfer functions and point spread profiles. Note magnification change
at 1.2 A/D; _, wavelength; D, telescope diameter. (a) Ideal transfer function of an
unobscured aperature and transfer function correspo1_ding to an rms wavefront defor-
mation of 1/10th wave. (b) Corresponding point spread profiles.
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t ransfer  function implies larger  image degradation than does the t ransfer  
f'unction derived by Gaustad and Rogerson (3)  from photographs of the  sun's 
limb dming the same f l i g h t .  The Stratoscope I pictures covered a suff i -  
c ient ly  small wavelength in te rva l  ( the half  in tens i ty  wavelengths of the  
f i lm-f i l te r  combination were 5280A and 5650A) tha t  a monochromatic t ransfer  
function i s  adequate fo r  our purposes. 
Figure 2 shows the  four photographs reproduced from the d i g i t a l  
intensi ty  data stored on tape. 
facsimile type scanner normally used t o  make color separation negatives 
( 4 ) .  Basically, it consists of a fi lm on a rotating drum illuminated by 
a small l i g h t  source, the brightness of which i s  a power law function of 
the digit ized in tens i t ies  recorded on tape. 
The display equipment consists of a 
(c) (d ) 
Figure 2. - The original stratoscope photographs displayed from the digitized 
intensities. (a) 5934 D. (b) 5941 D. (e) 5951 D. (d) 5957 D. 
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Next, the four pictures were registered by finding the amount of s h i f t  
which produced the maximum correlation. 
misalignments occurring i n  the digi t izat ion procedure, the pictures were 
also rotated to produce maximum correlation. 
To compensate for  s l igh t  rotat ion 
The average of the registered 
pictures i s  shown i n  figure 3( a ) .  
reduced i n  the averaged picture 
As 
(see 
expected, the noise i s  substantially 
figure 3 ) .  
Figure 3. - Comparison of the average of the photographs shown in figure 2 
with three enhanced photographs. (a) Average picture. (b) Enhanced with Tr2 . 
(c) Enhanced with Tr3. (d) Enhanced with Tr4. 
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The last step in the image processing procedure is to sharpen the
picture by amplifying the larger spatial frequencies to compensate for
the reduction in amplitude shown in figure I. Since the inverse transfer
function, T -I , goes to infinity (see figure 4) at the limiting optical
spatial frequency, Tr, the transfer function used to restore the averaged
picture must be limited at the higher spatial frequencies in a way deter-
mined by the noise in the picture. Brault and White (5) have shown that
an optimum correction 9unction is given by
T r = T-I_
where _ = S/S+N and where S is the signal in the power spectrum and where
N is the noise. The expression for _ arises from the requirement that the
restored picture present the best rms approximation to the true picture.
of _ which computed from the powerFigure 4 shows the value was
spectrum. It is evident that S/NSthe signal to noise ratio, becomes
very low as the limiting spatial frequency is approached. Consequently,
Tr2 = _ T -I, also shown in figure 4, reaches a maximum of two at 0.1
cycles/sample and approaches zero at 0.225 cycles/sample# the limiting
optical frequency. Because the separation of the signal from the noise
in the power spectrum computed from the averaged picture shown in figure
\
\
%
0
0 O.I 0.2
SPATIAL FREQUENCY (C/SAMPLE)
Figure 4. -In the absence of noise, T -1 would be the correct restoring transfer
function. Tr2 = T-I_ is the optimum transfer function derived from the
signal to noise ratio in the averaged picture. Tr3 and Tr4 are similar
restoring transfer functions.
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3 (a) was rather uncertain, two similar restoring transfer functions
which have maximum magnifications of three (Tr3) and four (Tr4) were
also tried.
Figures 3(b)-3(d) display the enhanced pictures using Tr2 , Tr3,
and Tr4, respectively. The processing was accomplished by a convolution
of the average picture with the Hankel transforms of Tr2 , Tr3 , and Tr4.
To limit the computing time, the above filters were limited to 17 x 17
samples for the first two filters and 21 x 21 samples for the last.
Since the limiting optical frequency was 0.225 cycles/sample, the size of
the weighting functions is comparable with the second dark ring in the
point spread profile which is 20 samples in diameter.
From inspection of these photographs, one can see the enhancement
resulting from the amplification of the intermediate spatial frequencies.
In particular, the small points of light in the dark umbra of the sunspot,
called umbral dots (I), are much more visible in the enhanced pictures.
The half intensity diameter of the umbral dots is about 6 samples, the
expected half intensity diameter of the point spread profile in the
restored pictures. Thus, the umbral dots are evidently unresolved by
the 12-inch diameter Stratoscope I telescope.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The main technical conclusion emerging from this work is that image
enhancement of diffraction limited photographs will very often be
accomplished by selectivity amplifying the intermediate spatial frequencies,
i.e.,those near one-half the limiting optical frequency. The reason
the highest frequencies can not generally be amplified is that the grain
noise is a few percent when sampled in accordance with the sampling theorem.
This results in the signal to noise ratio rapidly dropping below unity
( _ dropping below 0.5) as the limiting frequency is approached, especially
for a low contrast scene. Of course, the noise could be decreased by
optically enlarging the image on the film_ however, there are limits to
this. Enlarging the image increases the required exposure time by the
square of the picture size. In the case of Stratoscope I, which used
Background X film at f/200, the exposure times could not be lengthened
because of the limitations of the serve system. For diffraction limited
stellar telescopes such as Stratoscope II, the exposure times for the
great majority of astronomical objects is very long even at a focal ratio
of f/50 which is 16 times faster than that used by Stratoscope I.
The visibility of the umbral dots increases from Tr2 through Tr4 ,
suggesting that none of the filters used are optimum for visual presentation.
IIowever, the best visual presentation may not be the best quantitative
representation of a picture. It would be quite possible to improve the
appearance of a picture by amplifying the intermediate spatial frequencies
higher than in the original scene. This has probably not happened in our
case, although the possibility exists since the amount of instrumental
blurring may have been overestimated (3). In any case, to avoid misleading
comparisons, an effort was made to insure that the average intensity of the
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umbra in each of the photographs in figures 2 and 3 remained approximately
equal.
The main scientific result emerging from this work is that the sunspot
umbra contains more detailed structure than was previously apparent (I).
It appears that this structure consists mostly, if not entirely, of uu-
resolved bright points (i.e. umbral dots). The photometric correction
which converted densities to intensities was not carefully done. As a
result, no safe quantitative results can be give_ without a careful re-
examination of the photometric correction. Nevertheless, it is interesting
that the peak intensity of the most prominent umbral dots is roughly 0.25
of the photospheric brightness. If, as suggested by the color measurements
(2), the true brightness of the brightest umbral dots is equal to the
photospheric brightness, then their true half intensity diameter can be
estimated from their apparent half intensity diameters. The latter value
is about 6 samples or about 0.50 arcsec, corresponding to an apparent
distance of 360 km on the sun. The corresponding true half intensity
diameter is roughly 180 km and is in general agreement with (2).
_UTURE PLANS
The successful flight of Stratoscope II on March 26-27, 1970 yielded
many high definition photographs of Uranus, Jupiter, and Io. Images of
comparison stars reveal point spread profiles which show diffraction rings
characteristic of a 36-inch aperture. Although the rings are not of
uniform brightness and the central peak is somewhat elongated, the instru-
mental profile appears to be quite stable with time.
The proper enhancement of these photographs will require the use of
a non-symmetric weighting function in the restoring convolution. Prepara-
tions are now underway to compute the required two dimensional complex
Fourier transforms.
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THEPROCESSINGOFELECTRONIC
CAMERAIMAGES
Uo
Gerald E. Kron
S. Nav_l Observatory
Flagstaff Station
The principle of the Electronic Camera was conceived by Prof.
A. Lallemand of the Paris Observatory (I) in 19B6. A functional model
was constructed in his laboratory after the war. The electronic camera
can produce, by direct electronic recording, a permanent picture on any
kind of silver halide emulsion. By means of a study of pictures made
with his camera, Lallemand and his co-workers reached the conclusion that
the electronic camera method would be of exceptional value in recording
astronomical data.
The rem_lts obtained by L_llemand stimulated a developmental project
at the Lick Observatory in 1958 (2) to produce a Lallemand type of electronic
camera that wculd be of increased practicability and simpler technology
than the prototype. This project reached success at the Flagstaff Station
of the U. S. Naval Observatory (B) in 1967 with the production of a low-
background electronic camera (Figure I) that could be used to take pictures
indefinitely with one permanent photocathode. The relative simplicity of
operation of this camera has made it possible for our group of investigators
to make a thorough new study of its properties and to begin the process of
developing practical methods of removing and processing the astronomical
data recorded on the plates. Collaborators in this study are Drs. Harold
Ables and Anthony Hewitt of the Flagstaff Station.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Comparison With Photography -- Though the photographic and electrographic
processes both deliver pictures on silver halide emulsions - pictures that
generally appear to the eye to be much alike -- many differences do, in fact,
exist. These differences are subtle, but important. Often quoted, and
much emphasized, is the relatively large superiority of the electronic
method in detective quantum efficiency (4) which results in a significant
2O7
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information gain Over the best  photographic emulsions ( 5 ) .  More important, 
however, are the prac t ica l ly  l inear  re la t ion between density and exposure 
of the electronic method and the range over which the operator can select  
emulsions with different  data storage capacit ies.  These storage capacit ies 
run from about equal t o  tha t  of photographs up t o  more than 100 times the 
photographic capacity. 
method over photography are lack of reciprocity fa i lure ,  be t t e r  uniformity 
Additional advantages of the electronic camera 
Figure 1. -The electronic camera mounted on the U. S .  Navy 61-inch astrometric 
reflector. 
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of sensitivity over the plate, reduced proximity and diffusion effects,
and total lack of halation. The electronic camera is thus an efficient,
simple device for permanently storing photometric data in a form that
is compact and readily available, especially for fast initial appraisal.
Data Removal - Complete removal of all data from an astronomical recording
would permit a recovery of the recorded photometric and spatial data of
the original scene. A linear relationship between exposure and some
measurable property (usually density) of the picture simplifies data
handling because point-by-point corrections from a characteristic curve
are unnecessary. Inco_lete simple photometric recovery is, however, often
sufficient, as in stellar photometry, which requires only an appraisal of
the integrated exposure. A linear characteristic curve makes feasible the
removal of the photometric data by scanning the image and integrating each
scan by means of a simple analogue integrating device; the sum of the
integrals for all scans is then proportional to the brightness of the
object. Photometry bythis method is in principle the exact analogue of
astronomical photoelectric photometry. Extrapolation beyond the range of
the standards is possible, an attribute that can be appreciated by those
astronomers who have done iris photometry fromphotographs.
The electronic camera has several advantages over the simple photo-
electric approach. Background separation is optimum, and many objects can
be recorded at once (as with photography) with the same exposure, thus
saving telescope time needed for problems such as the photometry of stars
in clusters.
The linearity of the relationship between density and exposure for
electrographic recordings has been the subject of many investigations by
electron microscopists and by astronomers. Results are still controversial
(6). In our laboratory, Ables (5) has obtained results with Ilford nuclear
track emulsions that appear to be more encouraging than those obtained
elsewhere. A sample density vs exposure curve for Ilford L.4 emulsion
ten microns thick on glass is shown in Figure 2. Development was for five
minutes in fresh D-19with agitation at 68°F, and the sample densities
were measured with a Joyce-Loebl densitometer. Generally, we find linearity
within the errors of measurement for Ilford G.5 and K.5 emulsions, but to
lower densities than for L.4. We also find practical linearity to densities
between two and three for Agfa-Gevaert holographic emulsions 8E56 and
IOE56, which are very fine grained and consequently of high storage. An
experimental electrographic emulsion of finer grain and higher storage
than L.4, produced by Eastman Kodak and designated Q-166-I0, has been found
to be linear to density four.
Stellar Photometr_- Stellar photometry has been accomplished with electro-
graphic plates by Lallemand et al.(7), who measured the images with an iris
photometer, by Walker and Kron (8), by Walker (9), and by Kron, Ables and
Hewitt (3). Walker and Kron extracted data with single scans employing
a slit-shaped scanning aperture, Walker used superimposed multiple scans
across the image center employing a small, square scanning aperture, and
Kron, Ables and Hewitt employed isophotic recordings made with a Joyce-
Loebl-Tech-Ops Isodensitracer. In that case each isophote for each star
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was measured for area by means of a planimeter; with these data and the known
density steps, the spatial-density solid representing all of the photometric
information in each image could be reconstructed, but only with much labor.
The scanning methods and the isophotic method all produced photometric out-
put that agreed well with direct photoelectric photometry over ranges as
great as five magnitudes for a single electronic exposure, and with experi-
mental errors comparable with those of photoelectric photometry. The
isophotic method we regard as the best because it gives a more complete
sampling of the background, of importance in measuring faint stars, and
6.0 I
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Figure 2.-Density vs exposure for Ilford L. 4 nuclear track emulsion. The light is a
straight line drawn through the origin.
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because the output i s  insensi t ive to f i e l d  dis tor t ions and aberrations.  
The large amount of labor required by the isophotic method makes it imprac- 
t i cab le  (one measurement of one s t a r  takes more than a man-hour of e f f o r t )  
but Hewitt has developed an integrating, scanning microphotometric method 
t h a t  accomplishes the same re su l t  with re la t ive ly  l i t t l e  human e f fo r t .  
H e w i t t  f i t t e d  the Isodensitracer with an analogue e l e c t r i c a l  output 
which i s  integrated by an electronic  integration c i r c u i t  
a l i n e  on a s t r i p c h a r t  recorder; simultaneously the  data are  punched on 
a card by an IB4 punch. 
recording f o r  a double star are  shown i n  Figure 3. The s t r ip-chart  and iso- 
density outputs are  examined f o r  p l a t e  defects, but data from these examina- 
t i ons  are not used i n  the  computations. 
and recorded as 
The s t r i p c h a r t  output and the monitor isodensity 
The punched cards containing the  
Figure 3. -Isophots and skip-chart recordings of scan integrals illustrating the output 
from the integrating isodensitometer employed at the Flagstaff Station for removing 
data from electronic camera plates. 
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observational data are fed into an IBM 1130 computer which evaluates the
background level and subtracts it from the sum of the integrals to get
the volume of the density solid. The measuring error was investigated by
scanning a star image in different directions and was found to be less
than one percent. With this equipment, Ables has obtained a magnitude
sequence of stars in the cluster NGC 6791, which had been measured with
high precision by Kinman (10). Kinman's photometry was done photoelectrically
and photographically employing the 120-inch reflector of the Lick Observa-
tory. Ables' photometry was based upon three exposures made on L.4 emulsion
with our electronic camera, employing the Navy 61-inch astrometric reflector,
and was measured and reduced as described above, with the assumption that
the emulsion had a linear response. Kinman's and Ables' magnitudes are
compared in Figure 4, where the solid line is at a slope of 1.00 and is
drawn up to magnitude 21, where Kirnuan's data stop. Ables carried the
sequence two magnitudes further; these data are symbolically entered as
an extension beyond the solid line and are coded with solid squares and
open circles. Ables' measurements covered a range of nine magnitudes,
obtained from exposures of 30-minute and 0.5-minute duration, reduced to
each other by the exposure ratio of 60/I; i.e., lack of reciprocity failure
was assumed. Over the magnitude range of 18 to 21, Kinman estimated a
mean experimental error in his measurements of about 0.05 magnitude per
star, whereas Ables finds the same from an intercomparison of the measures
rrom his two 30-minute exposures (11). It can be concluded that electronic
camera plates, when measured with Hewitt's integrating densitometer, yield
stellar magnitudes on the Pogson scale with the assumption of a linear
response, and that the experimental errors are comparable to those that
accompany presently accepted methods of photometry. In addition, it has
been found easily possible to extend a magnitude sequence to a B magni-
tude of 23 on the basis of reasonable exposure times with the electronic
camera and a 61-inch telescope.
_ have also made a comparison of our capability with limiting photo-
electric stellar photometry made by W.A. Baum (12) on stars in the globular
star cluster M13. Baum carried photoelectric photometry to the faintest
magnitudes that appeared to be at all practical with the 200-inch Hale
Reflector. We obtained an electronic camera plate of one-hour exposure
during good "seeing" with the Navy 61-inch astrometric reflector of Baum's
star field and found that we could identify and measure all of the stars
in Baum's sequence and that we could extend the sequence further by
another half magnitude. We are convinced that we could extend a magnitude
sequence to B = 24m with the same operating conditions but with astrono-
mical "seeing" conditions of the best that we ever enjoy at our Flagstaff
observing site.
Storage Capacity and Deconvolution - Of all the interesting properties of
the electronic camera, its ability to store large quantities of data is
most remarkable and least developed. In the accompanying table are listed
the number of grains available at unit density for a number of emulsions.
The numbers for Ila-O, G.5 and L.4 emulsions are from actual counts (3),
whereas the numbers for the finer grained emulsions have been inferred from
density ratio data obtained recently at the Flagstaff Station. For all
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Figure 4.-Stellar magnitudes determtned with the electronic camera and integrating
isodensitometer compared with photoelectric magnitudes by Kinman. The line is a
straight line drawn at a slope of unity.
emulsions except the IIa-O, which had been exposed to light, the "grains"
counted were actually the electron tracks made by 30 kV electrons.
Emulsion Grains/sq mm at unit
density
IIa-O 0.6 x 106
G.5 I.3
L.4 5.4
0 E 56 5O
Q-166-I0 50
8E5g 135
649-0 500 (non linear)
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A qualitative i l l u s t r a t ion  of a simple application of storage capacity can 
be seen i n  Figure 5, which shows recordings of three double s t a r s  on 
IIa-0, L.4, and 8356 emulsions; the IIa-0 recording is, of course, a 
photograph. Although the  double s t a r  photographed on the IIa-0 has the 
widest spacing i n  the  sky, the recorded resolution i s  the poorest of the 
lot by f a r ;  of the remaining two, the separations i n  the sky are about equal, 
but the resolution i s  c lear ly  be t t e r  for  the  8356 emulsion. This i s  the 
resu l t  o f  collecting and storing more data, though the photograph nay 
have suffered somewhat from diff'usion and proximity effects.  Figure 3 
shows integrals  and isophots fo r  t he  double s t a r  recorded with the L.4 
emulsion. Quantitative work done on a number of double s t a r s  with such 
integrals  indicates that  the best  available way to measure the separations, 
posit ion angles, and magnitude differences of double s ta rs  i s  by means of 
the  electronic camera. 
IIa-0 Em n 
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Figure 5. -Recordings of double star images showing the effect of using larger and 
larger storage of information. The recording on IIa-0 emulsion is a photograph; 
the others a re  electrographs. The separations quoted are the actual separations in 
the sky in seconds of arc. The apparent separations have been rendered equal by 
scaling with the enlarger a 
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Figure 6. -A deconvolution of an electronic camera image of a planetary nebula. Note
extreme central intensity of central star and relatively dark areas on each side of
star.
One of the most fascinating future applications of electronic camera
recordings will be for the recovery of spatial information by the de-
convolution of the observed image with the instrumental profile function.
This kind of recovery represents practically a trade-off of photometric
information for spatial information. Photographic recordings can, of
course, be used for this purpose, but little is to be gained unless one
can store much more photometric information than astronomical photographic
emulsionscan hold within their limited linear ranges. A partial solution
to the problem lies in takingmanyphotographs and superimposing them,
but the gain won by doing this is partly lost by the accumulated background
and difficulties with the superposition process. The electronic camera
employed with an emulsion like 8E56 can store about 200 times more informa-
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tion in one picture than one can store on a single exposure with a lla-0
photograph. A star image, recorded at the same time as the subject, gives
the instrumental profile, or blurring function. It should be possible, by
this method, to obtain superior recordings of planetary detail, galactic
nuclei, planetary nebulae, distant star clusters, _nd other difficult
astronomical objects. The deconvolution would have to be preceded by a
complete removal of the photometric information followed by storage in a
large computer, which would have to be programmed for a full-dress two
dimensional deconvolution. We have been unable to undertake such a large
problem, but we have accomplished the deconvolution of a single slice of
the planetary nebula IC 418. The electrograph from which the data were
taken by a scauwith our Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer was obtained with
a McGee Spectrocon by Dr. Merle F. Walker working with telescopic equipment
at the Cerro Tololo International Observatory. The blurring function was
obtained from the profile of a star image obtained with another exposure
on the same night. The deconvolution was accomplished by means of a very
crude process, using the assumption that both the subject and the blurring
functions were plane sections instead of three dimensional solids. The
calculation was aided by the use of a programmable desk calculator with
a procedure set up by Mr. Richard Walker of the Flagstaff Station. The
process consisted in guessing at a deconvolution and then convolving this
employing trial and error for this problem. After seven trials the observed
curve was closely fitted. The results are shown in Figure 6. The de-
convolved profile, shown by the open circles has, of course, steeper slopes
than the observed one, shown by solid dots. The central star becomes, as
expected, very sharp and of extremely high central amplitude and consti-
tutes a rough test of the efficacy of the process. The surprise was the
discovery of a dark region adjacent to each side of the central star, a
property not even suspected from the appearance of the original recording.
CONCLUSIONS
The electronic camera is now a useful astronomical tool with a potential
that is only beginning to be appreciated. Diligent application of the elec-
tronic camera will make it possible to employ all telescopes with much greater
efficiency than when these same telescopes are used with photography. The
electrograph is a compact, permanent storehouse of photometric information
whose storage can be controlled over a large range by the operator. The
electrograph can be analysed under laboratory conditions, though present
methods are primitive and, for the higher storage emulsions, inadequate.
Considerable further development is needed on both the camera itself ana
data handling methods.
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